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IN7'RODUCTION 

In May 1972, the Unesco Division of hesearch and Planning in Documentation, 
Libraries and Archives initiated activities to encourage greater international co-
operation and co-ordination between documentation, library and archives journals, 
through a Symposium of Editors of Journals of Documentation, Libraries and Archives. 

The present survey has been carried out as a result of one of the recommenda-
tions made by participants attending Lhe Symposium. The relevant recommendation 
reads: 

"Unesco should undertake a study of the presentation of periodicals 
in the field; a statistical study of the primary literature in the 
field and a comparative study of the major abstracting and indexing 
services; 5E4/ a feasibility study of an indexing or abstracting 
network based upon a survey of the world's primary literature in 
the field." 

The contract, placed with Mr. Tom Edwards, Editor of Library and Information 
Science Abstracts in February 1974, was "to prepare a study on the comparative 
analysis of major abstracting and indexing services in the field of documentation 
and archives, taking into consideration the recommendations of the Symposium of 
Editors of Documentation, Library and Archives Journals (Unesco, May 1972). The 
completed manuscript was received by Unesco in December 1974. 

The survey contains comparative data on the coverage of documentation, library 
and archives periodicals by six major abstracting and indexing services and makes a 
recommendation for future action to improve co-operation between these services. 

Work Plan 

The following work plan was accepted by Unesco in April 1974. As the investi-
gation proceeded, modifications were made to the work plan. In particular, the 
area concerned with the coverage of periodicals by the services was expanded. 
Inevitably, with the short time available for the study, this had some effect on the 
other areas. 
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UNESCO 

Comparative analysis of the major abstracting and indexing services in the field 
of documentation, librarianshi1 and archives - Contract no. 680592 

Work Plan 

1. Services to be studied 

This study will include analyses of the following services:- 

Bulletin Signaletique, Section 101 - Science de 
l'Information Documentation 

Information Science Abstracts (ISA) 

Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) 

Library Literature 

Referatinyi Zhurnal, Section 59 - Informatics 

It was a recommendation of the 1972 Unesco Symposium of Editors of Documenta-
tion, Library and Archives Journals that these services should be compared. It is 
also necessary to include in the present study the relevant part of the INSPEC 
service, i.e., the section on information science in Computer and Control Abstracts. 
Some mention will also have to be made of the recent approaches towards total 
secondary service control of the field with the publication of a contents list 
service, the American Current Awareness - Library Literature (CALL); a translating 
service, Selected Publications in European Languages (SPEL) which includes lists of 
English translations made at the College of Librarianship Wales; and the Library 
Association's RADIALS bulletin (Research and Development - Information and Library 
Science). 

2. Background to the present study 

A brief outline of previous work in the analysis of secondary services in the 
field will be given including:- 

Coblans, H. - Background paper prepared for the 
1972 Unesco Symposium 

Gilchrist, A. and Presanis, A. - Library and Information 
Science Abstracts: the first two years. Aslib Proc., 
23 (5) May 71, 251-256 
Dansey, P, - A bibliometric survey of primary and secondary 
information science literature. Aslib Proc,, 25 (7) 
July 73, 252-263 
Novakova, H. - The analysis of secondary sources in 
informatics. Prague, Charles University,Department of 
Librarianship and Scientific Information, 1969 

and various articles by S. Goldstein in Current Awareness - Library Literature. 
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3 . General introduction 

The study will include general notes on each service, including historical 
outlines, arrangements for publication, pricing, circulation, staff, etc. Informa-
tion will be obtained by questionnaire addressed to the editors. 

4. Comparison of coverage  

The 1973 issues of each service will be compared in the following areas:- 

(1) list of periodicals covered; 
(2) articles abstracted from periodicals, including a detailed comparison 

of the coverage of individual issues of the primary journals; 
(3) coverage of the proceedings of conferences and other meetings, i.e., 

a breakdown of the actual proceedings covered including an analysis 
of the treatment of individual papers; 

(4) coverage of reports, pamphlets, monographs, patents, etc. 

This part of the study will be carried out in the light of certain comments mady by 
Dr. Coblans in his 1972 Background Paper. He remarks (section 4.2) that "we do not 
know quantitatively which periodicals give the best yields of abstractable/indexable 
material and to what extent there are gaps in the coverage"; and, passim, there is a 
lack of agreement on the scope of the subject field. 

The method adopted to carry out the comparative coverage will be to check each 
entry, noting the relevant details from each citation. Any general conclusions 
drawn will have to be substantiated through the Martyr►/Slater method of testing 
abstracts journals by checking each service's coverage of items in a bibliography 
(Journal, of Documentatic , 20 (4) Dec. 64, 212-235). 

5. Timeliness of the services. 

Delays in the appearance of abstracts or entries will be studied over a 2-year 
period (say, 1972 and 1973) and will include the non-journal material covered. For 
journals, the criterion used will be the date of the receipt of material in the 
Library Association and Aslib libraries. For conference proceedings and monograph 
material, publication date will be used. 

6. Subject arrangement 

A comparison will be made of the subject indexing structures of the services. 
A small retrieval test will be carried out on a list of items known to be included 
in each service. It may be possible to make arrangements for this to be carried out 
at a UK library school. The test will include subjective assessments of the 
indexing structures. Possibilities for the exchange of material with appropriate 
indexing indicators supplied from an Intermediate Lexicon will be outlined, includ-
ing a consideration of recent work carried out at the Polytechnic of North London 
School of Librarianship. 

7. Bibliographic citations 

The order of the elements in the citations of each service will be examined 
with a view to possibilities for the interchange of material. 

1. This investigation was omitted from the survey because, with the short time 
available, it was not possible to collect sufficiently representative data. 
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8. Quality of abstracts 

Users' opinions will be sought on the quality standards of the abstracts. This 
is bound to be subjective and any conclusions drawn will need qualification. How-
ever, general implications might be possible concerning, e.g., the value of 
indicative vs. informative abstracts, and what users expect to find in an abstract 
for an item in a foreign language. 

9. Administrative structure of the services 

An examination will be carried out, by circulating the editors, of any 
administrative constraints on the services, e.g., the employment of full-time or 
part-time staff; the effects of forming part of a larger service such as Bulletin 
Signalitique or Referativnyi Zhurnal; the implications of sponsorship; and the 
necessity for remaining commercially viable. 

10. Archives 

The 1972 Unesco Symposium included discussions on the inclusion of archives 
work in the secondary services under study. There would appear to be some doub!-,s 
about the appropriateness of linking secondary services for the archival field, 
with documentation and library work, and this will be investigated. Coblans' 
Background Paper to the 1972 Symposium suggests that the inclusion of a relatively 
small number of primary archive journals would lead to adequate coverage. 

11. Future prospects 
46 

Although the present study is confined to a comparative analysis of the "Big 
Five" services and their present performance it is felt that the opportunity should 
be taken of indicating possible future approaches to bibliographical control in the 
field, e.g., cooperation and interchange of abstracts, computerization, and defining 
the scope of the subject field. The last-named point has links with another 
recommendation of the 1972 Unesco Symposium that a statistical study of the primary 
literature in the field should be undertaken. 

The study is expected to cover 80 to 100 standard pages. Bar charts and tables 
will be included as appropriate. The cooperation of personnel working on the 
services under investigation will be sought as well as help from the staff and 
students at a UK library school. 

T. Edwards, 
Editor, 

26th March, 1974 LISA 

Reference 

1. Symposium of Editors of Documentation, Library and Archives Journals, 
Paris, Unesco House, 16-18 May 1972. Summary Report, Recommendation No. 5. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND 70 THE SURVEY 

Ihe bibliographical control of library and information science has received 
increasing attention over the last decade. During this period steps have been 
taken towards the construction of a secondary service network that can be of real 
value to the profession. The range of services now available includes a tables of 
contents publication (Current Awareness - Library Literature - CALL); a well-
established indexing service Library Literature); the Big Four abstracting 
services(l) - all developed since 1965; several highly regarded reviews of the 
literature, e.g., the Annual Review of Information Science and Technology (ARIST); 
a variety of means for obtaining translations of foreign language material, includ-
ing, for English-speaking users, SPEL (Selected Publications in European Languages) 
produced at, the College of Librarianship Wales(?); and various publications directed 
towards the dissemination of information on research in the field, e.g., the Library 
Association's RADIALS Bulletin (Research and Development - Information and Library  
Science) - these publications will, no doubt, be co-ordinated through Unesco's 
International Information System on Research in Documentation (ISORID). 

Rapid growth has taken place over a short period and it may well be time to 
pause in order to consider whether we are travelling along the right lines. Growth 
of the services has been mcompanied by an increasing number of surveys concerning 
the services themselves. This could be a symptom of some unease about the way in 
which the resources of a comparatively small profession are being employed. The 
surveys have concentrated on dhe abstracting services of the profession; in several 
cases bibliometric techniques, e.g., citation studies, have been used. 

Review of the literature 

Buntrock(J) studied nine secondary services, estimated their time delays and 
compiled a list. of ten productive ti. es. Whatley's survey(}), financed by the 
Council on Library Res-urces, was designed to cover sixteen services - more were 
discovered during the period of the investigation. The survey gave details con-
cerning editorial policies, selection criteria, coverage, styles of bibliographical 
citation, quality of abstracts, subjec!, arrangements, indexing, time lags, and user 
assessments of dhe services. 'he conclusion discussed a plan for an ILSA - an 
internationa7 abstracting service for library science and documentation. 
Oilchrist(t=-7) carried out a number of analyses in order to obtain data on coverage, 
key journals, and publication delays. He played a major part in the discussions 
that led to the formation of Library and information Science Abstracts and two of 
,to've::s are oriented towards this service. Novakova(8) analysed six services 

and produced a ranking list of thirty productive journal titles. Dansey(9)surveyed 
five abstracting services, taking 1971 as the base year, and gave ranking lists of 
the most productive periodicals for each service. He also used the Martyn/Slater 
method of testing abstracts journalsl10) by checking each service's coverage of 
items in bibliographies obtained from the 1971 Annual Review of Information Science  
and Technology. Volkova(11) compared the Big Four abstracting services under their 
subject arrangements, methods used for bibliographic description, types of material 
covered, periodical titles common to all four services (a list of 29 titles is 
given), time delays, and indexing. It is concluded that none of the services fully 
covers the world's output of scientific literature on informatics and duplication 
between the four services is insignificant. Several statistical tables are given 
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including, inter alia, one on the distribution of material abstracted according to 
type of publication, another on the languages of the periodicals covered by each 
service, and a third which analyses the types of abstracts contained in each service. 
Goldstein(12) surveyed five bibliographical control tools with the main purpose of 
providing a "table look-up" to their 1972 periodical title coverage. The publica-
tions investigated were Information Science Abstracts, Library and Information  
Science Abstracts, Referativnyi Zhumai: Informwics, Idurary literature, and CALL. 
This work produced a list of 855 journals from which different lists of "core" titles 
were generated. 

Problems raised • the surveys, 

The following points are noteworthy: (1) prominence is given in the surveys to 
"information science", "informatics", and "documentation" rather than to "library 
science"; (2) varying lists of core periodical titles have been generated; and 
(3) in spite of the large quantities of data obtained, the gaps in covering the 
primary literature and the amount, of duplication between the services remain 
virtually unknown. 

Any new investigation must attempt to come to terms with these problems and 
the first point, which might be summarised as "Information science versus Library 
science" raises acute difficulties. 

It is necessary to emphasise that bibliometric surveys of our field have tended 
to treat library science as an activity peripheral to informatiln science. his is 
a direct consequence of the profession's relative youth and its failure to define 
the scope of the subject area. Coblans has put it thus, 

"As a subject it is still in the pre-scientific 
stage rather like alchemy was in the Renaissance." 13) 

Perhaps it was not the intention of the workers conducting the surveys to 
relegate library science to a subordinate place. However, the following quotations 
are representative of the effect produced. 

"Also different in the publications considered is the approach to 
the coverage of literature on the work of libraries. The greatest 
coverage was present in LISA which covers the activities of libraries 
of all types... and from various points of view ... i(Zh considers  
these materials only in so far as librarianship overlaps with 
informatics."(14) 

"There is some variation between the services in their selection 
of articles from these core journals. Some such as LISA select  
more from the librarianship journals and some of the others 
select more from the computer science 4ournals."(15) 

(The italics have been added). The second quotation implies that librarianship is 
on a par with computer science for selection purposes. 

Clearly, the present survey, by including Library Literature as well as 
Library and Information Science Abstracts, will have to treat library science as an 

activity with status equal to that of information science. The convention adopted 
in this investigation is that our field covers a broad spectrum of activities 
including, on the one side, such matters as school librarianship and library 
architecture and, on the other, data banks and communication problems. It is an 
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interesting fact. that even those abstracting services whose titles reflect a main 
concern with information science have already added the Journal of Librarianship to 
their lists of periodicals scanned. '.'his "traditional" library science journal, 
which commenced publication as recently as 1969, is covered by all the services 
under investigation in the (resent study. 

The problem of archives Within this spectrum of activities is treated 
separately in Chanter ir). 

Approaches to the problems  

It is not easy to overcome the problems presented in points (2) and (5) above. 
'he compilation of a care list of periodicals and the determination of gaps in 
covering the primary literature are obviously affected by the profession's vagueness 
concerning the boundaries of its subject field. The collection of more data is 
fundamental and. attempts must be made to correlate any new findings with previous 
work. It is important to make some estimation of the amount of primary literature 
available. More information might be obtained with the modification of the 
techniques already employed, e.g., by including dates of issues abstracted in 
ranking lists of periodicals. 

:references 

• he Big Four. A term coined by Herbert Coblans as shorthand for the interna-
%tonal abstracting services in our field: the relevant sections of Bulletin  
Sigpaletique and Referativnyi Zhurnal; Information Science Abstracts; and 
Library and Information Science Abstracts. With the addition of Library  Literature the shorthand becomes The Big Five 

2. =1PEL (Selected PublicaA.ons in European Languages). College of Librarianship 
Wales. Reviewed by '. Edwards, Library Association Record,  76 (5) May 1974, p. 1)1. 

Buntrock E. ;)okumentation der nokumentation Ii. Nachrichten far Dokumenta- 
tion, 1 :'ep'emher 196:;, pp. 14;,-147. 

H.A. A survey of the major indexing and abstracting services for 
library science and documentation. London, mhe Library Association, 1966. 

11.1christ, A. Documentation of documentation: a survey of leading abstracts 
services in documentation and an identification of key journals. Aslib 
Proceedings, 18 ()) March 1966, pp. 57-86. 

Gilchrist, A. Library and Information Science Abstracts: a brief progress 
report. Aslib Proceedings, 21 (8) August 1969, pp. 525-527. 

Gilchrist, A. and Presanis, A. Library and Information Science Abstracts: the 
first two years. Aslib Proceedings, 25 (5) May 1971, pp. 251-256. 

H. Novakova, H. The analysis of secondary sources in informatics. Prague, 
Charles University Department of Librarianship and Scientific Information, 
1969. iReport No. L-1--)9-6,6 
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9. Dansey, P. A bibliometric survey of primary and secondary information science 
literature. Aslib Proceedings, 25 (7) July 1973, pp. 252-265. 

10. Martyn, J. and Slater, M. -:ests on abstracts journals. Journal of Documenta-

tion, 20 (075ecember 1964, pp. 212-235. 

11. Volkova, E.Ya. Sravietel,naya kharakteristika vazhneyshikh mirovikh 
referatnikh zhurnalov po informatike /Comparative analysis of the characteris-
tics of the world's major abstracting journals on informaticg Sovetskaya  

Bibliografiya (159) 1973, pp. 42-5). 

12. Goldstein, S. Statistical bibliography and library periodical literature -
part 4: 1972 abstracting, indexing,and contents coverage of library and 
information science periodicals. CALL (Current Awareness - Library  
Literature), 2 (4) July-August 1975, pp. 3-13. 

13. Coblans, H. Background paper, Symposium of Editors of DwAimentation, Library 
and Archives Journals, Paris, Unesco House, 16-18 May 1972 (COM-72/CONF. 11/)), 

section 1.1. 

14. Volkova, ibid. rFrom English language translation held in the LISA editorial 

officg. 

15. Dansey, ibid. p. 258. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROFILES OF THE SERVICES INVESTIGATED 

It was decided to include the following secondary services in the study:- 

Library Literature (LL) 

Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) 

Referativnyi Zhurnal, Section 9 - Informatika (RZI) 
Information Science Abstracts (ISA) 

Computer and Control Abstracts, Chapter 8.5 (CCA) 

Bulletin Sionaleti gue, Section 101 - Science de l'Information 
Documentation  (BS 

The order of this list, reflects the commencing dates of the services - LL was 
founded in the 1930's, BS in 1970. 

The following summaries of the main points of interest concerning each service 
are intended simply as d backcloth to the investigation. Most of the information 
has been obtained from the literature. Any mistakes in interpretation are, however, 
the responsibility of the present writer. In some cases the information has been 
extracted from brief ner,s items and the sources are not mentioned. Major sources 
are listed at the end of each profile. 

Library literature (LL) 

LL is an indexing service published by the H.W. Wilson Company, Bronx, New York 
City. It covers periodicals, books, pamphlets, films, filmstrips, microforms, 
library school theses and research papers. 'he doyen of secondary services in its 
field, LL was started by the American Library Association's Junior Members Round 
Table as a continuation of Bibliography of library economy 1872-19_20, compiled by 
H.G.T. Cannons and published in 1927. Library Literature 1921-32 appealed in 1954. 
Passed on to the Wilson Company, the first volume under the revised arrangement was 
Library literature 19:5-35 and in 1936 the first annual volume appeared. Semi-
annual publication began in 1959, was continued in 1946, changed to quarterly in 
1955 and then to ("ic issues in 1969. A bound annual volume and a two-year cumulated 
volume are also polished. The sub-title was changed in 1969 to read "an index to 
library and information science". Regular features of the bi-monthly issues are a 
select list of recent accessions of the Educational Resources Information Center 
(ERIC) Clearinghouse on Information Resources and a checklist of monographs cited 
for the first time. LL is arranged on the dictionary principle with all entries -
author, title, and subject entries together with references - in a single alpha-
betical sequence. The chief members of staff are the editor, an assistant editor and 
an indexer. here are also several contributors who translate and index material in 
foreign languages. Additional clerical back-up is available. LL is printed by 
traditional methods. It is understood that the application of computerised 
techniques to various Wilson Company operations has been under investigation for 
some time by its Research Department. Circulation of LL is 2,900 copies. 

13 
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Sources 

Library literature. Prefatory Note. 

Whatley, H.A. A survey of the major indexing and abstracting services for library 
science and documentation. London, he Library Association, 1966, pp. 22-24. 

Library and information science abstracts (LISA) 

LISA is an abstracting service published by the Library Association, London. 
Emphasis is placed on the preparation of abstracts for periodical articles and 
conference papers, although a few are prepared for books and pamphlets. LISA grew 
out of Library Science Abstracts. LSA began its life in typescript form and was 
devised by R.N. Lock and his wife C. Muriel Lock to help students preparing for 
Library Association examinations. line LA was persuaded to take over the service as 
a quarterly publication in 1950 with the Locks as editors. H. Allan Whatley took 
over the editorship on a "private-time" basis in 1951 and guided the service throu,;" 

18 years of steady development. In Lie la .e 1960's discussions between the LA and 
Aslib on how to make LSA more useful to information workers resulted in an agreemen4  

that Aslib would supply abstracts covering information science to the LA for an 
annual fee. Each issue consists of a sequence of abstracts, arranged in order of 

the Classification Research Group's Classification of Library and Information 
Science; an author index; and an alphabetical subject index compiled by chain 
procedure. he indexes are cumulated annually and published as a separate issue. 
Staff consists of the editor, an editorial assistant, an abstractor, a clerK/typis , 
and a half-time classifier. Abstracts for non-English language material are contric-
uted by an outside panel of .5) librarian/abstractors who receive a fee for each 
abstract prepared. Aslib's contributions take up the time of approximately 1 1/2 
members of staff. "he 1969 and 197) issues were produced by conventional hot-metal 
letterpress methods. Since 1971, composition has been carried out on electric 
keyboards and matter reproduced by offset photolithography. A 1973 study carried 
out by Aslib into the feasibility of an integrated information system covering 
library end information science included proposals for the application of computer-
ised techninues to LISA. No action was taken on these suggestions. A five-year 
cumulation, 1969-73, of the indexes is being undertaken by Learned Information 
(Europe' Ltd. of Oxford, UK. A computer program will be utilised for the merging 
process and, in the subject index, rotated entries will replace the exist...ng chain 
index entries. Circulation of LISA is 2,15u copies. 

Source 

Edwards, . Library and Information Science Abstracts: a new service for librarians 
and documentalists. Library Association Record, 71 (2) February 1969, pp. 41-4). 

Referativnyi Zhurnal, Section 59 - Informatika (RZI) 

RZI is one of the series of abstracting services published within the wide-
ranging lleferativnyi Zhurnal (Abstract Journal) of the All-Union Institute of 
Scientific and ;'echnical Information (VINITI), Moscow. It covers periodical 
articles, books, conference proceedings, reviews, patents, standards and unpublished 

manuscripts deposited with ;be publication is intended for the broad spec- 

trum of information workers defined as the- employees of technical information 
agencies and bureaux, scientists and engineers working in research and development 
organisations, technical librarians, teachers in higher education, and post-graduate 
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students. .,Z1 was first, published in 1965 under the title Nauchnaya i Tekhniches-
kaya Informatsiya (Scientific and "echnical Information). The title Informatika 
(Informatics) was adopted in 1970. Al. first, six issues a year were produced; 
monthly publication was adopted in 1967. Each issue contains the following: a 
sequence of abstracts arranged under subject headings - a UDC number is given at the 
beginning of each citation but is not used for arrangement purposes; an author index 
divided into two sections, Cyrillic and Roman; a rotated alphabetical subject index 
generated by computer and utilising free indexing methods; and tables of contents 
covering both periodicals and non-periodicals. Cumulated, annual indexes are 
published in the twelfth issue of the year. Since 1967, an English language version 
has been published. This contains the sequence of abstracts and the two author 
indexes, but has no alphabetical subject index or tables of contents. Each main 
subject section of RSI is edited by subject specialists; many of the abstracts are 
prepared by named experts. User feedback is maintained through meetings organised 
by the Editorial Board and held in various towns throughout the USSR. A Descriptor 
Information Retrieval System in Informatics (DIPSI) has been operating since May 
197') based on all the abstracts published since 1963. It is used in two versions: 
(1) retrieval on 80-column punched cards using three-digit codes; (2) retrieval by 
the MINSY-22 computer. The development team is continuing its work. Circulation of 
R7I Russian verqion is 3,500 copies. 

Sources 

Editorials. :;eferativnyi Zhurnal: Tnformaticst  (1) 1973, pp. 1-4 and (1) 1974, 
pp.1-5. 

A descriptor• information retrieval system in informatics. Bibliography Documenta-
tion, 2erminolopy, (11) 1971, pp. 217-218. 

Information science abstracts (ISA) 

ISA is an abstracting service published by Documentation Abstracts Inc. under 
the sponsorship of the American Society for Information Science, the Division of 
Chemical Literature of the American Chemical Society, and the Special Libraries 
Association. ISA publishes abstracts for periodical articles, conference proceed-
ings, monographs, standards, patents, reviews, and non-book material and is 
especially strong in its coverage of US report literature. The criterion for 
abstracting is the pertinence of the subject matter rather than the vehicle of pub-
lication. he service is intended primarily for persons working or studying in 
information science and documentation and for special librarians, but it is also 
aimed at librarians gnerally, educators and persons engaged in related activities, 
e.g., publishing, translating and technical writing. ISA commenced publication in 
1966 as a quarterly under the title Documentation Abstracts. The present title was 
adopted in 1969 and in 1970 the frequency changed to six issues a year. Each issue 
consists of a sequence of abstracts arranged under broad subject headings, continuity 
data (see below), an anonymous titles index, and an author index. These indexes are 
cumulated and appear in the sixth issue of the year, together with an alphabetical 
subject index and a continuity index. Commencing with the December 1973 issue, the 
sixth issue of each year has been published in two parts in order to minimise delay 
in publication. Issue number 6B contains the indexes for the year. ['he continuity 
index of ISA is a unique feature. This is an annual chronological index in which a 
known abstract may be looked up by its serial number in order to identify any 
abstracts cross-referenced to it during the year. A letter-code included with each 
entry indicates the relationship between the abstract found and the abstract.  
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previously IITIOUri. he index has much in common with citation indexes. ISA's staff 
consists of the editor, supported by a paid editorial staff of two persons, and a 
number of Abstractor volunteers. Originally, it was intended that TSA should make 
exemplary use of automated techniques, but the plan was never fully implemented 
through lack of resources. The March 1r)66 - Juna 1967 issues were produced by 
computer-aided ph,tocomposition and an author index production program was completed. 
These techninues were discontinued after June 1967. A second attempt to introduce 
computerisation was made in 1970 using programs developed by Inforonics Inc. for 
Psychological Abstracts. The differences between the two publications proved, how-
ever, to be too large and the procedure was abandoned after one isse. Since the 
April 1970 issue ISA has been produced by perforated tape and photocompositor, with 
no automated sequencing or automatic index production. Circulation of ISA is 1,200 
copies. 

Sources 

Introduction to volume 9. Information Science Abstracts, 9 (1) February 1974, 
pp. 2-5. 

Lipetz, B. A. information Science Abstracts. In: Encyclopedia of Library and  
Information Science, edited by A].len Kent., Harold ',armour, and Jay E. Daily. Now 
York, Marcel Dekker, 1974, volume pp. 487-494. 

Computer and control abstracts, Chapter S (ccA) 

CCA Chapter 1.5 is the only,airvice in the present investigation which is not 
published as a separate. It is part of the INSPEC range which includes Science 
Abstracts and is published by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. 
CCA is included in the study for the following reasons: (1' in order to norrelate 
the data obtained with Dansey's work in 1975; (2) to obtain data for a wholly 
English-language service that is part of a larger abstracting organisation; and 
to gain some idea of the "outsider's" view of the subject content of the field. 
CCA is published every month and this section was started in its present form in 
1969. Abstracts are arranged under the following subject headings: Information 
science and documentation; Information services and centres; 'generation, dissemina-
tion and use of information; Publishing and reproduction; Translation; Information 
analysis and indexing; Information storage and retrieval. At the end of each sub-
ject section cross-references are made to related material within other subject 
headings of Chapter 8.5 and also to other chapters of CCA. Every issue of CCA 
includes an author index, a brief alphabetical subject index leading to the classi-
fication scheme, and the following "small" specialised indexes: bibliography index: 
book index; conference index; patent index; and report index. Cumulative versions 
of all these indexes are published for every six-month period, with titles added 
under each author's name in the author index and a greatly expanded, highly detailed 
alphabetical subject index. CCA is produced by computerised methods and Optical 
Character Recognition will be introduced in the near future. Spin-off services 
include ropics, an inexpensive SDI listing based on standard profiles; individually-
tailored SDI; and the magnetic taper available for the whole range of INSPEc publi-
cations. 

Sourcea 

Commuter and Con_roi Abstracts. Inside cover material. 
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Bulletin Signa diigue. Section lul - Science de  1 ,1nformation Documentation  (1-1:-;) 

BS Section is par? )f large Bulletin .11gnaldtique service published by 
the Centre National de la ziecherche Scientifique, Pails. Abstracts are prepared for 
periodical articles, conference proceedings, books, technical reports, theses, 
patents and standards. Publication commenced in 1q7 under the title Information  
Scientifique e. Technique. The present title was adopted in 1972. There are ten 
issues a year. Each issue contains a sequence of abstracts, a list of theses and 
reports deposi.ed in the library of the CNRS, a list of publications received, a 
small section of news items, and indexes. Abstracts are arranged under subject 
headings and the following indexes appear in each issue: an author index; an alpha- 

subjec index in three sections - permuted index in French, permuted index 
in English and the Index des :'ravaux d'Auteurs Franiais et Francophones classds par 
domaines, an index, oy subject, of work carried out by French authors and workers in 
any French organisation. :'he indexes are cumulated annually and appear as a 
separate issue. 'he editor of section 1J1 is guided by an editorial committee and 
there is also a eam of advisers for each of the main subject sections. Since 1971 
BS has been produced by computer-aided typesetting and photocomposition using the 
-A:3CM, system 'Programme Appliqud a is Sdiection e' A la Compilation Automatiques de 
la Littdrature . system is also used for SDI and retrospective searching. he 
abstracts are no signed and are, at Limes, very brief. However, those published in 
the first, issues of 1974 tend - o be longer than the entries that appeared in 1971). ,:irculation of sec .ion 1 )1 is 1, ) copies. 

.,ources 

k:enLre National de la ;iecherche Scientifique. P.A.S.C.A.L. Bulletin Signaldtique 
1A7- Plan de classemen%: Suppidment annuel au Bulletin Signaldtique, Section 101. 

i'olier, J.E. and Dus'ulier, N. Bulletin Signal4tique mechanisation - the PASCAL 
system. Pmgram,, )1) October 1971, pp. 228-238. 
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C;HAP:'Ell  

ORGANISATION  OF THE PRESENT  STUDY 

The main emphases in this survey are: (1) to isolate similarities and diff-
erences between the services; (2) to obtain as much "raw" data as possible; and 
(3) to attempt some estimation of primary material covered by the services. 

METHOD 

It wag felt that the investigation should concentrate on providing information 
about the recent development of the services. Our field is changing rapidly -
nothing characterises this more than the fact that the Big Four abstracting services 
have all changed their titles in the last five years - and what was true even two 
years ago might not be so today. 

The method adopted, therefore, WAS Lo concentrate on analysing the 1973 issues 
of all the services in order to record details of the primary material covered. 
Each citation was examined. The main breakdown of the statistics obtained was made 
into: (1) entries for periodicals; and (2) entries for non-periodical material. 
Further analyses were made under the titles of journals and the type of non-journal 
material. The dates of the periodicals covered were recorded and, in many cases, 
a note was made of the actual titles of books and conference proceedings. 

Where possible, statistics given by the services themselves have been used to 
check the accuracy of the figures obtained. However, internal statistics are 
obviously intended for the benefit of the services and, in some instances, the data 
compiled for this survey appeared to be more "correct" within the circumstances of 
the investigation. They have, therefore, been adopted in the present report and 
the figures given here do not necessarily match those compiled by the services. 

The counting of citations at this intensity is an arduous task and the 
acknowledgements made at the beginning of this survey are well merited. 

18 
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CHAP".Fdi 4 

;or,i: BASIC STATISTICS 

:'his chapter contains a few basic statistics in the form of diagrams and tables. Commentaries are given, where necessary, immediately following each figure. 
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Figure 1 AMOUNT OF PRIMARY MATERIAL COVERED SINCE 1969 
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Figure 0 P1.1,ma;%; Eateria: '.3overed ID,  the Services since 1969  

1Z] cieArly emerges from the graph AS by far the largest abstracting journal in 
our field - a big gap opened up between this service and the others in 1970 when ;he 
title InfJrmatika was adopted and this may reflect a change in the internal policy of 

grpwth has been shown by ISA over the five-year period and the 
American publication has maintained its position as the biggest Western service. BS 
and LISA are the most nearly enual in size of the services. However, BS has grown 
over the last, !no years whilst LISA has had its ups and downs. One's feeling is 
that the British service has been a little underpriced and steps taken to counteract 
this in 1974 ma:' well result in the expansion of this service. .his is shown by the 
dotted projecLiun for 1974. CCA stopped its rate of growth for the first time in 
1975. 

otal primary literature in library and information science available 
during this period is unknown. Estimates have been made ranging from 6,000 items to 
10,000 items published per year (see the following sources). 

Taylor, L.J. Liirary science literature. In: British Librarianship and Information 
Science 1966-1.()7,„ edited by H.A. Whatley, London, Library Association, 1972, p. 295. 

raylor, L.J. Library science literature: some problems of information about infor-
mation. Asliu Proceedings, 23 (9) September 1971, p. 474. 

onyvtari Figyel8 (1) 1969, pp. 99-100. 
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CCA 1,337 

3 721 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 

LISA 2,873 

• 

Figure 2 NUMBER OF ABSTRACTS PUBLISHED BY THE 

FIVE ABSTRACTING SERVICES - 1973 

• 

Fi gu re 3 NUMBER OF ENTRIES PUBLISHED BY LL - 1973 

excluding citations of one page only 7,805 

L 

10,401 

Note. The LL figures have been compiled from a count of the author entries in the 1913 issues. 
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Figure „5: Number of Entries Published by LL 

Difficulties were encountered in the attempts to estimate the amount of mater-
ial covered by LL in 1973. Suitable figures were not available from the Wilson 
Company and so it was decided to count the number of entries made under authors's 
names. The problems can be summarised as follows. (1) When making entries for 
book reviews and follow-up items such as letters, LL's practice is to cite the 
original item again. Without carrying out extensive checks it is often difficult to 
know whether an item is being cited for the first time or not. This factor probably 
led to some o'er-estimates. (2) LL's dictionary arrangement makes it difficult at 
times to distinguish the author entries. (5) The large size of the service and the 
closely-packed layout of the pages together with the necessity of completing the 
count as quickly as possible undoubtedly caused problems of fatigue. 

The probability is that all the figures given for LL are too large. Partial 
checks have been possible on the bases of previous estimates and on the data 
extracted for this survey. 

In the Journal of Documentation,Iiarch 1972 (pp.63-64) Coblans remarks of LL, 
"With its coverage of ]59 periodicals (August 1971) it produces over 5,000 references, 
including many books, reports, etc." The number of periodicals covered by LL had 
increased by 197j to 221 so it is likely that more items were indexed than in 1971. 

For the periDdical articles, sufficient data were extracted during the present 
survey to enable the older, obviously repeated, items to be deleted at the end of 
the count. .he figure of 5317 for periodical items, which excludes citations of one 
page only (see 'able 1) is probably not far out. 

The likely aver-estimate made for LI, is in the number of non-periodical items 
covered. A count of the "Checklists of monographs cited for the first time" given 
in every issue of the service shows that 958 new, separate publications were covered 
in 1975. This figure includes a number of collective books, conference proceedings, 
etc., some of which obviously generated a large number of entries (e.g., several 
American Society for Information Science conferences were indexed). However, it is 
doubtful whether as may as 1,400 extra entries would have resulted from these collec-
tive works and perhaps the non-Journal coverage of LL in 1973 was below 2,000. 

In the calculations made in other sections of this report, efforts have been 
made to allow fol,  possible over-estimation of LL's coverage. 
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able t: ,:rwerii..-e of Periodical and Non-periodical LiLerw,ure 

by the Six Services - 1975 

Abstracts 

BS 

Percentage 

itzi 

Abstracts PercenLage 

Periodicals 2124  65% 3266 72% 

Non-periodicals 1121 550 1258 28 
_ - 

Thtal 3245 
mr. 

100% 4524 

CCA LISA 

Abstracts Percentage Abstracts Percentage 

Periodicals 1068 80% 2512 37% 

Non-periodicals 269 20% 361 13% 

Total 1337 100% 2873 1.'0% 

Periodicals 

Non-periodicals 

total 

ISA 

Abstracts Percentage 

1537 41 

2184 59;,S 

5721 laxt 

IL 

Entries Percentage 

Periodicals 5317 51':; 

Non-periodicals 2488 24;1 

Citations with 
one page only 

2596 25',  

'otal 10401 
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.able  1: Coverage of Periodical and Non periodical Literature  

''here are two pairs of services approximately equal in their approaches to the 
types of primary material available. CCA and LISA concentrate on the periodical 
literature, neglecting monographs and reports whilst BS and HZI are more even in 
their approaches to periodicals and non-periodicals. The percentage figures for 
LISA have remained almost constant since 1969. 

1ZI publishes by far the largest number of abstracts for periodical articles 
and ISA holds as dominating a position for the non-periodical material. It is 
tempting, on the basis of these figures, to speculate on the kind of service that 
would result from a merger of WI's periodical coverage and ISA's monograph/report,/ 
conference proceeding entries. It is reasonably certain, on the basis of the pres-
ent, investigation, that for full coverage of the primary literature many additional 
entries would still be necessary from BS and LISA. The following figures will, 
however, give every secondary service editor and publisher food for thought:- 

UZI periodical coverage (1973) 3266 
ISA non-periodical coverage (1973) 2184 

ctal 5450 

figure for the amount of material which might be covered by our 
secondary services every year is reinforced by the figures given for LL which were 
arrived at by a count of the author entries in the 1973 issues. Of course, LL is an 
indexing service and contains entries for material that need not be covered by the 
abstracting services. Some allowance was made for this by recording items with 
only one page as a separate category, but it is no doubt true that there are still 
many items in Ll, that no one would expect to find in an abstracting service. How-
ever, the size of the figure is rather daunting, particularly when it is remembered 
that LL res'rirLs its scope fairly rigidly to traditional library science and is 
also very much American/English-language oriented. 

able 2: Number of Periodical Titles Covered by Each Service 

1973 /Volkova*  19707 

BS 320 /38,Y 

CCA 177 

ISA 247 /755 (19692 
raz.14 210 
'T 221 r- 7 
wI 331+ 55g 

Notes 

Extracted from Volkovals previously cited article. For 
full bibliographical details see Chapter 1, reference 11. 

Contains an estimate of ) titles. See commentary fallowing 
.his 'able. 
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Table 2: Number of Periodical Titles Covered by Each Service 

The surprising feature of this table is the relatively low number of titles 
given for BS, LISA, and RZI in comparison with previous surveys. The reason for 
this is that the 1973 figures were compiled by checking the actual titles cited 
during the year. It is known that the lists of periodicals given by the services do 
not present a true picture of their treatment of this type of literature. For 
example, USA's list includes all the periodicals scanned for potentially useful 
material and so individual titles, particularly in the fringe areas, may not be 
abstracted in a single fear's issues. Both LL and RZI publish incomplete lists of 
their titles including only the main periodicals covered. With these strictures on 
the published lists in mind, it was decided to extract data for the periodicals by 
examining each citation published during 1973. 

Unfortunately, for RZI, this approach raised several problems; these were not 
completely solved and the figure marked with a "+" sign in th• table must be treated 
with caution. fie investigation of RZI in the present study took place mainly by 
analysing the English language version. It is a measure of the difficulty of this 
service for the non-Russian-speaking user that, in some cases, defeat had to be 
admitted in the deciphering of citations. 

RZI's practice of citation presents two problems: (I) for the non-hussian-
speaking user, there is the difficulty of understanding citations in Russian because 
they are not transli. erated - a "pattern recognition" approach tends to break down 
because of the hyphenation procedures adopted at the end of a tine; and (2) abbrev-
iations are widely used which leans to a compounding of the Russian problem and also 
creates difficulties for the relatively little known Roman-language titles, partic-
ularly those that do not appear on the RZI list. 

These difficulties were partially overcome by using the list of periodicals 
showing the number of citations for 1975 published in the first issue of 1974. Once 
again, however, this list is not complete - it omits the low-citation material and 
even within the levels covered (titles cited three times and above) the present 
investigation discovered further titles. 

In the time available for this study it proved impossible to solve these 
problems completely and the following number of citations remained unidentified at 
the end of the count:- 

Unidentified Russian language citations 98 
Unidentified Non-Russian and Non-English citations 157 

It was decided to estimate the number of titles at 15 titles for the Russian 
language citations and 25 for the Non-Russian, Non-English. These figures might be 
on the low side, judging by Volkova's 1970 data, but it is doubtful whether the 
service exceeded, say, 370 periodical titles in 1973. 

A reading of a translation of Volkova's article held in the LISA office does 
not make clear the methods employed for compiling the 1970 figures. Presumably, the 
lists published by the services were used as the basis and it seems that comparisons 
between the services should no longer he carried out in this manner, particularly 
for LISA and RZI. It is probably true kat ISA's list over the years has always 
reflected its coverage more accurately than those of the other members of the Big 
Four. With the development of the computerised system PASCAL, LS now publishes a 
print-out analysis of the material covered each year as a separate, entitled 
P4riodiques et Ouvrages analysis en rannde 7 -his practice demonstrates the benefi- 
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cial side-effects of computeAsation - such analyses are virtually impossible in a 
r-actical working situaA.n using manual counting methods. 

able S:  Relationship between Peri)dical Titles Covered and Number  of Abstracts 
Published  - 1973  

Periodical ,lumber of Abstracts 
from these Titles 

Average" 
per title 

BS .;20 2124 7 
CCA 177 1068 6 
ISA 247 1t,37 6 
LISA 210 2512 12 

LL 221 7913 Centries 7 (36) 
. 

RZ1 351 3266 10 

Note — — 
Includes an estimate of 4, titles. 
commenzar:-  after Table 2. 

See discussion in the 

:able relationship between Periodical Atles Covered and Number of Abstracts 
published.  

:he "average" figure is intended simply as shorthand for the emphasis placed by 
each service on the periodical literature. It also demonstrates the "compactness" 
of each service's approach to the subject, with LISA and LL covering many articles 
from a relatively small number of titles and ISA and BS ranging more widely for 
material and finding fewer relevant items in ttie titles covered. RZI once again has 
an impressive amount of material - the largest number of articles as well as the la 
largest number of titles. However, the "average" figure, below that of LISA, 
indicates a nossible straining at the boundaries of information science (see further 
discussion in Chapter 5, passim . 

:he figures for LL in this table have been added for interest only - they 
cannot, of course, really he c'Tnpared with th)se for the abstracting services. 
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BS CCA ISA LISA LL RZI 

Anglish Number of titles 135 111 171 145 192 145 

% of Total titles 
covered by the service 42% 63% 69% 69% 87% 445 

German Number of titles 41 23 9 14 5 35 

% of Total titles 
covered by the service 13% 13% 4% 7% 2% 11.,75 

French, Number of titles 65 8 12 9 

% of Total titles 

4 18 

covered by the service 20% 45 5% 45 2% 55 

Russian Number of titles 18 5 22 5 ., 

%of Total titles 

3 4?*  

covered by the service 6% 3s5 9% 25 1% 12i 

Other Number of titles 61 30 33 37 17 93+ 

% of Total titles 
covered by the service 19% 170 13% 18% 8% 28 

Notes This figure includes an estimate of 15 titles that could not be identified. 
This figure includes an estimate of 25 titles that could not be identified. 
See commentary after Table 2. 

Table 4: The Main Languages of the Periodical Titles Covered by Each Service - 1973 

ta 
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T,tble 4: The !lain Languages of the Periodical Titles 

This table demonstrates the dominant position of English with the other lang-
uages a long way behind. The coverage by BS has a noticeable effect on French 
language material - if B. did not exist French would be a minor language in our 
field. German material received solid coverage from BS, CCA and RZI. The position 
Qf Russian is probably affected by the considerations mentioned in the commentary 
following ?able 2. Even so, Volkovals work on the 1970 issues of RZI showed that. 
only 11.55 of the service's abstracts were made for Russian language material 
compared with 12;5. 

The figures for LISAls coverage of Russian material are very ow and should be 
rather nearer to ISA's for satisfactory coverage. 

LL's coverage of non-English language material is minimal and indicates that 
the abstracting services have a role in providing brief entries for the shorter 
non-English items. 
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Figure 4 COVERAGE OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE PERIODICAL 

TITLES BY EACH SERVICE - 1973 

200 
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171 
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135 

111 

LL ISA LISA RZI BS CCA 

Note the source for the above chart was an examination of the citations in the 19/3 issue% of each servi,:e 
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Table 5: Language Breakdown of the Periodical Titles Covered by 

the Services Excluding EngliMh, French. German and Russian - 1973 

Bulgarian 

Chinese 

DS 

1 

- 

CCA ISA LISA LL 

-  

- 

RZI 

- 

- 

- 

- 

1 

1 

1 

- 

Czech 4 3 4 - 10 

Danish - - - 1 1 1 

Dutch - 3 - 2 - 5 

Finnish - - - 1 - - 

Hebrew 1 1 - - - 

Hungarian 3 2 2 2 1 5 

Italian 13 3 2 4 5 3 

Japanese 2 - 4 4 -  6 

Lithuanian 1 - - - - 1 

Norwegian - 1 - 1 - - 

Polish 4 4 13 2 2 13 

Portuguese 2 1 1 -  3 

Romanian 4 2 2 2 - 3 

Serbo-Croat 2 - - - - - 

Slovene - 1 1 1 - 3 

Spanish 4 1 2 3 2 4 

Swedish 1 3 1 4 4 1 

Turkish - 1 1 - - - 

Polyglot 6 4 1 3 2 3 

Language Unknown 17 - - - - 31 
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Figure 5 NUMBER OF LANGUAGES COVERED BY THE SERVICES 
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10 
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• Based on the languages of periodicals received regularly in the Br itiah Library/ 

Library Association Library 

VOLKOVA 1910 

Number of 
languages 

RZI 26 

LISA 23 

ISA 18 

BS 16 
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Figure 5:  Number  of languages Covered by the Services 

The chart has been compiled by scanning each citation given in the 1975 issues 
of the services. Coblan's background paper to the 1972 Unesco Symposium of Editors 
(p. 17) gave an estimate for periodicals in our field of 27 different languages of 
publication including four (Arabic, Korean, Malagasy and Persian) not covered at all 
by the services in 1975. LISA has made attempts since 1969 to cover the Korean 
Library Association's journal, but advertisements for a suitable abstractor have 
been unsuccessful. 
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C'HAPL'Ell 

S UBJ F(7 Ai tilANCLEXEMS OF THE SERVICES 

This chapter outlines the manner 
i.e., the subject categories employed 
indexing of the services is discussed 
service, is difficult to compare with 
services and it is treated separately  

in which entries are arranged in the services, 
for the main sequences. (Alphabetical subject 
separately in Chapter 10). LL, as an indexing 
the subject arrangements of the abstracting 
at the end of the chapter. 

Four of the five abstracting services arrange their abstracts under subject 
categories expre2sed in words. The exception is LISA which uses a faceted class-
ification scheme. In order to make some comparison possible, the verbal feature 
headings printed in each issue of LISA have been used in the following discussim. 

Tables 6-1 give a breakdown of the number of abstracts entered under the 
broad categories of each service during 1973. 
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Category, 
Number of 
Abstracts 

1097 

Percentage of 
Total Abstraccs 

34 
Science de l'information, 4tude d'ensemble 

Biblioth4que et centres de documentation 627 19.5:; 

Systemes documentaires 21.1 6 cg 

Sources deinformation 
12 

Problemes diddition 64 2 :4 

Heprographie V8 
5 1 

Traduction 46 1 5 

Lecture optique et reconnaissance de la parole 43 1 I; 

Analyse de llinformation 38.5 12 

Stockage, recherche et diffusion de llinformation 252 8 

Aspects informatiques 48 1,5% 

3245 100 

Table 6:  AS Abstracts by Subject Categories - 1973 
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,;ategury Number of Percentage of 

Information Science and Documentaion 

Information Services and ,entres 

Generation, Dissemination and Use of Information 

Abstracts Total Abstracts 

128 

371 

150 

2H% 

19% 

Publishing and Reproduction 85 6% 

Translation 21 1% 

Information Analysis and Indexing 213 16% 

Information Storage and Retrieval 589 29% 

1357 T.(3R 
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Table 7: CCA Abstracts by Subject Categories - 1973 



Information Science - Documentation 

Information Centers and Libraries 

436 

74J 

/3337 

05261 

12 

20 ,i; 

Specialised Information Services and Systems 568 (-393] 15.5% 

Information Generation, Dissemination, Collection 293 (234J 8 % 

Information Publishing and Reproduction 150 `160_7 4 %. 

Information Identification and Translation 155 / 76_7 h % 

Analysis of Information 38J L3271 10 % 

Storing and Retrieving of Information 274 r3 162 7 % 

Utilization of Information 74 C 482 2 % 

Supporting Research 645 L 2257 17.5% 

Continuity Data 6 

3721 100 % 

Category Number of /-Volkova Percentage of /Tholkova 
Abstracts ---- r.  9 7 Total Abstracts 77_97  

/-12.7".;1 

/-2) 7.  

r1 4. 8v 

r 3. ,ty 
/ 6. 1% j 

/ 2.• 9v 

112.4 7 
/-12 ;7 

r 1.• 8;n1 

/ 8.• 415 7 

In 

CI
V
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• 

Note The figures given in the Column, "/Volkova 1969_7" are from the 
See Chapter 1, reference 11. previously cited article by Volkova. 
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Category Number of Percentage of 

Librarianship 

Education (Professional) 

Libraries and Special Categories of Users 

Abstracts Total Abstracts 

289 

181 

512 

10 % 

6.5% 

18 % 

Use of Libraries and Library Materials 90 3 % 

Library Stock and Materials 211 7 % 

Organisation and Administration 425 15 % 

Information Work 472 16 % 

Technical Processes and Services 178 6.5% 

Information Storage and Retrieval 379 13 % 

Fringe Subjects 136 5 % 

.1=0 MOD .0 

2873 100 % *lb 
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Z. - 1 9% r - 7 
41194 7 25% 7-28.2%1 

C6911 22% /-16.3%./ 

Percentage of /Volkova 
Total Abstracts 107, 7 

/12.9(17 

9% r 7.5;"1 

r 0.35,/ 
6% r 5. 2',42.7 

14% C29.6% 7 

CVolkova 
1912 I 

C546.7 

C317i 

C 13 7 

C2197 

/1264/ 

q
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qv
al

sq
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Cateliory Number of 
Abstracts 

General Section 
671 

Documentary Sources of Information. 
Information Analysis 416 

Scientific Translation 27 

Automatic Translation 276 

Information Retrieval 623 
Information and Library Services 421 

Technical Tools for Information and Library Work 1108 

Organisation of Information and Library Activities 982 

4524 100% 

Note The figures given in the Column "/ Volkova 19701" are from the previously cited article by Volkova. 
See Chapter 1, reference 11. 

QD 
Table 10: RZI Abstracts by Subject Categories - 197j  
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Commentary on Tables 6-1J 

The subject categories used by I3A and RZI all reflect the concentra-
tion of these services on information science. However, except for CCA, they all 
have a category which includes libraries. LISA's subject list reflects a strong 
interest in library science, although, again, the intertwining of the field is clear 
with 29% of the abstracts entered under the two categories, Information Work and 
Information Storage and Hetrievat. 

Within RZI's largest category, Technical Tools for Information and Library 
Work, it is interesting that 577 entries are for documentary reproduction equipment. 
The same service also carries a number of very long abstracts for automatic and 
scientific translations: 

RZI 

Translation category 

6% 
BS 46 1% 
CCA 21 1% 
ISA 33 
LISA 6 

These factors begin to show why RZI is such a large service. It is not so 
much, perhaps, that there is a hidden lode of library and information science 
literature in the USSR, but that the Russian view of the field's scope is rather 
different from the approach in Western Europe and the USA (the latter also differ in 
their emphases). RZI might be about 550 entries smaller if these points are taken 
into consideration bringing it much closer in size to the other services. 

A disturbing aspect is that, as discussed in the previous chapter, informed 
opinion from both East. and West considers there is a large amount of uncontrolled 
literature well in the centre of our field. 

Listing the different sets of subject categories for the services is one thing 
- the way in which material is entered in those categories is another. The problem 
arises of how subject analysis is carried out in the different services. For example, 
at first sight the ISA category "Information Science - Documentation" appears to be 
equivalent to the BS "Science de l'information, 4tude d'ensemble". Closer investi-
gation shows, however, that the categories are used in different ways with ISA 
entering only 12% of its abstracts at this point, whilst BS arranges no less than 
54% of its entries under the category. 

A cursory check of a few of the more specific categories in each service, e.g., 
cataloguing, indicates a reasonable amount of agreement on the entry of abstracts, 
but the whole question of matching the subject categories used by the services is 
full of pitfalls. 

If, as seems likely, it is necessary for users to consult all the services in 
order to be certain that they have missed nothing of value, the different philos-
ophies of subject arrangement are an obvious barrier. For the producers, if agree- 
ments on the exchange of material could be made, it would be advantageous if subject 
analyses (the most costly part of subject work) were carried out only once. 
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It is, perhitps, far too early to think about any standardisation of subject 
approaches to Air fiekd, but editors of secondary services might take some tentative 
steps by considering the work now being carried out at the Polytechnic of North 
London School of Librarianship on the compilation of an intermediate lexicon (or 
switching languages for information science. Some details about this w rk are 
supplied in an appendix this chapter, reprlAted by kind permission of Yerina 
Horsnell. 

Subject arrangement of library literature  

Subject entries in LL are made directly under headings arranged alphabetically 
and inter-file- with references and author entries in one sequence. Control of the 
headings is achieved by a printed subject heading list. 'his contains a list of 
headings used and indicates appropriate places for see and see also references and 
also when geographical sub-division is permissible. A list of form sub-divisions 
precedes the main sequence of headings. 

It would Le an extensive task to categorise LL's subject, entries to obtain 
data for comparison purposes and the job has not been attempted in the present study. 

dictio!lary principle of arrangement is obviously worth employing in an 
indexing service and the users of LL have had the opportunity to become familiar 
with he pat'ern of entry over many years of publication. A curious effect of this 
arrangement is make it very difficult to conduct searches for material connected 
with a geographical area - perhaps consideration could be given to providing some 
entries direcly under the names of countries. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAFFER 5 

THE POLY'T'ECHNIC OF NORTH LONDON SCHOOL OF LIBRARIANSHIP 
INTERMEDIATE LEXICON RESEARCH PROJECT 

INFORMATION LEAFLET NO. 1 December 1971 
(Interlex IL1) 

National and international Cooperation 

One of the results of the information explosion is a growth in the number of 
centres handling information. Many of these centres concentrate in a fairly specific 
field, often one that has emerged only recently. It is likely that several centres, 
especially if not situated in the same country, will often specialise in the same or 
largely overlapping subject areas. This will give rise to a certail, perhaps con-
siderable, amount of duplication. For example, the same documents may be scanneu, 
and the same articles abstracted and/or indexed, while many of the unpublished 
reports and lesser known or local publications will be lost. If this duplication is 
reduced each centre could concentrate on obtaining the more obscure items originat-
ing from within its own area, or country. 

Considerable attention has been given to the methods by which exchange of 
subject information may be facilitated. One obvious solution, that of introducing 
standard indexing schemes, for certain subject areas is largely unacceptable, 
because centres prefer to use their own schemes which have been developed to suit 
their particular needs. 

The other solution is to develop a method for allowing conversion between 
existing indexing schemes. There are several ways of achieving this. A concordance 
of equivalences could be constructed between pairs of indexing schemes covering a 
given subject area. One extension of this idea is to build up at each centre a 
total list of all indexing terms used by all the centres specialising in a field 
which would then be integrated into the indexing scheme at each centre. 

Another method requires the development of a mediating language, which would be 
independent of the indexing schemes, but allow conversion between them. It is the 
feasibility of this method which is the subject of this study. 

'he intermediate lexicon 

An intermediate lexicon ii a tool which will allow exchange of subject, informa-
tion between centres using different indexing schemes. Such a lexicon is under 
construction for the field of information science, where cooperation in the fcrm of 
information exchange would be immediately useful. Moreover the terminology of the 
field presents several difficult problems. Ideally the lexicon would contain all 
the concepts covered by the indexing schemes used by centres concentrating on 
information science. A concordance of equivalences of terms would be constructed 
between each of the schemes and the lexicon. Hence when a document is indexed, the 
equvalent lexical term may be assigned, possibly at the same time, from these 
equivalence tables. In a working situation the subject information in lexical form 
from any one centre may thus be transmitted to the other centres exchanging informa-
tion in a given field where it can be converted via the appropriate equivalence table 
into terms of the indexing language at each receiving centre. 
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:he project 

An intermediate lexicon exists in outline form, as the result of work by an 
international working party which met at Marseilles in 1965 and 1968 at the instance 
of the Groupe d'Etude de l'lnformation Scientifique (G.E.I.S.). This outline, of 
which there Is an English translation by Coates and Weeks, will be developed to a 
stage where its performance as a switching tool under various conditions can be 
evaluated. 

There are in existence several types of indexing language, such as classifica-
tions, thesauri and unstructured keyword lists. Some are designed to be used in the 
pre-coordinate mode, some in the post-coordinate mode, and some may be nsed in 
either. :hese languages may vary in vocabulary size from about 200 to over 2,000 
terms. 

It is also accepted that there will be inter and intra indexer inconsistencies 
when a particular indexing task is repeated, and also in this case when equivalence 
tables are prepared. 

A series of tests have been designed to investigate the effects of these 
variables on the performance of the lexicon in a switching mode. 

be experiments 

A representative group of these languages will be chosen for use in the 
feasibility study. Ahe group will include a classification, a thesaurus, a language 
with a small vocabulary, etc. 

One of the indexing languages (language A, say) will be used as a control in 
the set of experiments. A set of 500 documents representative of the field of 
Information Science will be indexed using language A. Calling the other languages 
in the group B, C, etc., the documents will then be indexed using one of them, 
language B,say. - he index entries for each document will be transformed into 
lexical terms via a specially constructed table which gives equivalences between the 
terms of B and terms of the lexicon. A second table giving equivalences between the 
lexical terms and those of language A will be used to further transform the index 
entries into language A. 

At this stage we have two sets of entries in language A, one indexed directly 
in A and the other indirectly, from language B, and they will be examined for dis-
crepancies. The documents will also be indexed in languages C, D, etc. , transformed 
by the same method into language A and also examined for discrepancies. 

One set of tests is also designed to show the effect of varying the indexer, all 
other variables being held constant. 

The discrepancies will be analysed, and it is hoped that the results will give 
a measure of the effectiveness of the intermediate lexicon under a variety of 
conditions. 

Conclusion 

['he relevance of research into converter mechanisms is not limited to the field 
of information science. It, could be of use in many fields where work on interna-
tional cooperation is in progress, and of course once the potential of the Inter-
mediate Lexicon has been demonstrated, it would greatly facilitate the exchange of 
information between documentatiol. 
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INPOAKA ION LEAFLE: No. (2) 1 

December 1973 
lnterlex Il (2) 1 

The Intermediate Lexicon for Information Science (IL) 

An intermediate Lexicon is a device which will facilitate the exchange of 
index entries to documentary material between information centres with a common 
interest- :he Intermediate Lexicon acts as a switching mechanism to translate the 
indexing decisions made using one indexing language, via the Illermedia.,,e lexicon, 
into equivalent decisions in other indexing languages covering the same, or largely 
overlapping subject area. 

In esse:ie, the Intermediate Lexicon incorporates all the indexing concepts 
present in each of these indexing ianguazes for which it is required to switch 
indexing entries. 

Intermediate exicon Structure 

These concepts were structured for ease of use and to avoid the necessity of 
lengthy defintirn. A classificatory appr,)ach using faceted principles was chosen as 
providing a suitable structure, and in Phase I of the Project an Intermediate Lexicon 
was constructed which consisted of some 1,Olo entries or&_nise(, in strict facets, 
where each concept was uniquely located. 

In order to allow maximum flexibility with a minimum of vocabulary, an 
important feature of the Intermediate Lexicon is the ability (inherent in any 
faceted classification) to synthesise concepts: 

For example: 

Selection appears primarily under general operations at 3.514 

It may also be required in a more restricting context, e.g., in 
"Selection of documentary materials", 

and can be synthesised under Operations on documentary materials, 

10.000 DOCUME2L'AiiY f.11-1 l'Elt1 ALS 
10.005 (context) 

0 
0 

10.060 (characteristics) 

roperationzi: 10.000:3.450 
lo.15'_-) (Physics organisational primarily) 

rselection,(= 10.1550.514 

as will be noted "operations on documentary materias" is also 
synthesised. Synthesised terms appear in square braokets. 
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Coupled with the ability to synthesise by compounding terms from different 
facets are role designators and specifiers. 

For example a role designator can be employed to synthesise a product from the 
operation which produces it. 

Abstracts 1' Abstracting ((p- Pd) 9.8145.866) 

where 9.810 represent abstracting and (3.866) indicates the role 
designator which changes an operation into a product. 

Complementary to the role designators is a device which allows any concept in 
the lexicon to be used as a specifier. 

Taking the example of small books, small is used as a specifier 
to qualify books, and can be obtained as follows: 

small (as a specifier) small (sp.g) 3.038(3.902) 
where (sp.g) is a general specifier 

small books then becomes 8.155:3.038(3.902) 
where 8.]55 is the notation for books. 

The terms have been given a simple ordinal notation, designed solely to 
facilitate handling. 

resting the Intermediate Lexicon 

Once constructed the Intermediate Lexicon was tested by using it to translate 
indexing terms in one indexing language into indexing terms from a second indexing 
language. Tables of equivalences were constructed between each indexing scheme 
used and the Intermediate Lexicon, to reduce inconsistency and allow for mechanical 
translation of the concepts (i.e. by simple, clerical reference to the Intermediate 
Lexicon, without reference either to the indexed document concerned oo the two :Lndex 
languages concernel). Documents were indexed and the indexing sets obtained after 
switching were compared with indexing achieved directly. 

Comparisons were made for indexing schemes of different structure, vocabulary 
size, specificity and normal mode of use (i.e., pre- or post- coordinate). 

-he schemes included: 

Thesaurus for Librarianship, and Information Science,Services,and Systems. 
Compiled by Charles L. Bernier. 13th Edition, May 1971. (An American thesaurus of 
650 preferred and .500 non-preferred terms, designed for post-coordinate use). 

Thesaurus of Information Science Terminology, ey Claire K. Schultz. (Revised 
Edition), 1968. (An American thesaurus of 54a preferred and 9Cin non-preferred terms, 
designed for post-coordinate use). 

A Compressed :erm Index Language for Library and Information Science. Compiled 
by Alan Gilchrist and Kathleen Gaster (Aslib Research Department), with amendments 
by E. Michael Keen and Jeremy Digger (College of Librarianship Wales, Aberystwyth). 
(A British list of 350 preferred and approximately 2,50() non-preferred terms, 
designed for post-coordinate use). 
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A Classification and Thesaurus of Library and Information Science. By 
Ruth Daniel and J. Mills, with the assistance of H. Selwood, for The Classification 
Research Group, London. London, School of Librarianship, The Polytechnic of North 
London, 1972. (A British classified list of approximately 2,00C entries, designed 
for pre- or post-coordinate use). 

For purposes of the project the schemes are referred to as Bernier, Schultz, 
Aslib and WG respectively. 

Results 

Results showed that the switching success rate varied according to the pairs of 
schemes used and their different characteristics. The table below gives percentages 
compared with switched and unswitched sets. 

Table 1 

Switching performance 

Success Success 
compared compared 
with with 
Direct Indirect 
Indexing (switched) 

Indexing 

Bernier to Schultz: 69% 74% 

Aslib to Bernier: 43% 35% 
Bernier to CRG: 42% 46% 

Performance of those terms 
used in citation strings: 55% 

CRG to Bernier: 52% 69% 

The reason why two percentages are shown is as follows: 

For each test the documents are indexed twice from the same concept analysis, 
once using indexing language A and once using indexing language B. It is possible 
that the two sets will not contain the same number of terms. Suppose set A is 
switched via the Intermediate Lexicon into language B: 

index language index terms 

indexing in: 
after switching into: 

direct indexing in: 

A A, B, C, D, E 
IL (A) (B) (C) (n) (E) 
B a, - c,f, d, e 
B a, - c,- d, -,g,h,i,j 

The indirect set contains 5 terms, the direct set contains 7 terms and the 
number of terms common to both is 3. (a.c.d.). 
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Expressed as a percentage, thin becomes 
WI of the direct indexing air: 
60% of the indirect indexing. 

To determine the underlying reasons f,  r the proportions of mismatches in eacL 
of the cases, and to assess the possible causes, a failure analysis waf-, undertaken. 
This analysis of failure allowed ;t number of provisional assertions to he made 
oegarding the problem of switching. 

Where languages vary widely in size if vocabulary the difference in specificity 
(and possibly exhaustivity also) are a serious source of discrepancy. 

I may be noted that, if one language has a vocabulary of 2 terms, say, and 
noW)lernas a vocabulary of 1,Oo terms, it is possible for the discrepanc, figure 
to reach F,C;I simply as a result of the fact that 80% of the terms in the second 
system do not have an exact equivalent in the first. So some remedial action seems 
to be quite inevitable if switching In such conditions is to be feasible. 

One way of avoiding this gross loss in specificity would be for the indexer 
using the first language (e.g. the Aslib limited vocabulary) to ag general terms 
according to which specific (but suppressed) term generated it; e.g. the Aslib lead-
in vocabulary Ahows: 

Indexing services use Indexing and abstracting services 
Abstracting services use Indexing and abstracting services 

If, when indexing a document. on Indexing services the indexer gssigned the terms thus: 

Indexing and abstracting services (i.e. Indexing services 
this would convey adequate specificity for switching purposes. be 
indications are that the discrepancy figure would drop by as much as 
40% if this were done. 

On the other hand, it, is probably unwise to assume that a Centre would alter an 
indexing )olicy If economical entry (in the shape of a smaller, less specific, 
vocabulary) in order to add such tags. A reasonable compromise might be for the 
indexer at such a Centre to indicate only that and assigned term was co-extensive or 
nit co-extensive with the concept represented. Terms of the first kind would then 
pass through the receiving Centre's processing unchecked whereas terms of the second 
kind might be refined by the receiving Centre if it has a normal policy of more 
specific indexing. 

A very limited number of terms appears to account for a disproportionately high 
number of discrepancies in any series of switching tests between two given systems. 
Most of these terms are general terms capable of several interpretations, e.g. Com-
municatior, Service organisations, ,i.brary Science, Library Systems, Information. 

The frequency with which such ill-defined terms impede confident translation 
from language to language suggests the need for at least a minimum checklist of terms 
needing explicit definitions in each participating language. 

Additionally, the place of explicit definit!.on in participating languages needs 
to be assessed. Ads problem becomes even more serious when considering switches 
between different. natural languages. 
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Discrepancies due to inherent inadequacies in 
improved since structurally it has proved entirely 
all kinds. 

In assessing discrepancies between a pre- and 
necessary to consider the incidence of terms which 
the latter but not explicit in its index set. 

the IL could be even further 
hospitable to specific terms of 

a post-coordinate scheme it is 
are implicit in the hierarchy of 

e.g. Consider the hierarchy containing "Profiles": 

Information retrieval 
SDT 

Profiles 

If the term "Profiles" is used, the terms "SDI" and 
.ietrieval" are implied. 

Intermediate iexicon ilesearch Project Phase 2 

"Information 

An application was submitted to OSTI for a grant. to extend work on the Inter-
mediate Lexicon, and was successful. The areas which will form the basis of the 
investigations are: 

(i) Exploration of factors affecting improved switching 
performance. 

(ii) Aetrieval nerformance tests of switched and non-
switched index sets. 

(iii) Practical tests in operational centres. 

Exploration of factors affecting improved switching performance  

Ale Lexicon  will be expanded to incorporate the total vocabulary of the test 
systems. So far, restrictions of time have allowed only the minimum vocabulary 
represented by the test documents themselves to be incorporated. This is 

'unsatisfactory in that the presence of further vocabulary, much of which is related 
to sine degree to that active in the experiments, could conceivably affe't the 
ac7uracy of translation and switching. 

etrieval performance tests of switched and non-switched index sets 

It seems III. ly that there will always be some difference between index sets 
iotained by direct indexing of documents into e. scheme and those obtained from 
switching into that scheme from some other person's indexing, via an IL. To assess 
the operational significance of these differences demands some measurement of 
retrieval performance. For example, it could be the case that !.ho terms which are 
successfully switched are more potent in recall than those which are missed. 

The aim of performance tests Y)uld be less to establish precise recall and 
precision figures than to provide a basis for failure tests to show why  a given 
switching operation might he regarded as unsuccessful. 
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Practical tests in operational centres 

The ultimate objective in this work on an Intermediate lexicon is to improve 
the economic efficiency (and, perhaps, the technical efficiency) of information 
centres by facilitating cooperation betveen them. 

On the assumption that the present project, together with the continuation work 
detailed above, will have examined thoroughly most of the theoretica: problems 
involved, a loCical next step would seem to be an examination of the practical 
problems of implementing the cooperation made possible by an Intermediate Lexicon, 
including a realistic estimation of its costs and benefits. 

In order to investigate these Problems, the agreement will be sought of three 
different information centres to cooperate for a period of between two to three 
months in testing the use of an Intermediate Lexicon. This will test its use in 
making readily L-ailable to a receiving centre the subject indexing output of other 
centres in such a way as to relieve the receiving centre of the need to index itself 
a significant amount of the literature it would otherwise need to inded. 

'e cooperating centres would, of course, be in the same subject area and it is 
proposed that this should be an area other than library and information sciew2e (in 
which the examination of theoretical problems has so far taken place). 
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:HAPIEli 6 

CverEkge of :eri,,dical Articles by the Cervices 

Cecondary services usually place great emphasis on the coverage of periodical 
articles and comparisons of their performance in so doing are the prime means of 
assessing the worth of the services. 

:he following lists of periodicals covered by each se: vice in 1975 were com-
piled by examining the citations in all six publications. Ile titles are ranked 
according to the number of citations found. Where possible, the inclusive dates of 
the issues covered are given in square brackets in order to account for anomalous 
positions, e.g., Bibliotekar (Belgrade) on the BS list eihere it seems avious that 
coverage had just commenced, and to allow for some comparison between the rankings 
on different list. Brief summary tables are given at tba end of the ranking list, 
for each service. 

"he concept of "core" periodicals and the relationship of a core to the sec-
ondary services are discussed in Chapter 7. An appendix to this report, beginning 
on p.174 , gives an alphabetical list of all the periodical titles discovered in the 
survey, together with an indication of the total number of articles covered. 
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Bulletin Signal4tique - Section 1:1  

Coverage of Periodical Articles - 1(47) 

25 citations & over  

(1) Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 
fSeries 1 (5) 1972 - Series 2 (6) 19737 207 

(2) Journal of the American Society for Information 
/Man Feb 72 - May-June 73)7 81 

(5) Biblitekar (Belgrade) C(5) 1970 - (5) 1972] 61 

(4) Special Librariesrjuly 72 - May/June 75 7 57 

(5) Aslib Proceedings CAug 72 - June 75.1 46 

(6) Journal of Chemical Documentation rAug 72 - Fay 7.5_1 45 

(7a) Information Storage and Retrieval rjune 72 - July 73 7 41 

(7b) Librari Resources & Technical Services 41 
/ Spring 72 - Winter 73 7 

(9) Science de l'Informationr(1) 1972 - (8) 1973] 4( 

(10a) Akt,ualne Problemy Informacji i Dokumentacji 
r(2) 1972 - (2) 19737 58 

(lob) Library Journal / Aug 72 - 15 June 73.1 3c1 

(12) Unesco Bulletin for Libraries / Sept-Oct 72 - July-Aug 73 7 35 

(13) Zentralblatt far Bibliothekswesen Aug& 72 - May 751 34 

(14) Nachrichten far Kokumentation)C-Aug 72 - June 751 35 

(15) lnformatik ,/;1 ) 1973 - (3) 1973] 30 

(16) Meta /(1/2) 1971 - (1/2) 19737 29 

(17a) College & Research Libraries / Mar 72 - Sept 73 7 26 

(17b) Library :rends rJuly 72 - Jan 73] 26 

(19) BulleUn of the Medical Library A.,sociation 
Z.  July 72 - Apr 75] 25 
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15 - 24 citations 

(20a) Bibliotekar' (Moscow) /-(6) 1972 - (6) 1973.7 24 

(20b) Zeitschrift far Bibliothekswesen and Bibliographie 
/7(4-5) 1972 - Pay-June 19737 24 

(22a) Bulletin du CIMABC(8) 1972 - (7) 19731 23 

(22b) International Library Review/7Oct 72 - July 731 23 

(22c) Journal of Library Automation /-June 71 - Dec 72 / 25 

(25) (tuarterly Bulletin of the International Association of 
Agricultural rAbrarians & Documentaliets 

• / (2) 1972 - (2) 19731 22 

(26a) AIN Information et Documentation 1-Apr 72 - June 72 7 21 

(26b) Banque des Mots C(3) 1972 - (4) 1972 7 21 

(26c) Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France /June 72 - Ju7.7 75 7 21 

(29a) Automatiame / June-July 72 - Aug-Sept 73] 2J 

(29b) Boolanark /-July-Aug 72 - Mar-Apr 73.1 20 

(29c) Herald of Library Science ('Jan 72- July 72 / 20 

(29d) Program root 72 - July 75] 20 

(33a) Dokumentesyon Kenkyu /-July 72 - June 737 19 

(33b) 3ovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie Formerly Biblioteki SSSR) 
/7(52) 1972 - (3) 1973 19 

(35) 

(36a)  

, 
Journal of Documentation 4_ Sept 72 - June 73] 18 

Associazione Italians Biblioteche Boolettino d'Informazione 
Oct-Deo 71 - Oct-Dec 72.1 17 

(36b) Documentation et Bibliotheques (Formerly, Association 
Canadienne des Bibliothicaires de Lingue Frangaise. 
Bulletin) /-(3) 1972 - (2) 1973] 17 

(36o) Journal of Education for Librarianship /-Summer 72 - Spring 727 17 

(36d)  

(36e)  

(36f)  

(42a)  

(42b)  

59 

Journal of Librarianship/7Oct 72 - July 73.1 17 

Law & Computer Technology (Nov-Dec 71 - Nov-Deo 727 17 

-idakrift far DokumentationZ-(4) 1972 - (2) 19731 17 

DPW /-Jan/Feb 72 - May/June 731 16 

Polygraph 1(15) 1972 - (15) 1973] 16 
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(44a) Advanced Technology/Libraries r(1) 1973 - (5) 1975 7 15 

(44b) Docurnentalists Z.  Sept 72 - June 73 7 15 

(44e) Libri / .(3) 1972 - (1) 1975 7 15 

10 - 14 citations  

(47a) Bbs. Fr. r(3) 197: - (57` 1973] 14 

(47b) Information Scientist /Thep.. 12 - June 73 7 14 

(49a) Association des Biblioth4caires Suisses, Association Suisses 
des Documentalistes, Nouvelles C(4) 1972 -(3) 1975 7 13 

(49b) Babel r(» 1972 - (2, 197) 7 13 

(51) Studii si Cerce tare de Documentare / Sept 72 - June 73.1 12 

(52a) Journal of Micrographics CJa/i/Feb 73 - May/June 73 7 it 

(52b) Librari :science with a Slant to Documentation 
/ Dec 71 - Sept 72 7 1.1 

(54a) Annals of Library science and Documentation /—Mar 72 - June 727 10 

(54b) Computers and Automati on r(613; 1972 - (4) 1975] 

( 54c ) Inspel rApr 72 - Jan D1 10 

(54d) itivista doll tInformazione / June-Agu 72 - Dec 72./ 

2 -  9 citations  

(58a) Bibliography, Documentation, Terminol)gy rgept 72 - July 731 9 

(58h) Imprimerie Nouvelles C(212) 1973 - (218) 19731 9 

(58c) International Catalaruing rJan/Mar 73 - July/Sept 751 9 

(58d) !anguages Z.  (27) 1972 - (23) 1972] 9 

(58e) Library Quarterly /July 72 - Apr 737 () 

(58f) Picrodoc 4—(2: 1972 - (1) 1975 7 

(58g) ,techentechniWDatenverarbeitung r(8) 1972 (7)  197)1 

(58h) Usine Nouvelle C(9) 1972 - (36) 1973 J 0 

(66a) American Libraries CJune 72 - June 73 7 8 

(66b) Association des Bibliothdcaires France.is. Bulletin 
dlInformations rist Quarter 72 - 2nd Quarter 75 I 8 
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(66o) Indexer/Met 72 - Apr 73] 8 

Heim cyr Scientific Abstracting and Indexing Services 
/-(11 1972 - (6) 19721 8 

(70a) 1FEE ' ransactions onProfessional Communicatioi 
((2' 1,72 - (1) 1975  7 7 

(661) 

(70b)  

(70c)  

(73s) 

(73b) 

(730) 

(73d)  

(73e)  

(73f)  

Informatique Gestion / (4i) 1972 - (46) 19731 

Izvestiya Centre. Bibl. Baig. Akad. Nauk. 13alg.C(7) 19731 

Codata Bulletin r(3) 1971 - () 1972_1 

College Research Libraries News ?J 

Library of Congress Information Bulletin /-(42) 1972 -(15)19717 

reullias of Information in Medicine Jan 73 - July 73.1 

.aclani1:4 (8) 1972 - (2) 1973] 

:avail et Mithodes / (277) 1972 - (289) 19731 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

(79s) Bulletin Mensuel de Normalisation Francais 
/ (2!0) 1973 - (231) 19731 

(79b) Cadernos de Biblioteconomia, Arquivistica a DocumenLacao 
/ (2) 1972 - (3/4) 19721 

Informatique (31) 1972 - (37) 19731 

Infosystemsr:(11) 1972 - (5) 1t,731 

Neue Technik im Buro4-(1) 1973 - (4) 19731 

Revue Francais. Automat. Ilormat. Rech. Operat. B 
r(6) 1972 - (1) 1973 

TA Informations r(2) 1972 - (3) 19737 

Angewandte Informatik C(10) 1972 - (1) 1973] 

Ann. Mines. C(10) 1972 - (5) 19731 

Bulletin de la Commission pour la Normalisation Traitement 
Informatique /(14) 19731 

(86d) Bulletin of the Institute o International Statistics 
Z7(1) 1971 - (1) 1972 

(86.) Computers and the NumanitiesCNov 72 - Mar 737 

(86f) Courrier de la Normalisation /7(229) 1973 - (231) 19731 

(86g) Data Systems C(7) 1972 - (5) 19731 
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(79d)  

(79e)  

(79f)  

(796) 

(86s) 

(86b)  
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(86h) ISLIC Bulletin CO ) 1973 - (2) 19737 4 

(861) journal of Data Processing And Office Machinery 
C(5) 1972 - (6) 1972 / 4 

(86j) BLL Review (Formers  NLI, Review) /Oct 72; Jan 731 

(86k) 7lathol Europe / (2) 1972 7 4 

(861) ?rodutt.ivi / (12) 19721 4 

(86m) ,ost,ti.urat.or / (1) 1972 - (3 ) 1972] 4 

(86n) sLeme d'Informatique L(15) .1.972 7 4 

(86o) or:711110i. Bull. C(15) 1971 - (22) 1972.7 4 

(86p) ransactions of the Royal. Society of Canada C(9\ 1971/ 

(102a) American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education / (5) 1972.7 3 

(1021:) i.r. `3oz-Med. Praventivmed. C(7) 1973.7 .3 

(102c) Arts et NC:Jars C(3 ) 1972 - (8-9) 19727 .5 

(102d Associations Internationales C(10) 1972 - (3) 1973 7 

(102e ) ,:arac tare /7( 11 ) 1972 - (7) 1973. 

(102f) Homes et techniques C(338) 1972 - (342) 1973 7 .3 

(102g'Journal Audiovisual C( ) 1973 - (44) 19737 3 

(102h) ;Ickure / (5273) 1972 - > liar 73 7 3 

(1021 05 'I newsletter rDec 72 - Mar 73] 3 

(102j) Pollgrafiya /(6) '972 - (2) 1973/ 

(102k) :revue Administr C(149 ; .1.972 - (15,3) 1973] 3 

(1021 Zero, Un, Informat , Manag C(67) 1973 - (69) 1973/ 3 

(114a' Almanacteo del Biblioteche 1 t.a! Jana / "(22) 1973/ 2 

;11%, Ann Econ Soc :•leasur C(2) 1972 7 2 

1,114e) Arl. Bib.liothekar-Lahinatit.ut, gee Landes Nordrhein-',:est.falen 
(4‘') 1972 - (41',  1972 7 2 

( 114d Avt;waL 'iyohialit l'ekhC(• ,  1972 - (6) 1972 7 2 

(114e Bol. Inform. Document. C ( 5 ) 1972 - (7/r) 19721 2 

(114f) Briletin IltIA C(7) 1972 - (13) 1972 7 2 
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(111'g) Du.Le:.in /..:(12) 1972 - (61 1975.1 2 

(114h) DulleUn Soc. Chim. Fr. / (6) 1075] 

(114i . :ahlers Linguist. heor. App.. / (7, 107) - (9) 1071 / 

(114,J; •711emie Inge- lour echnik r(c 1975] 2 

(114k. Computer .1tudies in the Humanities and Verbal Behavior 
(;!, 1972] 

11141.) Jitem.- ech. / --- 12) 1972.7 2 

"114m) Entre`.. de Bichat. Med. 419721 2 

(114a) Etudes e itdalisation C(1j5) 19721 0 

114o Etut, 1-:Thec tra / 1 197) - (2) 19731 2 

,bod echnology /-(1) 197-3 - (5) 1973 7 2 

• 1149 MIL J:Jurnal of Research ar.d Development / (3) 1972] 2 

1 /4 11hr Information [Nov-Dec 1972 - Jan-Feb 19751 2 

(114s. Informat.ion Retrieval Li. Library Automation Latter 
; Jan 73] 2 

114  t In ter aloe tr (-00) 197-; (93-94 ) 1975.1 2 

(11 11 u , JOlit echnica l :!ommunications 7(3) 1972 - ( 4 ) 1972] 2 

(114v ' Journal .3f the Instit. Engra. (India), Indust. Develop. Gen. 
EngnsT. 2 

Jourr71 of the Washington Academy of sciences 
(4 i 17E2; (1) 1973 7 2 

(114x) Library of Congress Prooessing Department. Cataloguing 
Service Bulletin / (100) 1971; (105) 1972 / 2 

(114y lanag. rt.. k ; 1972; (? ) 19733 2 

(Utz) PILysics Bulletin / (05) 19733 2 

(114za! Poligrafika /-(11) 1972 - (12) 19721 2 

(114zb 1 Prague Sudies in Mathematical Linguistics 1-(4) 1972 7 2 

(114ze ) Proceedings Jap. Acad. r(2) 1972] 2 

(114zdi aail InternatiJnal /-(10) 1972; (11) 194 2 

(1145e) Revue Informat. fled. / (5) 1972; (4) 19721 2 
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(114zf) Riv. Trim. Sci. Amministr. /7(2) 1972] 2 

(1142g) Sol -Tech News / Spring 72 - Summer 737 2 

(114zh) Science /—(4059) 1972 - (4060) 1972 7 2 

(114z1) Semiotics r(4) 1972; (2) 1973 7 2 

(114zJ) Siemens Z. t-(7) 1972; (2) 1973] 2 

(114z1') Software - Practical Experience / (3) 19727 2 

(1 114z1) Spia. Balg. Akad. Nauk. /7(5) 1972] 2 

(114zm) Visual Education C(05) 1972; (04) 1973 7 2 

(114zn) Voprosi Filosofil r(1) 1973; (7) 1973] 2 

(114zo) Zeitschrift Wirtsch. Fertig. C(2) 1973; (3) 197Y 2 

(114sp) Zentralblatt Chir. ((45) 19721 2 

(114zg) Zh. Nauch. Prikl. Fotogr. Kinematogr. / (6) 19727 2 

Plus 164 titles with 1 citation 164 
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133 - Section 101 

Periodical Coverage 

6ummary Table 

Journals with:- 

Number 
or 

Titles 

Percentage 
of 

otal 'fries 

Number 
of 

Abstracts 

Percentage 
of 

Abstracts 
for 

Periodicals 

I citation 164 52% 164 H% 

2-9 citation. 99 31% 382 1H% 

1"-14 citations 11 3% 128 6t 

15-24 citations 27 8% 517 24% 

2rri. citations 19 61 933 44% 

32c 100% 2124 100% 
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Computer & Conurol Abstracts - Chapter .' 

Coverage of Periodical Articles 

.25 citations b over 

(1) Nauchno--eckhnicheskaya Informatsiya 
CSeries 2 (7) 1972 -  Series 2 (8) 197) 7 167 

(2) Journal of the American flceity for Informatirm Science 
Z.-Sept-Oct 72 - Sept-Jet, 19731 66 

(3) Journal of Chemical Documenation /- .r kay 72 - AuF; / t.r., — • -..... 

(4 ) ilkualne Problemy Informacji i DokumentacJi 
(:. (1) 1972 - (2) 1973 7 42 

(5) information Storage & RerievalCbec 72 - Sept 75 7 4; 

(6) Aslib Proceedings Cuct 72 - July 75 7 A ) 
d .-. 

(7) InfopmatikC(5) 1972 - b) 19731 .53 
,-- 

(8) Special libraries / July 72 - May-June 75 7 32 _ 

(9) CeskosloverskA Informal-Aka Z.  (9) 1972 - (7-8) 197)1 .--, c) 

(10) ProbLeme de Informare §1 Documentare /T9) 1972 - W 1r2,7:5 7 25 

tr)  - 24 citations 

(11a) Journal of Micrographics /-Sept-Oct 72 - July-Aug 7): 24 

(11b) Nachrichten fOr Do..umentation roct 72 - June 7.) 7 24 

(13) kibrary Resources Service Spring 72 - Winter 727 22 

(114) Program /7-July 72 July 75] 19 

(15) Journal of Documentation (Dec 72 - Sept 73 ;7 16 

(16) .UdomAnyos 4s Miiszaki :Ajdkortatis chug-Sept 72 - Apr 

- 14 citations 

(17) Unesco Bulletin for i iLvaries rtlov-Dec 72 - July-Auf: 7)1 13 

(18a) Journal of Education for Librarianship 
/Mummer 72 - Sprinc 75 7 12 

(18b) 'Adskrift air Dokumentation / (4) 1972 -  (1) 1973] 12 
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(20.) Aw,omaLiamertiov 72 - Aug-:lept 7) / 

(20b tudii si Cercetare e Documeltare 4 Sept 72 - Mar 751 

(22a! ralisactions on Professional Communications 
CDec 72 - June 75] 

(22b) Journal of :Ibrarianship rApr - July 75] 

(22c) Open rOct 72 - June 75/ 

(22d) Quarterly Bulletin of the International Association o: 
Agricultural Librarians & Documentalists 
/ (2) 1972 - (4) 1972 / 

citations 

(26a t.! 2ecanical Disclosure 3ulletin rAug 72 - July " ' / 

(26b) Liorary Association AecordrOct 72 - July 73 7 

(28a) CI1G Bulletin /July 72 - Spring 75 7 

(28b) Journal of Library Automation / June 72 - Sept 721 

(28c) kniZnice a Vedecki InformAcie /(2! 1972 - (1) 197} 7 8 

(28d) '.)110K -:.1domanyos Tajekortatas Elmelete G:,akorleta 19721 

(52a) Bulletin of the Medical Library Association /July 72 - Oct 7j 7 

(52b) tohnickd Kniitovna / (12 ) 1972 - (5) 19731 7 

(34a) Builetllp of the Operations Research Society of America 
/ Supplement 2 1q72.7 6 

(,4b) 
(34c) 

Documentaliste / Sept 72 - June 751 

Documentation et Bibliotheques (Formerly Association 
Canadienne des Bibliothdcaires de Langue Francalae. 
Bulletin: / Sept 72 - Mar 751 

6 

6 

(34d) Information - Pts. 1 & 2 Cfs.ay-June 72 - Jan-Feb 75 7 6 

(34e) Information Scientist / Dec 72 - June 75] 6 

(54f) Management. Information /Feb 72 - June-Aug 721 6 

(34) Microform fieview /-July 72 - Apr 751 6 

(41a) Arotechnik Automation + Organisation [Oct 72 - Jan t.ii cl 

(41b) Methods of Information in Medicine /Jan 73 - Oct 757 5 

(43a) Ac to Crystallootraphica Section AL 15 July 72 supplement] il  
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(45b ' 2anad Ian L at asys tams /—',:ar 7j - Aug 75] 

( 45a ) Alla. Information et Documentation /June 72 / 

(45b ) College .. Research Libraries 7—Nov 72 - Mar 7j / ) 

(45c 1 ..301miunicati,ms ,if the ACI, / ay 75 - June 75 7 5 

(45d) FeingerRte l'echnik rFeb .i' -  June 75] 3 

(45e) Herald of Library cience / Jail 72 - Apr 721  

(45f) Informatie (Sept 72 - Nov 72 7 

(45g) Llia: Bulletin /..--Oct 722 3 

(45h) 14ybernetes / Oct 72 - July 75 / 5 

(45i) iiechanizace Automatizace Administrativy A (1 19r3; (6 1 '5 7 ', , 
,- 

(45J) Ontario Library aeview / Dec .1 __. - Jan 7)] 3 

(45k) .tivista Jell 'lnformazione / June-Aug 72 - Dec 721 5 

(451) :ci- ech Mews / :rummer 72 7 

( 57a) Ana2yLical 'Themistry / Oct 72 - 'Ian 75 / 2 

(57b) Audiovisual Instruction / Feb 7:.) - APr 7)]  

(57c 1[..1, Review (Formerix NLL Review) rjan 75 - July 7:) .4/ 

(57d) Duilding / 1,6 Feb 75; 17 Aug 75 / 2 

(57e ; ,:hemie ingenieur .'echnik / Apr 73 7 2 

(57f 1 .:•.,mmunicator of Scientifi and 'technical Information 
(*Jan 75 - Apr 7:I 

vata .'rocessing / May-June 7 - t 751 

_ 
(57W Oata Report / Dec 72; Aug 75 7 2 ,_ 

(')7i) Eurl:-Spectra / Mar 7); June 75 17 

(57j) Fe:-ticungstechnik and Betrieb rFeb 75; May 75 / 

(571c 1N1 ilachrichten / (213 ; 1975 / 2 

(571 inf,:pmation the Library Automated Systems 
:nformati.)n Exchange / May-June 72] 

(r-731 -;,;C•rmaj..)r, !iences rJan 

(57W inteinationF1 Atomic: Energy Agency 1:Ailletin/ Apr 75] 
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(57o)  

(57p)  

(57q)  

Com-75/Ws/25 

Jena Review (-Special issue 1973.1 2 

J)urnal of Research in Music Education / Winter 72 -Lpring 71 2 

Journal of the Association for the Advancement of bi4dical 
Instrumentation C Jan-Feb 737 

2 
(57r)  LA-IC :ieports C(2) 1972 - (1) 1973] 

2 
(57s)  Law S. Computer rechnolog,y /Thept-Oct 72 - Mar-Apr 7.) 7 2 
(57t)  ibrary quarterly rOct 72 - Apr 731 

2 
(57u)  hekhanizahriva i Avtomahzatsl.ya Upravleniya C(16) 1972] 

(57v)  Mekhanizatsiya i Avto:natiysiya Proizvodstva 
(2) 1973; (It) 1973 

2 
(57w)  

(57x)  

(57y)  

(57z)  

(57za) 

(57zb) 

(57ze) 

(57zd) 

(57ze) 

(57zf) 

ilodcrn Data /Nov 72 - Dec 72 7 
,iul 1 e tin / Winter 72-731 

Nuclear r.:ngineering and Design c Aug 73 

l'IA Bulletin /Jan 73 - May 73] 

Printing Tecnnology Dec 72 7 
Problemy Dioniki C(8) 1971] 

Science C3 Aug 73; 3 Nov 72 

'fechnik COct 727 

TNO Nieusbec 72] 

Zeitschrift far Organisation /Oct 727 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Plus 89 titles with 1 citation 
89 

K. 
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- 1iapter  

Veviodica' :overawe  

L;unmary 'able 

Journals with:- 

lereentage 
if 

:lumber Percentage Number Abstracts 

of of of for 

Title's .'0 .al Titles Abstracts Periadicals 

1 citation 89 ,,();.; 8c, .1;.; 

2-9 citations 63 .:),-) 224  

10-14 litati,na ... 5:',., (.9 
().• 

15-24 citations 
 

25+ citations 10 
r ./ 

•••••••• 
•••••••• 

177 100$ 
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Information Science Abstracts 

Coverage of Periodical Articles 

25 citations & over 

(1)  

(2)  

(3 ) 

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11a) Library Science with a Slant to Documentation /Tune 72 - Mar 7Y 28 

(lib) Library Trends / Apr 72 - Jan 731 28 

(13) lkiesco Bulletin for Libraries ('July-Aug 70; July-Aug 72 - 
Mar-Apr 73 7 27 

15 - 24 citations 

(14) Chemical & Engineering News f4 Sept 72 - 20 Aug 731 24 

(15) Scholarly Publlaningiroct 70; Apr 72 - July 731 21 

(16) 4/Fall 72 - Summer 731 19 

(17a) Information Processing Letters a5at 72 - June 73.1 18 

(17b) Information Scientist l_ Mar 72 - Mar 731 18 

(19a) Journal of Documentation SeptC 72 - June 731 17 

(19b) Tudomanyos es Mdszaki Tajdkortatas /July 72 - Apr 731 17 

(21a) Dokumentesyon Kenkyu [-Sept 72 - Ju:L 731 15 

(21b) Microform Review /—Jan 72 - July 7121 15 

Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya InformataiyaCseries 2 (6) 1967; 
Series 1 (8) 1969; Series 1(7) 1972 - Series 1(7) 19731199 

Journal Jf the American Society for Information Science 
/lept-Oct 70; Sept-Oct 71; July-Aug 72 - Sept-Oct 731 88 

Special Libraries `Oct 72 - Sept 731 78 

Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 
['July 69; Apr 71 - Oct 721 61 

Journal of Chemical Documentation f Nov 72 - Aug 73; 54 

College & Research Libraries July 71 - May 731 42 

Library Journal C15 June 72 - 15 June 731 40 

Library Resources & Technical Services 
/ Fall 64; Summer 72 - Winter 73 7 38 

Drexel Library quarterly rJan 72 - Oct 721 35 

Information Storage and Retrieval ('Aug 72 - May 731 34 
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10 - 14 citations 

(231) Nachrichten f{lr Dokurnentation /Aug 72 - Jan 73/ 14 

(23b) Visible Language / Winter 71 - Spring 73 7 14 

(25) Journal of Education for Librarianship 
(-Summer 72 - Spring 75; Winter 731 13 

(26a) Probleme de Informare si Documentare j1) 1972 - (2) 19721 12 

(26b) Au:Aralian Academic and Research Libraries /dept 72 - Mar 77 12 

(26c) Journal of Librarianship i-July 72 - Apr 73/ 12 

(29a) Computerworld / 29 Nov 72 - 8 Aug 731 11 

(29b) Information - Pts. 1 & 2 /-May -June 72 - May-June 737 11 

(29c) Journal of Micrographics SeptC 72 - July 731 11 

(29d) Przaglad BibliotecznyC(1-4) 1971 - (3-4) 19721 11 

(33a) Aslib Proceedings/Met 72 - Dec 72; July 73 7 10 

(33b) International Library Review L Oct 72 - Apr 737 10 

(330) Journal of ibrary Automation / Sept 69; June 72; Sept 721 10 

(33d) Library of Congress Information Bulletin/ 21 July 72 - 15 June 737 10 

(35e) Library Quarterly COct 72 - Apr 731 10 

(33f) Wilson Library Bulletin `Sept 72 - May 73 7 10 

2 - 9 citations 

(39a) Aktualne Problemy Informacji i Dokumentacji 
C(3) 1972 - (6) 19721 9 

(39b) Bibliography, Documentation, Terminolcgy /July 72 - Nov 721 9 

(39c) Di.ltamationCFeb 73 - Aug 73/ 9 

(39d) Methods of Information in Medicine /—bot 72 - Apr 731 9 

(39a) Science /3 Mar 72 - 27 Apr 73] 9 

(39f) Technicka Knihevnar(1) 1971 - (12) 19721 9 

(45a) Informatyka / -(4) 1971 - (10) 19721 8 

(45t) NRCd Bulletin `Autumn 71 - Spring 731 8 
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Annals of Economic and Social Measurement 
/-Jan 72 - Apr 72 / 7 

AV Communication Review (Fall 72 - Summer 73 7 7 

Current Contents, Life Sciences Z-4 Aug71 - 2 Aug 721 7 

Journal of Experimental Psychology /T2) 1969 - (3) 1972] 7 

Zagadnienia Informacji Naukowej r(i) 1972 - (2) 1972] 7 

American Archivist /Jan 73 - July 75/ 6 

(47a) 

(47b; 

(47c)  

(47d)  

(47e)  

(52a) 

(52b:, Annals of Library Science and Documentation (June 71 - June 72/6 

(52c) Information Science Abstracts CFeb 73 - Dec 73.7 6 

(52d) Law & Computer Technology /-Sept-Oct 72 - July-Aug 751 6 

(52e) Publishers Weekly Cl Jan 73 - Sept 75 7 6 

(52f) Hevista L'e Biblioteconomia de Brasilia 
4-Jan-June 73 - July-Dec 75] 6 

(52g) aeczniki Biblioteczne C(3-4) 1969 - (3-4) 1971 7 6 

( 52h ) Studii 0 Cercetarii de Documentare 6 

(60a) American Libraries /-Nov 72 - Dec 72; Apr 731 5 

(60b) Archivar /-Feb 71 - May 717 5 

(60c) -!eskoslovenska InformatikaC(5) 1971 - (7-8) 1972] 5 

(60d) C6mmunications of the ACM `Oct 72 - Nov 727 5 

(63e) IEEE Trahiactions on Computers / Feb 72 - Nov 72 J 5 

(60f) Journal of the Society of Archivists/ Apr 71 - Apr 727 5 

(60g) Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics 
f(17) 1972 - (18) 19721 5 

(60h) Videocassette & CATV Newsletter LFeb 73 - Aug 757 5 

(68a) Audiovisual Instruction CNov 72 - Sept 737 4 

(68b, Current Awareness - Library Literature CJuly-Aug 751 4 

(68c) CAS iteportrOct 72 - Apr 731 4 

(68d) Computers and the Humanities /-May 72 - Sept7 4 

(68e) Computing Newsletter for Schools of Business Nov 72 -Mar 757 4 

7 3 . 
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(68f) FID News Bulletin /15 Sept 72; 15 Feb 75_7 4 

(68g) Mechanizace a Automatizace Administrativy 
/--(7) 1972; (12) 19722 4 

(68h) Micro-News Bulletin /—Feb 73 - Aug 75 / 4 

(681) Orvosi K8nyvtairos /'(3) 1972 - (4) 19722 4 

(77a) Drug Information Journal Z.  (1) 1972] 5 

(77b) Izvestlya Vysahikh Uchebnykh Zavedenii Priborostroenie 
/ (6) 1971 - (7) 1972_7 

(77c) Kybernetika /(1968); (6) 1970; (4) 1972] 5 

(77d) Policy Sciences /—sept 72; Dec 72; Mar 757 

(77e) Revista da EscoLa de Biblioteconomia da Universidade Federal 
de Minas Gerais /Mar 737 5 

(77f) School Media Quarterly /—Fall 72; Summer 73 .17 5 

(85a) Angewtmdte InformatikL(10) 1972_7 2 

(85b) AppitaCNov 72; Jan 75 / 2 

(85c) Archeion/—(1972)7 2 

(85d) Archiwum Automatyki i Telemechaniki /71) 1972; (4) 1972;7 2 

(85e) Bulletin de l'Academie Polonaise des Sciences. Serie des 
Sciences Math4matiques, Astronomiques et Physiques 
/—(6) 1971 7 

(85f) Commutation & Electronique / Jan 75; July 73 / 2 

(35g) Computers and Biomedical Research /—(5) 1972 7 2 

(85h) Data Processing Digest /Apr 73; May 75] 2 

(831) Documentaliste/ Mar 71 - June 727 2 

(83J) Government Data Systems /liter-Apr 731 2 

(83k) Journal of Chemical Education /—Oct 72] 2 

(851) Journal of Learning Disabilities / Dec 71; Apr 72 / 2 

(83m) Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences 
/—Mar 75; June 75 7 2 

(83n) Jurimetrics Journal L June 72.1 2 

(85o) Learning Today / Winter 73 7 2 

68 
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(83p) Library ::)-ene /7StAmmer 72/ 2 

(83q) Management Science / Sept 72; Feb 73.1 2 

(83r) Mekhanizatsiya i Avtomatizatsiya Upravleniya 
/—(4) 1969; (6) 1969 7 2 

(83s) Modern Packaging Free 72; Feb 751 2 

(83t) News Notes of California Libraries Winter 73; Summer 751 2 

(83u) Perception and Psychophysics /—(6B) 1969; (2) 19701 2 

(83v) Prasa -Pechniczna C(2) 1972 7 2 

(83w) aecherche Technique Bulletin d'Information de l'Association 
Nationale de la Recherche Technique r(83) 1969.1 2 

• (85x) Research/Development Mar 73; July 73.7 2 

(83y) Special Libraries Association. Boston Chapter News 
Bulletin/7Jan 73; Mar 731 2 

(83z) Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map 
Division Bulletin Sept/ 72; Dec 72] 2 

(83za) Svensk PapperstidningC15 Oct 72; 10 Apr 75.1 2 

(85zb) UU Library News / University of Wisconsin)/ Dec 72; Jan 731 2 

Plus 137 titles with 1 citation 157 
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ISA 

Periodical Coverage  

Summary Table, 

Journals with:- 

Percentage 
of 

Number Percentage Number Abstracts 
of of of for 

Titles Total Titles Abstracts Periodicals 

1 citation 137 56% 137 9 % 

2-9 citations 72 29% 303 20 % 

10-14 citations 16 6% 181 11.5% 

15-24 citations 9 4% 164 10.5% 

25+ citations 13 5% 752 49 

"•••••=1.1111 

247 100% 1537 loo % 
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Library & Information Science Abstracts 

Coverage of Periodical Articles - 1973 

25 citations & over 

(1) Library Journal /r-1 Oct 72 - 15 Oct 731 91 

(2a) Biblioteksbladet 4-(6) 1972 - (14) 1973 7 64 

(2b) Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 
/ Series 1 (6) 1972 - Series 1 (2) 19731 64 

(4) Special Libraries (Oct 72 - Sept 73/ 59 

(5) Journal of the American Society for Information Science 
(Nov-Dec 72 - Sept-Oct 73 7 52 

(6a) Bogens Verdenf(8) 1972 - (3) 1973/ 51 

(6b) Library Association Record (Dec 72 - Nov 751 51 

(8) Kirjastolehti/—(6) 1972 - (9) 1973 7 48 

(9a) Australian Library Journal coot 72 - Sept 731 44 

(9b) new Library World flea 72 - Nov 73 7 44 

(11) Aslib Proceedings (Jan 73 - Oct 731 43 

(12a) Wi.son Library Bulletin (Nov 72 - Oct 73/ 41 

(12b) Zentralblatt far Bibliothekswesen (-Sept 72 - Sept 73/ 41 

(14) New Zealand Libraries Oct 72 - Special Issue (Late Summer) 731 36 

(15)  

(16a)  

(16b)  

(18a) Library Resources & Technical Services (Fall 72 - Spring 73 733 

(18b) Unesco Bulletin for Libraries (Jan-Feb 73 - Sept-Oct 731 33 

(20) Bibliotheksdienst /—Nov 72 - Oct 73/ 32 

(21a) International Library Review (Jan 73 - July 731 30 

(21b) Journal of Chemical Documentation CNov 72 - May 731 30 

(21c) Library Trends fOct 72 - Apr 73/ 30 

77 71 

Information Storage and Retrieval /Jan 73 - Oct 73/ 35 

Buch and Bibliothek (Sept 72 - Aug 731 34 

Canadian Library Journal (Nov-Dec 72 - Sept-Oct 757 34 
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(21d) Nachrichten flir Dokumentationroct 72 - Oct 73.7 50 

(25) Bibliotheek en Saenleving_(Formerly Openbare Bibliotheek) 
Sept 72 - Sept 731 29 

(26a) American Libraries (Nov 72 - Oct 73 7 28 

(26b) An Leabharlann. The Irish Library /June 72 - Sept 73.7 28 

(26c) Librin3) 1972 - (2) 1973 7 28 

(29) Bibliothekar /Sept 72 - Sept 731 27 

(30a) College & Research Libraries (Nov 72 - July 73] 26 

(30b) Herald of Library Science (-Apr 72 - Jan 75] 26 

(30c) Mitteilungsblatt (Verband der Bibliotheken des Landes 
Nordrhein-Vestfalen)CAug 72 - Sept 731 26 

(30d) Zeitschrift ffir Bibliothekswesen and Bibliographie 
C(4-5) 1972 - July-Aug 73_7 26 

(34) Bulletin of the Medical Library Association Aict 72 - July 7125 

(54b) Informatik C(6) 1972 - (3) 1973 7 25 

15:24 citations 

(36) roshokan-Kai rMay 72 - June 737 24 

(37a) Assistant Librarian /Dec 72 - Nov 73.7 25 

(S7b) Bibliotekarz r(6-7) 1972 - (6) 1973 7 23 

(37e) Revista de Biblioteconomia de Brasilia 
(Jan-June 73 - July-Dec 73.7 23 

(37d) SLA News / Sept-Oct 72 - Sept-Oct 731 23 

(41) South African Libraries (July 72 - Apr 73_7 22 

(42a) Journal of Librarianship flan 73 - Oct 73.1 21 

(42b) Scandinavian Public Library Quarterly L (3) 1972 - (2) 19731 21 

(44) Bibliotekar (Sofia)/7(7-8) 1972 - (7-8) 1973 7 20 

(45e) Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France /July 72 - June 737 19 

(45b) itatell r(10) 1972 - (9) 1973 7 19 

(45c) 6tenti;H/T9) 1972 - (7) 1973 7 19 

(45d) Documentation et Bibliotheques (Formerly Association Canadienne 
des Bibliothecaires de Langue Frangaise. Bulletin Sept 72 - June 73719 

72 
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(45e) Pro..am Oct 72 - Cct 751 19 

(45f' Information - Pts. 1 & 2 CSept-Oct 72 -July-Aug 73] 19 

(51a' Journal of Education for Librarianship /-Summer 72 - Spring 7718 

(51b; Law Library J •Jurnal rNov 72 - May 731 18 
.,, 

(51c, Studii 9i Cercetare de Documentare /Mar 72 - June 731 18 

(54a; Bak og 31bliitek rSept 72 - July 73] 17 

(54b. Current Awareness - Library Literature 
/Thept-Oct 72 - July-Aug 737 17 

(r)4c Dn.! (Dolcumentation/Information) LSept-Oct 72 - Sept 75] 17 

73'4(1 Niceriar. Libraries CApr72 - Dec 72 7 17 

5:- Aktualne i'roblemy InformacJi i Dolcumentacji 
r-(6) 1971 - (1) 1973 / 16 

(59a' Book Tolley CSept 72 - Sept 73 / 15 

(59b) Sovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie Formerly Biblioteki SSSR) 
C(54) 1972 - (4) 1973 15 

10 - 14 citations 

(61a) Bibliotekar' (Moscow) f(9) 1972 - (8) 1973/ 14 

(61b) Journal of Documentation (-Mar 73 - Sept 73.7 14 

(61c Kniznice a Vedecke Informacie C(2) 1972 - (2) 1973 7 14 

(61d) Konyvtari Figyelo 1 (3) 1972 - (2) 1973.7 14 

(6W Microform Review L Oct 72 - July 737 14 

(61f) Probleme de Informare si Documentare 1(10) 1972 - (5) 1973 7 14 

(67a) Ceskoslovenska Informatika r(10) 1972 - (7-8) 19732 13 

(67b I u...Lan Librarian /June 72 - Mar 73 7 
(67c) 

(7f)a) 

(Taa 

(72b j 

Sovetskaya Bibliocrafiya r(133) 1972 - (139) 1973/ 13 '‘ 

7.1.bravy Quarterly rOot 72 - July 73 7 12 

2oshokan Zasshi 43ept 72 - July 73] 12 

Australian Academic and Research Libraries/ Dec - Oct 73 7 11 

Biblos (Austeia' /(.5 i 1:172 - (3) 1973.7 11 

7 9 73 
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(76a)  

(76b)  

(76c)  
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Indexer [Apr 7) - Oct 7)2 11 

Journal of MicrographicsrNov-Dec 72 - Sept-Oct 11 

ARLIS Newsletter /bec 72 - Sept 757 1D 

Information Scientist ir-Dec 72 - Sept 75.: 10 

Western Association of Ma Libraries Information Bulletin 
[June 72 - Jule 751 10 

2 - 9 citations 

(79a) Audiovisual Librarian (including Library Association 
Visual Group Bulletin and Library Association 2uu'id 
Recordings Group Newsletter )/ (5) 1972 - Summer 73.7 9 

(79b) BLL Review (including NLL Review) /Jan 75 - Oct 75 7 9 

(79c) Catalogue & index / Winter 72 - Summer 757 9 

(79d) EALA Bulletin (East African Library Association) /July 72.7 9 

(79e) Ugandan Libraries /Thept 72 - liar 75] 9 

(79f) YLG News Z. winter 72 - Winter 75/ 9 

(85a) Associazione Italiana Biblioteche Bollettino d'Informazione 
Z.-Jan-Mar 72 - Oct-Dec 722: 

(85b) Focus on International & Comparative Librarianship 
/—Dec 72 - Sept 751 8 

Illinois Libraries [Sept 72 - May 752 8 

International Cataloguin6 1 0ct-Dec 72 - July-Sept 732 8 

Journal of Library History ran 75 - Apr 75 7 8 

Ontario Library Review /-Mar 73 - Sept 757 8 

RQ 1-spring 73 - summer 751 8 

(85h) Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division 
Bulletin / Sept 72 - June 75 7 8 

(85i) Technicka Knihovna C(7-8) 1972 - (5) 1975 7 8 

(94a) Education Libraries Bulletin CAutumn 72 - Summer 752 7 

(94b) IPLO Quarterly /July 72 - July 75 7 7 

(94c) Jamaica Library Association Bulletin / Jan 7.5 7 7 

(94d) Library & Information Bulletin Z.  (19) 1972 - (21) 19737 7 

74 
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(85f)  

(85g)  
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(94e) Library iteview I -Autumn 72 - Spring 73 J 7 

(94r) uprarrx Science with a Slant to Documentation 
/ 3ept 72 - Dec 727 7 

(94g) Nachrichten. Nouvelles. Notizie. 1 (1) 1973 - (4) 1973/ 7 

(94h) Protean rAutumn 72 - Sumner 72 7 

(941) Ilivista dell 'Informazione / June-Aug 72 - Dec 72] 7 

(94J) 'idskrift for Dolcumentation r(4) 1972 - (1) 19731 7 

(94k) :'udomonyos ds Muszaki "Atidkortatis Liov-Dec 72 - Apr 73/ 7 

(105a) Association des Bibliothdcaires Francais. Bulletin 
d'Informations /--3rd Quarter 72 - 2nd Quarter 731 

(105b) Australian Special Libraries News CSept 72 - Mar 731 

6 

6 

11 

(1)5c) 

(105C) 

(105e) 

(105f) 

(105g) 

(105h) 

(113a) 

(113b) 

(115c) 

(113d) 

(113e) 

Catholic Library World TDec 72 - July-Aug 73 7 6 

Journal of Library Automation rJune 72 7 6 

Librarians for Social Change [spring 73 7 6 

Library Materials on Africa L July 72- Dec 72 7 6 

PLA Bulletin (Sept 72 - May 731 6 

School Media Quarterly /Fall 72 - runner 731 6 

Bookseller /4 Nov 72 - 8 Sept 731 5 

Documentaliste / Sept 72 - June 73 7 5 

Film Library Quarterly r Summer 72 - Fall 72] 5 

INSPEL /Feb 73 - Apr 73 7 5 

Lecture et Bibliotheques /Oct-Dec 72 - Apr-June 731 5 

(113f) National Central Library, Bulletin (TaiwanZdept 71 - Dec 72/ 5 

(113g) National Central Library Newsletter (UK) Z.  Mar 731 5 
•••••••••••••••••.••••••• • •••••••••~11.• ••••• • 

(113h) Open / Nov 72 - Dec 721 5 

(113i) .Lhodesian :,1brarian /--Jan - Apr 73 / 5 

(1131) School Librarian /Thee 72 - Sept 73 7 5 

k 123a, Author / Winter 72 - Autumn 7) 7 4 

(123b; Bulletin /July 72 

(125c) Bulletin / ( `) 19'2 - (2) 1973 7 4 
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(123d) Library Herald /Oct 70.1 4 

(123e) Library History / Autumn 72 - Spring 75 7 4 

(123f) t4dCd Bulletin rointer 72/7; - Autumn 73] 

(123g) Singapore Libraries r(2) 1972 7 4 

(123h) Solanus / Mar 75. 7 
(131a) Acoademie e Biblioteche d'Italia /flov-Dec 72 - May-June 73.1 5 

(131b) ANM: Information et Documentation CDec 72 7 
(131c) Building C16 Feb 73 - 18 Nay 75 / .3 

(131d) Fontes Artis Musicae Lsept-Dec 72 - Jan-Aug 73] 

(131e) ilawaian Library Agsociation Journal /June 72 7 
(131f) Iranian Library Association Bulletin /—Summer 73 7 
(131g) '403 deports /July 72 - (2) 1975 7 5 

(131h) Methods of Information in Medicine LJan 73 - July 73/ .3 

(131i) Picturescope / Summer 72 - Summer 731 - .3 

(131j) Publishers Weekly / Clt 72 - Sept 73: 3 

(131k) Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress /ct 72 - July 7273 . 

(1311) 3koolbiblioteek / July 72 - Jan 73/ 3 

(131m) Technology Ireland /—Mar 73 7 3 

(151n) Times Higher Educational Supplement /22 Dec 72 - 3 1.44 73/ 3 

(145a) ACLS Newsletter / Summer 72 - Fall 72] 2 

(145b) Annals of Library Science and Documentation / June 72] 2 

(145c) Architectural Review L Jan 73 7 2 

(145d) Bibliotekovedenie i Bibliografiya za Rubezhom /(41) 1972 7 2 

(145e) Bulletin of the Circle of State Librarians 
Sept 72 - Feb 732 2 

(145f) Computer Journal L Feb 73 - Aug 732 2 

(145g) DK-Mitteilungen May 72 - 3ept 72] 2 

(145h) Drexel Library Quarterly /.—Oct 72 - Jan-Apr 751 2 

(1451) Eastern Librarian /Sept & Dec 712 2 

It 

1i 
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(145j) Harvard Library bulletin CJuly 73.7 2 

(145k) Journal , >f Systems Mangement L Apr 73 - June 737 2 

(1451) Suurnal of the Hong Kong Library Association /Dec 71 2 

(1115m) Law librarian / Dec 721 

(145n) Library Association Medical. Section Bulletin /'iay 

(145o Management in Action /July 73; Oct 732 

/.145p) Municipal Journal / Feb 7:).7 

(145q; Fiesear,:h in Librarianship Z.  May 721 2  

(1h5r) L 3 Nov 72; 3 Aug 75 7 
(145s) Service Point /Thew-. 7)] 2 

(145t, A Informations / (1; 1972; (1) 19731 

(145u) "Imes Eduiational Supplement C13 July 75] 2 

(145v) 'Imes Literary Supplement /Feb 7.5; 6 July ./5 7 2 

(145w) ,'oshokan Gz.kkai Nenpo rJune 72] 2 

(145x) 'rends in Education /July 732- 2 

Plus 42 titles with 1 citation 42 
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LISA 

Periodical Coverage 

Summary Table 

Number 
of 

Percentage 
of 

Number• 
of 

Percentage 
of 

Abstracts 
for 

Journals with:- Titles Total Titles Abstracts Periodicals 

1 citation '►2 20% 42 2% 

2-9 citations 90 43% 423 17% 

10-14 citations 18 F% 221 8% 

15-24 citations 25 12% 482 19% 

25+ citations 35 17% 1344 54% 

210 100% 2512 1aiY4 
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Library Literature 

Coverage of Periodical Articles - 1973 

25 citations & over 

(1)  Library Journal 1 Dec 72 - 15 Nov 737 283 

(2)  American Libraries /Dec 72 - Dec 73_7 166 

(3)  Publishers Weekly C4 Sept 72 - 17 Sept 73] 150 

(4)  Zentralblatt far Bibliothekswesen CJan 71 - Apr 72.7 121 

(5)  Library of Congress Information Bulletin 
3 Nov 72 - 14 Dec 73] 113 

(6) Duch and Bibliothek / July-Aug 71 - Nov- Dec 717 99  

(7a) Australian Library Journal ("Aug 72 - June 73 7 90 

(7b) Wilson Library Bulletin (Jan 75 - Nov 73_7 90 

(9) Bogens Verden /—(1) 1970 - (8) 19707 88 

(10) School Library Journal /Feb 73 - Nov 731 83 

(11a) Library Association Record /Sept 72 - hug 731 82 

(11b) Special Libraries COct 72 - Aug 73/ 82 

(13a) Bibliography, Documentation, Terminology /Thuly 72 - Mar 73 7 80 

(13r) College & Research Lib..aries CNov 72 - July 73_7 80 

(15) Illinois Libraries COct 72 - Apr 7,g 77 

(16) Canadian Library Journal /Sept-Oct 72 - May-June 737 74 

(17) RQ CFall 72 - Summer 737 73 

(18a) Library Quarterly Rot 72 - July 73/ 64 

(18b) Wisconsin Library Bulletin (Sept 72 - Mar 737 64 

(20) Cornell University Library Pulletin COot 71 - May 73.7 61 

(21a) Bibliotekar 1  (Moscow) / (1) 1971 - (2) 1972/ 60 

(21b) Journal of Documentation CSept 72 - June 757 6o 

(23a) Bibliothekar rJan 71 - Jan 72 7 59 

(23b) Ontario Library Review [Sept 72 - June 731 59 
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(25) Library ites.,th.ce: and 1'echnical Services /Fall 72 - Spring 75 7r  g 

(26) Unescu Bulletin for Libraries July-Aug 72 - May-June 75 7 57 

(27) American Archivist /Jar. 73 - July 7)7 56 

(28a) Journal of the American Society for Information Sciance 
4 Sept-Oct 72 - May-June 751 

(28b) ;:auchnJ-r'ekhnicheskaya Informatsiya Series 1 
/
_
(l, 1971 - (5) 19727 5) 

(50) aJokbird /l2) 1.172 - (3) 1973/ 48 

(31) Aslib Proceedings [Oct 72 - June 73./ 47 

(52a) Information Storage and Retrieval/Theo 72 - Aug 73 7 46 

(32b: LASIE: Information Bulleuin_of the Library Automated System 
Information Exchange / May-June 70 - May 73 / 46 

(54) Catholic Library World 4Nov 72 - July 75/ 44 

(55) Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 
('Jan 73 - July 75/ 42 

• (36a) New Library World SeptC 72 - July 757 41 

(36b) Scholarly Publishing rOct 72 - July 751 41 

(38a) Law Library Journal /, Nov 72 - May 751 40 

(58b) Mitteilungsblatt (Verband der Bibliotheken des Landes 
Nordrhein-Westfalen) rMar 71 - Nov 71.7 40 

(40a) Przeglad Biblioteczny CO -4) 1971 - (1) 1972] 39 

(40b) Synergy Z. Summer 71 - Spring 73 7 39 

(42) Unabashed Librarian / Nov 71 - Spring 75] 39 

(43a) Bibliotekarz / (5) 1971 - (10-12) 1971/ 38 

(43b) op of the News rNov 72 - June 751 38 

(45) AB Bookman's Weekly /7, Oft 72 - 24 Sept 75 7 37 

(46) iibrar.I (' ransac tions of the Bibliographical :'o-ie ty ), 
/ :lept 72 - June 73 7 36 

(47a niblos (Austria)/7(1) 1971 - (4) 19717 57 

(47b) Singapore Library Journal rvol. 1 1971 - vol. 2 19721 55 

(49a) Bibliographical Society of America Paper4/ian 71 - Jan 73] 34 

86 
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(49b) Interliational Library Review CJan 73 - July 731 34 

(490) Librari News Bulletin (Washington State Library) 
/ July 72 - Apr 737 3): 

(52) Bulletin de Documentation Bibliographique fug 71 - Dec 71 7 33 

(53a) California LibrarianCoct 72 - Apr 731 32 

(53b) Library Review [Autumn 72 - Spring 731 32 

(55a) Herald of Library Science /July 72 - Oct 727 31 

(55b) Library Trends root 72 - Apr 731 31 

(57a) Microform Review /—Oct 72 - Apr 7.3.7 28 

(57b) Texas Library Journal `Sept 72 - May 73 7 28 

(59a) Accademie e Biblioteche dlItalia L Jan 71 - July-Oct 717 27 

(59b) Biblio Leksb lade t / ( 1 ) 1971 - ( 5 ) 19712 27  

(59c) South African Libraries `Apr 72 - Oct 72.7 27 

(62) Oklahoma Librarian /Oct 72 - Apr 73] 26 

(63a) Australian Academic and Research Lihraries/Nept 72 - Mar 73.725 

(65b) 

(63n) 

(63: ) 

(67a) 

(67h) 

(69a)  

(69b)  

(69d) 

(73a) 

(7513) 

(73c) 

87 81 

Library Scene /winter 72 - Winter 73] 25 

Nigerian Libraries [Apr-Aug 71 - Aug 722 25 

YLG News CWinter 71 - Spring 731 25 

15-24 citations 

Bookmark `Sept 72 - Mar 732 24 

Libri r(3) 1972 - (1) 19737 24 

Assistant Librarian / Nov 72 - June 73 7 23 

Hornbook Magazine [Dec 72 - Aug vi 23 

PIA Bulletin (pennsylvania Library Association) 
/—Sept 72 - Mar 737 23 

Protean f_—June 71 - Dec 72_7 23 

AIB Bolletlao d'Informazioni (Jan 71 - Apr-Sept 712 22 

Fontes Artis Musicae / Jan-Aug 72 - Sept 727 22 

International Jataloguing [Jan/Feb 72 - Jan/Feb 73] 22 
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(73d) Journal of Education for Librarianship /Fall 72 - Spring 737 22 

(73e) New Zealand Libraries/Oct 72 - Feb 75] 22 

(73f) Sovetskaya BibliografiyaC(1) 1971 - (6) 1971 7 22 

(79a) Journal of Library Automation / June 72 - Mar 75 I 21 

(79b) Journal of Library History /.—Jan 75 - July 75 7 21 

(79c) SLA News CSept-Oct 72 - Mar-Apr 737 21 

(82a) Book Collector / Spring 72 - Autumn 75.7 20 

(82b) Booklist /-15 Dec 72 - 1 Nov 757 20 

(82c) International Association of Agricultural Librarians and 
Documentalists Quarterly Bulletin d/T2) 1972 - (1) 1973 7 20 

(82d) Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress /Uct 72 - July 7g2L 

(82e) Tidskrift far Dokumentation /—(1) 1971 - (6) 19717 20 

(87a) Focus on Indiana Libraries CFall 72 - Spring 73 7 19 

(87b) IFLA News CFeb 72 - Aug 751 19 

(87c) LACUNY Journal /—spring 72 - Spring 75 7 19 

(90a) IPLO Quarterly lIngtitute of Professional Librarians of 
Ontario) / Jan 72 - June 732 18 

(90b) Nebraskn Library Association Quarterly /Summer 72 - Spring 7718 

• 

(90c)  

(90d)  

(90e)  

(95a) 

(95h) 

(97a)  

(97b)  

(97c)  

(97d)  

(97e)  

(102a) 

82 

News Notes of California Libraries [-Winter 73 - Spring 75] 18 

Notes (Music Library Association) /—Dec 72 - June 751 18 

Pri'iate Library / Autumn 72 - Spring 751 1P 

LibrAry Occurent /Nov 71 - Feb 73 I/ 17 

Pakistan Library Bulletin 4—Mar-June 71 - Mar-June 72 7 17 

Choice Nov 72 - July-Aug 752 16 

College & Research Libraries News SeptC 72 - June 7)1 16 

Drexel Library Quarterly /Oct 72 - Jan-Apr 73 7 16 

Idaho Librarian / Jan 72 - Oct 727 16 

Mississippi Library News (-Sept 72 - Mar 73/ l(. 

California School Libraries /—Fall 72 - Spring 731 15 

88 
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(102c) 
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Fly' Newsletter /-Mar 72 - Oct 72/ 

Louisiana Library Association Bulletin 
L Summer 72 - Winter 73 7 

10-14 citations 

15 

15 

(105a) APLA Bulletin rFall 72 - Spring 73 7 14 

(105b) Bolle%Lino dell 'Istituto di Patulagia del Libro 
/Than-July 71 - July-Dec 71j 14 

(105c ) Connecticut Libraries /Fall 72 - Apr 731 14 

(105d) Dartmouth College Library Bulletin rApr 71 - Apr 731 14 
(1U5e) Learning foday /-Fall 72 - Winter 731 14 

(105f ) ;:ayar K8nyvszemle r(1) 1971 - (4) 1971/ 14 

(105g) I•licrodoc r(3) 1972 - (2) 19731 14 

(105h) Scandinaviai Public Library Quarterly /(3) 1972 - (1) 1973/ 14 

(1:,51) :exas Libraries /Minter 721 14 

(105j) Vermont Libraries /Sept 72 - Nov 72 / 14 

(105k) t:estern Association of M4p Libraries Information Bulletin 
CJune 72 - Mar 73,( 14 

(116a) Africaaa Library Journal rSpring 72 - Spring 73/ 13 

(116b) Barn och Kultur /-(1) 1971 - (6) 19717 13 

(116c) Film Library Quarterly Z.  Fall 72 - Spring 73 7 13 

(A.6d) Indian Librarian CJune 72 - Den 72 7 13 

(120a) British Columbia Library Quarterly6Tot 72-Jan 73 - Apr 73;7 12 

(1200b) Infoemation (Part 2) LJan-Feb 72 - Jan-Feb 731 12 

(120c) inspel /July-Oct 72 - Feb 731 12 

(12(X) Ohio Library Association Bulletin / July 72 - Jan 73] 12 

(120e) Previe,,s (Library ,TourrySchool Library Journal) 
rApr 72 - Sept 73 12 

(120f) SBPit Boletin rJan-June 72] 12 

(126a) 3ulletia des Bibliotheques de France fiept-Oct 71 - Dec 71 7 11 

(126b) fiarvarci Library Bulletin `Oct 72 - July 73/ 11 
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(126o) Iowa Library Quarterly / Oct 72 - Apr 75 7 11 

(126d) Library & Information Bulletin (Library Association) 
4 (17) 1972 - (20) 19737 11 

(126e) Michigan Librarian /Autumn 72 - Winter 727 11 

(126f) School Librarian (Sept 72 - June 73/ 11 

(126g) School Media Quarterly (Fo.  rmerly School Libraries ) 
/Mummer 72 - Spring 73 11 

(126h) Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division 
Bulletin CSept 72 - Dec 72.7 11 

(1261) Virginia Librarian LFall-Minter 71 - Winter 72-75.1 11 

(1267) Wyoming Library Roundup (Sept 72 - Dec 721 11 

(136a) Journal of Librarianship COct 72 - Apr 731 10 

(136b) Library History CAutumn 72 - Spring 737 10 

(136c) North Carolina Librar4esCSummer-Fall 72 - Winter 7 10 

(136d) Picturescope (Spring 72 - Spring 73.7 10 

(136e) PNLA Quarterly (Pacific Northwest Library Association) 
Oct 72 - Jan 731 10 

(136f) Tennessee Librarian CFall 72 - Winter 73.7 10 

(136g) Yale University Library Gazette COct 72 - July 731 10 

2-9 citations 

(143a) 

(143b) 

(143c) 

(143d) 

(147a) 

(147b) 

(147c) 

(147d) 

(147e) 

(147f) 

Archives4COct 72 - Spring 73.7 9 

La. Bibliofilia C(1) 1969 - (3) 19711 9 

Feliciter 1'0c t 72 - Mar 731 9 

Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom /Nov 72 July 731 9 

Arkansas Libraries rFall 72 - Winter 73 7 8 
r, 

Bay State Librarian Rot 72 - Feb 73.7 8 

Indexer ("Apr 72 - Oct 727 8 

Law Librarian / Aug 72 - Dec 721 8 

Southeastern Librarian ( Winter 727 8 

Utah Libraries Z.  Fall 721 8 
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(153a) Columbia Library Columns :lov 72 - May 737 7 
(153b) Georgia Librarian OctC 72 - Mar 73/ 7 
(153e) New York Public Library Bulletin Z.  vol.76 1972] 7 
(156a) I3CLA iieporter COct-Nov 72 - Dec 72-Jan 75 7 6 
(156b) Kentucky Library Association Bulletin j)ct 72 - Winter 73 7 6 
(156c) Missouri Library Association Newsletter Lune 72 - Oct 72

_7 6 
(156d) North Dakota Library Notes (-Aug 72 - Feb 737 6 
(156e) Serif 1-Winter 72 - Spring 7.57 6 
(161a) ARIL Quarterly (Aslociation of Hospital and Institution 

Libraries ) / Fall 72 - Winter-Spring 731 5 
(161b) American Theological Library Association Newsletter 

1-12 Aug 72 - 17 Feb 731 5 
(161c) Be.ita C1 4) 1970 - (2) 19721 
(161d) FID News Bulletin r15 Oct 72 - 15 Apr 73 7 5 
(161e) Kansas Library Bulletin /(3-4) 1972] 5 
(161f) 14111C Reports /--(1) 1971 - (4) 19727 5 
(161g) Library Chronicle `Feb 72 - Sept 72] 

(161h) Minnesota Libraries / Autumn 72 - Spring 73 7 5 
(161i) New Jersey Libraries tDec 72 - Mar 75] 5 
(161j) Nordisk Tidskrift f8r Bok-och 13iblioteksylsen co 19711 5 
(161k) NYLA Bulletin (New York Library Association) 

L Summer 72 - Oct 72 7 
(172a) Architectural Record CApr 71 - Nov 71] 4 
(172b) Artibus Asiae C(1) 1970 - (1-2) 1971] 4 
(172c) Catalogue & Index /Autumn - Winter 72 7 4 
0 72d) ]ILA Journal (Hawaii Library Association) rune 72/ 4 
(172e Library of Congress Cataloguing Service. Bulletin /goy 727 4 
(1721) New Mexico Libraries Newsletter Cmsu,  .72 — Jan 73] 4 
(172g) Revista InterAmericana de Bibliogzafia 

iJuly-Sept 72 - Oct-Dec 72 ( 4 
(179a) Junior Bookshelf COct 72 - Apr 731 
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(179b) Leads C‘ug 72 - June 73 7 3 

(179c) Mountain Plains Library Quarterly / Fall 72/ 3 

(179d) Museum (Unesco) /--(1) 1970-71 / 3 

(179e) Religious & Theological hesources( (1) 1970 - Oct-Dec 711 3 

(179f) South Carolina Librarian Z.  Fall 72 - Spring 73 7 3 

(185a) American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education Z Dec 722 2 

(189) Architectural Forum CNov 712 2 

(185c) Architectural Review 7July 711 2 

(185d) Art Bulletin /Mar 72 - June 721 2 

(185e) Princeton University Library Chronicle 7-Winter 73 7 2 

(185f) Public Library Trustee 7-May 72 7 2 

(185g) South African Library Quarterly Bulletin /June 72 - Dec 72 7 2 

(185h) Walters Art Gallery Journal 1(29-30) 1966-1967 - (31-32) 1969-196Y 2 

Plus 29 titles with 1 citation 29 

• 
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Library Literature 

Pericdical Coverage 

ummary Table, 

Journals with:- 

Number 
of 

Titles 

Percentage 
of 

Total Titles 

Number 
of 

Entries 

Percentage 
of 

Entries 
for 

Periodicals*  

1 citation 29 13% 2) 0.5% 

2-9 citations 50 23% 252 4.5% 
10-14 citations 38 17% 458 9 % 
15-24 citations 38 17% 741 14 % 

25+ citations 66 30% 3837 72 % 

221 1C1% 5517 100 15 

* 
Note. Excludes citations of one page only 
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Referativnyi Zhurnal: Informatika 

Coverage of Periodical Articles - 1975 

25 citations & over 

209 

135 

(4b) 

(6a) 

(6b ) B7Z - Burghagens Zeitschrift fir Bfotechnik and Information 
jr-(9) 1972 - (6) 19731 48 

(8a) BIT. Biro Informations Technikj8) 1972 - (°) 19731 46 

(8b)  

(8c ) 

6eskoslovenskA Informatika /-(7-8) 72 - (7-8) 73 7 41 

Journal of Chemical Documentation rAug 72 - May 73] 41 

Aktualne Problemy Ti,formanji i Dokumentacji 
r(6) 1971 - (1) 197) 7 '4o 

Information Storage and Retrieval /-bct 72 - Aug 73 7 39 

Aslib Proceedings rJuly 72 - June 731 36 

ADL-Nachrichten /-(74) 1972 - (80) 19731 35 

7ovetakpe BibliotekovedenielormeraBiblioteki SSSR) 
Z.  (55) 1972 - (4) 197) 

31. 

9 4 

(1) Nauchno-TekhnicheskaYa Informatsiya 
/ Series 1 (8) 1972 - Series 2 (7) 1973.7 

(2) Nauchw i Tekhnicheskie Biblioteki SSSR 
L (8) 1972 - (7) 1973_7 

(3)  

(4a) 

BtirotechniThs Sammlung C(211-212) 1972 - (223) 1973_7 46 

Special Libraries rJuly 72 - May/June 73 7 46 

Journal of the American Society for Information Science 
rMay-June 72 - May/June 731 45 

Llbraz of Congress Information Bulletin 
(34) 1972 - (28) 1973_7 45 

Library Resources & Technical Services /pring 72 - Spring 7744 

Informatikr(4) 1972 - (4) 1973] 64 

Nachrichten dir Dokumentation `Aug 72 - June 731 6o 

Sovetskaya BibliografiyaL(3) 1972 - (3) 1973] 60 

Barotechnik Automatation + Organisation ,/r8) 1972 - (7-8) 1973748 
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(21a) Office C(5) 1971 - (6) 1973 7 33 

(2m) TechnickA Knihovna r(7 -8) 1972 - (5) 19731 33 

(21c) Voprosf Izobretatelistva C(10) 1972 - (b) 1973 27 33 

(24a) TudomAnyos is Maszaki TAjdkortatits filar 72 - Aug 73] 32 

(24b) TudomAnyszervezdsi Tdj4kortatd /(5) 1972 - (3-4) 19731 32 

(26) Probleme de Informare iti Dooumentare (7) 1972 - (5) 1973/ 30 

(27) Zen+ralblatt ffir Bibliothekswesen fAug 72 - July 73 7 29 

(28) Bulletin du CIMAR C(8) 1972 - (7) 1973] 28 

(29a) Unesco Bulletin for Libraries jtar-Apr 72 - July-Aug 73/ 27 

(29b) Zeitschrift fdr Bibliothekswesen and Bibliographie 
rsept-oct 72 - Mar-Apr 731 27 

(31a) Informacnf Bulletin. Slovenska Akademia Vied L?_/ 25 

(31b) Informatsiya o Bibliotechnom dele i Bibliografii za 
Rubezhom 25 

19 - 24 citations 

(33) Zyoho Kanri. Information azy Documentation 
/-(2) 1972 - (12) 1973 24 

(34a) College & Research Libraries May 72 - May 731 22 

()4b) Library Association Record rAug 72 - July 731 22 

(34c) Naukovedenie 1 Informatikar(8) 1973 - (9) 1975 7 22 

(37a) Journal of Documentation /Sept 72 - June 731 21 

(37b) Neue Technik im Rflro (5) 1972 - (3) 1973] 21 

(59a) Bdbliotekovedenie 1 Bibliografiya za Rubezhom 
/7(42) 1972 - (45) 19731 20 

(39b) Burotechnl}: mit Betriebsfahrtmg/7-9) 1972 - (5) 19731 20 

(59c) Library Trends / Oct 72 - Apr 73/ 20 

(39d) Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics 
/—(13) 1972 - (19) 1973.1 20 

(43a) Dokumentesyon Kenkyu rAug 72 - May 73 7 19 
(43b) -.ievista Bibliotecilor C? / 19 

(43c) Ticiskrift f8r Dokumentation/-(4) 1972 - (2) 1973] 19 
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(46a) Biblioteksrl (Moscow) C(11) 1972 - (7) 19737 18 

(46b) Standarfy i Kachestvo /7(10, 1972 - (5) 1973 7 18 

(48a) ANR2 Information et Documentation rApr 72 - Dec 72 / 17 

(480 Banques des Mots L ?../ 17 

(48c) Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 
(July 72 - April 73 7 17 

(48d) Informaeng a Metodickf Spravodajca(?7 17 

(48e) Rechentechnik/Datenverarbeitung C(9) 1972 - (7) 19737 17 

(53a) Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France (June 72 - Feb 73/ 16 

(53b) Journal of Micrographics jiar/Apr 72 - Nov/Dec 721 16 

(93c) Kniznice A Vedeckd Informdcie Z.  (2) 1972 - (1) 19731 16 

(53d) Przeglad Biblioteczny C(1-4) 1971 7 16 

(57a) Illinois Libraries ,Apr 72 - May 73/ 15 

(57b) Kantoor en Efficiency L (122-123) 1972 - (133) 197V 1C 

(57c) K8nyvtdros C(2) 1972 - (7) 19731 15 

(57d) NRCd Bulletin Rummer 72 - Autumn 72] 15 

(57e) Program LJuly 72 - July 731 1 

10 - 14  cications  

(62a) Vopros/ Filosofii / (9) 1972 - (7) 19717 14 

(62b) Zyoho Kagaku. Information, Information Processing, 
Information Retrieval 14 

(62c) Australian Librsry Journal /—July 72 - June 73] 14 

(61a) IBM Naohrichten Z.  (212) 1972 - (214) 1973/ 13 

(65b) Sovetakie Archive ((5) 1972 - (4) 19731 13 

(65c) 'n3 Report ffir Techniaches B6ro Z.  (4) 1972 - (2) 1973/ 13 

(65d) Teorie a Metoda / .?../ 13 

(65e) Zagadnienia Naukonawstwa L  (2) 1972 - (1) 19731 13 

(70a) Arehivisitteilungen r(4) 1972 - (3) 1973 7 12 

(7(b) Biblioteku Darbas C(7) 1972 - (6) 1973/ 12 
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(70c) Bibliotheitsdienst Oct/ 72 - Sept 73/ 12 

(7041) Journal of LibrarianzhipCJuly 72 - July 731 12 

(70e) Information Retrieval & Library Automation Letter 
L7(5) 1972 - (3) 19731 

12 

(70f) KniZnigy Sbornik Z.-?.7 
12 

(70g) Mechanizace a Automatizace Alministrativy 
C.(8) 1972 - (10) 19721 12 

(77a) Bibliotekar (Sofia) C(10) 1972 - (5) 1973/ 11 

(77b) BibliotekarzC(4) 1972 - (3) 19731 11 

(77c) Computer Praxis ((9) 1972 - (6) 1973] 11 

(77d) Microform Review /—Jan 73 - Apr 731 11 

(77e) Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft !lir Bibliothekswesen and 
Dokumentation des Landbaues / ?.:47 11 

(77f) Schriftenreihe der Technischen Hochschule in Wien C?1 11 

(77g) Studii gi Cercet;re de Documentare (Sept 72 - June 731 11 

(77h) Zeitschrift dir Datenverarbeitung/—(7) 1972 - (5) 19731 11 

(85a) IMC Journal ((21) 1972 - (23) 19731 10 

(893) International Library Review (Oct 72 - Apr 731 10 

(85c) M6dszertani K8rlevel cv 10 

(85d) Rationelle Stir° 4C(9) 1972 - (7) 19731 
10 

(85e) Rivista dell'Informazione [June/Aug 72 - Dec 721 10 

(85f) Trudy Informatikov Litvi C?.7 
10 

(85g) Vestnik AN sssrir?1 10 

(92a)  

(92b)  

(920) 

(92d)  

(92e)  

(92f)  

Bibliographiekg Zbornik f? 7 9 

Diagrams C? 1 9 

Methods of Information in Medicine CJan 73 - Apr 731 9 

Nei Zealand Libraries (June 72 - June 731 9 

Novy Knigi za RubezhomC?/ 9 

Prace tlaukonawcze i Prognostycmne L 9 
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(92g) Rechntmgswesen, Datentechnik, Organisation 
/ (2) 1973 - (5) 1973] 9 

(99a) Bibliotechno-bibliographicheskaya Bibliotek AN SSSR i 
Akademii Nauk Soyuzni Respublik C71 8 

(99b) College & Research Libraries News Sept/ 72 - July 731 8 

(990) Data Report Informationen C?7 8 

(99d) DocumentalisteCMar 72 - Dec 72J 8 

(990) Nauchny Doklady Visshei Shkoly. Filosofskie Nauki C?] 8 

(99f) Pribory 1 Sistemy Upravleniya ? 7 8 

(99g) Toahokan Zasshi [July 72 - Feb 731 

(106a) Angewandte InformatikC?7 7 

(106b) Automatisme f(6-7) 1972 - (6-7) 19731 7 

(106c) 3LL Review (Formerly NLL Review) flan 73 - July 731 7 

(106d) Cifincia da Informagao Z.  (1) 1972 - (1) 1973 7 7 

(106e) Foundations of Language C(2) 1972 - (4) 1973 7 7 

(106f) Informatyka C(7-8) 1972 - (1) 19737 7 

(106g) Management Informatics r(3-4) 1972 - (1) 19737 7 

(106h) organizacJa, Metody, Technikar(7) 1972 - (10) 19727 7 

(1061) Poligrafiya C?1 7 

(106j) Vedecke Informace CSAV C(1-2) 19721 7 

(116a) Bibliothekar /Thept 72 - May 73] 6 

(116b) Biblos (Austria) f(3) 1972 - (2) 1973] 6 

(116c) Cadernos de Biblioteconomie4  Arquivistica e DocumentagRo 
C(1) 1972 - (2) 19721 6 

(116d) Etudes et Rdaiisations r(135) 1972 7 6 

(116e) Informatique 1 (35) 1972 - (41) 1973/ 6 

(1161) Mezagazdassid es Elelmiszeripari K8nyvtArosok Tajdkortat6ja 6 

(122a) Data Processing/(4) 1972 - (3) 1973 7 5 

(122b) Education Libraries Bulletin /—Autumn 72 - Spring73.1 5 

(122c) FI4/CAO Newsletter r(9) 1972 - (10) 19721 5 
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(122d) Industtial and Commercial Photgrapher 
/ (10) 1972 - (8) 1973 7 5 

(122e) Informagtie Systdray /?1 5 

(122f) Journal of the ACM C(2) 1972 - (4) 1972 7 5 

(122g) Kodak Mikrofilm Report 7 5 

(122h) Mitteilungsblatt (Verband dAr Bibliotheken des Landes 
Nordrhein-Westfalen) / Aug 72 - Mar 731 5 

(122i) Nature C18 May 737 5 

(122j) Poradnik Bibliotekarze 4C(7-8) 1972 - (4) 19731 5 

(122k) RationalisierungC(7-8) 1972 - (11) 1972.7 5 

(1221) Research in Librarianship C(18) 1971 - Sept 721 

(122m) SLA News CMar-Apr 73 - July-Aug 75 7 5 

(122n) Wilson Library Bulletin Z. 73 - May 73J 5 

(122o) Zagadnienia InformacJi Naukowej 19721 5 

(122p) Zagadnienia Naukoznawstwa ODIIN PAN /—?.7 5 

(138a) Bibliotecas y Archivos. Escuela Nacional de 
Biblioteconomia y Archivonomia(?2 4 

(138b) Biblioteek Bydr. Staatsbibliotheek Pretoria /—(15) 1972 7 4 

(138c) Californian LibrarianiApr 731 4 

(138d) Cor.puter Studies in the Humanities and Verbal Behavior 
re) 1970 (sic) - (4) 1972 7 4 

(138e) DFW Z.  May/June 73 - July 73 / 4 

**** 4*** 
**** 

No. deleted *4** 

(138g) IFLA News C(42) 1973 -(45) 19731 4 

(138h) Informaciones. Biblioteca de la Universidad Nacional de 
la Plata C? 7 4 

(138i) JOLA Technical Communications /—(3) 1972 - (6) 19727 4 

(138j) Kibernetika /—(4) 1972 - (3) 19731 4 

(138k) LARC Reports/-(2) 1971 - (1) 1973/ 4 

(1381) Library Journal r15 Mar 73 - 1 May 731 4 

(138m) Metodicky Letak. UVTEI L  ?7 4 
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(138n) Nauchnaya i Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya za Rubezhom 4 
Sbornik / ? / 

(1380) OSTI Newsletter /(3) 1972 - (2) 1973 7 k 

(138p) Photgraphic Science and Engineering /(1) 1973 - (3) 1973 7 4 

(1)8q) Physics Bulletin /-23 Sept 72/ 4 

(1.38r) Printing Magazine C(8) 1972; (5) 1973/ 4 

(138s) Rapport NTH Biblioteket Universitetet Trondheim f ?_7 4 

(138t) Sofutowa Kagaku. Software Science r(11) 1972/ 4 

(138u) TA Informations C(2) 1972 - (1) 1973/ 4 

(1381.) Tsentro.Pni Nauchno-issledovatel skii Institut Tekhnologii 
Mashinostroeniya. Trudi 4 

(138w) Zeite-hrift far Organisation (? 7 4 

(161a) Beiroausrestung r? 7 3 

(161b) Bfiromashinen Technik C? 7 3 

(161c) Computer Decisions C(8) 1972 - (4) 1973 7 3 

(161d) Cuadernos de Informaci6n Cientifica C? 7 3 

(161e) Datamation c(4) 19727 3 

(161f ) Engineering Materials and Design / (4) 1973/ 3 

(161g) ICSU Bulletin f(25) 1971; (28) 1972/ 3 

(161h) Indexer COct 72/ 3 

(161i) Kagaku Gizyutsu Bunken Sabisu. (Science and Technology 
Information Service) L ?1 3 

(161j) Linguistica Antverpiensia [(5) 1971/ 3 

(161k) Microfiche Foundation Newsletter C(25) 19731 3 

(1611) Modern Datateknik /—(11) 1972 - (4) 1973/ 3 

(161m) Monotype Bulletin C(87) 1972/ 3 

(161n) 

(161o' 

(161p) 

(161q) Pensiero e Linguagio in Operazioni /(10) 1972 - (11-12) 1973 7  3 
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National Diet Library Monthly Bulletin/T135) 1972 - (VC 19773 

hew Library World LMay 73; Aug 73 7 3 

NFAIS Newsletter 1-(1) 1973 - (3) 19731 3 
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PLA Bulletin / Jan 73 - May 731 3 

Poligrafika / -(7) 1972; (9) 19721 3 

Polytechmsh Tijdschrift /? 7 3 

Pringing Equipment and Materials r(104) 1972 - (109) 1973/ 3 

Reproduktie C? 7 3 

Somiotika r(3) 1972) - (4) 1973/ 3 

Statistical Methods in Linguistics C(8) 1972/ 3 

Systemes diinformatiqueL ?_7 3 

Bibliography, Dootraentation, Terminology LNov 72 - May 73/ 

British Printer Z.  (1) 1973] (4) 19731 

Cahiers de la Documentation C(3) 1971 

Canadian Univ and Coll L.  (2) 1973.1 

Data Processing Magazine r(1) 1972_7 

Fant Equip News C(361) 1973/ 

Herald of Library Science L 72; July 721 

IBM Journal of Research and Development C(3) 1972/ 

Informatie ((11) 1972; (2) 1973 7 
Information - Pt. 1 L Jan-Feb 73 - Mar-Apr 73] 

Information Processing Japan r(1972) 

Informe.ion Sciences (1) 1973 7 

Infosystems r(9) 1972 - (10) 1972/ 

Laboratory Equipment Digest r(7) 1977 

101 95 

(161r) 

(161s) 

(161:) 

(161u) 

(161v) 

(1610 

(161x) 

(161y) 

(187a) American Scientist C(1) 1973; (3) 1973 7 

(187b) Associazione Italiana Biblioteche Bollettino d'Informazioni 
/ Jan-Mar 72; Oct-Dec 72/ 

(187c) ASIS Newsletter (6) 1972 - (2) 1973 7 

(187d) Assistant Librarian (-Jan 73; Mar 731 

(187e) Associauion des Bibliothdcaires Francais. Bulletin 
d 'Informations r (76 ) 1972; (77) 1972/ 

(187f) Bell Laboratories Record 1-(2) 1972; (10) 1972 7 

(187g) 

(187h) 

(1871) 

(187j) 

(187k) 

(1871) 

(187m) 

(187n) 

(187o) 

(187p) 

(187q) 

(187r) 

(187s) 

(187t) 

2 

2 

C. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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(187u) LARC Newslet,te.. r(3) 1973; (4) 19731 2 

(187v) Law 8- Computer Technology,L(1) 19731 (3) 1973 7 2 

(187w) Library Quarterly L 72 - Oct 721 2 

(187x) Lithoprinter / Oct 72; Jan 731 2 

(187y) Management Science / (1) 1972; (8) 1983 / 2 

(187z) National Diet Library Newsletter d4(34) 1972; (3) 19727 2 

(187za) North Carolina Libraries L Winter 731 2 

(187zb) Noticias, Conselho nacional de pesquisas. Institutio 
Brasileiro de Bibliografia e Documentaglo 
[(1) 1973 -  (5-6) 1973] 2 

(187zc) PFeklady z Odbornd Literatur§/ (12) 1971; (6) 19731 2 

(187zd) Printing Impression ,/-(3) 19721 2 

(187ze) Reproduction / (6) 19721 2  

(187zf) Reprographics L (10) 1972; (1) 19731 2 

(187zg) Science Policy 4C(3) 1973; (4) 1973/ 2 

(187zh) Translation News /-(4) 1972; (1) 19731 2 

(187zi) Voprosy Yazikoznaniya / (6) 1972; (4) 19731 2 

(187zj) World Index of Scientific TrAnslations and list of 
Translations Notified to ETC /(1) 1973 - (2) 19732 2 

Plus 70 titles with 1 citation 70 

Plus 15 titles (unidentified) with 90 nitations 98 

Plus 25 titles (unidentified) with 157 citations 157 
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Rz I 

Periodical Coverage 

Summary Table 

Percentage 
of 

Number Percentage Number Abstracts 
of of of for 

itles Total Titles Abstracts Periodicals 

+Unidentified 
"'Atlas 11, 121 •,n5 8% 

.Journals with 
1 citation 70 ;?16 70 2% 

2-9 citations 15c 39.6 547 17% 

10-14 citations 5r 9% 349 11% 

15-2h citations 29 9% 529 16% 

25+ citations 32 1u; 1516 46% 

••••• ••• ••=/./..•-••• 

531 100% 3266 l00% 

+Note. :;ee explanation in Chapter 4 p. 20-21 
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CHAPTER 7 

CORE PERIODICALS 

Surveys of the secondary services in our field have usually attempted to list 
the most important periodicals covered and some comment is necessary in this report 
about such core titles. Strictly speaking, it seems to the present investigator 
that the use of secondary services to generate core lists is slightly outside the 
scope of a "comparative survey" of the sarvices. Core lists tell us more, perhaps, 
abe'rt the primary literature than the services covering it. However, the collection 
of the requisite data during this survey presents a good opportunity for comparisons 
with the previous work in this area. 

The concept of a list of core periodicals has value for anj subject field. Core 
journals are titles which command a prestige sufficient to attract wide readership. 
Authors will turn naturally to them in order to make known the results of significant 
investigations, important theoretical advances and similar work of lasting worth. 
The editorial procedures employed by the journals act as a sieve to ensure a high 
standard of published material and their circulations are at a level capable of 
supporting continuous, regular publication: 

For bibliographical control purposes a list of core periodicals has some 
imp)rtance, although this is not to say that such a list should necessarily be 
generated from the tools used for bibliographical control. Work in the scientific 
and technical fields has led to the discovery that core journals can provide over 
90;4 of the articles worth covering by secondary services. For example, Martyn and 
Gilchrist (1) used data obtained from the Science Citation Index to show that 9 of 
the total UK periodicals in science and technology covered by the service provided 
over 95% of the citations. The implications for producers and users of the 
secondary services are clear enough. The adequacy of the services can be judged 
with respect to such a list; administrative matters,e.g., cost calculations and 'he 
provision of adequate levels of staffing, can be related to the rnAber of titles 
that the core contains; overlap between services can be readily investigated; 
rationalisation is possible; and users can be certain that the core journals are 
comprehensively covered. 

Core Lists for Library and Information -cience 

The question is can a core list be generated for library and information 
science. Goldstein has expressed doubt concerning the procedures used to date:- 

"It seems to me that we simply do not know enough, 
or at least that we do not yet have the requisite 
definitional framework, to identify the core journal 
literature in library and information science, and 
especially to do so in terms of abstracting and 
indexing title coverage." (2) 

Lists of core journals for our field have been compiled by ascertaining the 
titles covered by all the secondary services under investigation at any one time, 
and by citation counts in both the primary and secondary literature leading to the 
discovery of "high productivity" journals. These techniques have been leavened by 
allowances f)r journal size and by subjective judgements. Comparison of the attempts 
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made indicates that at a level of about fifty titles the lists show variations and 
some surprises. In addition, there is little data over an extended period of time 
about the percentage of articles provided by these periodicals in comparison with 
the rest of the periodicals in the field. 

Th3 underlying problem is whether techniques that have enjoyed some success in 
the scientific and technical fields can safely be transferred to library and 
information science. Our profession is relatively new in its present form, contains 
a small number of members, and carries very little economic weight. It is oriented 
towards literature and recorded matter generally. There is also a characteristic 
dependence on social institutions which tend to differ in the world's various 
regions. In the present writer's view, these factors create especial difficulties 
for the concept of core periodicals. 

For instance, many valuable special interest journals have been established for 
our profession with a fairly low annual number of articles. Examples are Information 
Scientist and Library History. If the criteria of high productivity and coverage by 
all the secondary services under study in this report are applied to these titles 
neither would lualify as a core title. Yet in terms of content, journal format and 
professional approach, albeit by voluntary staff, these are important titles in our 
field. One also suspec+s that there would be a large measure of agreement on 
intuitive grounds that these titles make a fundamental contribution to the advance-
ment of the profession. 

The social institution/ regional difficulty is exemplified by the title South 
African Libraries. respite its name, this periodical covers information work as 
much as libraries and yet half of the se7vices under investigation do not include it 
in their coverage. 

Once again, the lack of definition for a term in our field is a barrier. What 
is a core periodical for a developing profession? 

"here are other difficulties in the application of classical bibliometric 
techniques to the coverage of periodicals in our secondary services. Each service 
works on a different sub-set of the primary literature both in terms of the 
periodical (and monograph) titles covered and also because for any given publication 
period of the secondary services the time delays vary significantly. For example, 
the abstracts el,o3red in the 1973 issues of ISA for Nachrichten lb Dokumentation  
do not cover the same articles as the RZI entries in 1973 for the title with obvious 
implications for its status within ranking lists. This is clear from consulting 
the lists given in Chapter 6. On ISA's list Nachrichten is placed 23rd with 14 
citations. iiZl has the journal placed 4th with Go citations. Whilst RZI's large 
number of citations might be affected by the policy of covering shorter items and 
book reviews, these placings are also influenced by the fact that the Russian 
service covered the Aug 72 - June 73 issues of Nachrichten whereas ISA abstracted 
only the Aug 72 - Jan 75 issues. 

In addition to all these problems each bibliometric survey undertaken concern-
ing secondary services in library and information science has selected different 
services for investigation. This has affected the core lists derived by the 
criterion of "coverage in all the services". 
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The Present Survey's Approach 

In spite of the doubts expressed above, some attempt is made here to compile a 
core list. The approach, based on the ranking lists given in Chapter 6, takes the 
following form. (1) A list is given of the periodical titles cited a total of 1O0 
times and over in the 1975 issues of the five abstracting services, i.e., the total 
citations made in each service are added together. The citations may or may not 
refer to the same articles - it is not the purpose of this listing to show the 
separate items covered, merely the weight of importance that the services attach to 
a title. This is the "high prodvg 1/4ivity" criterion. (?). A comparison is made with 
the lists compiled by Gilchrist Oi in 1971 and Dansey in 1973 and the titles 
common to all three lists are isolated. (5) The titles remaining on the two earlier 
lists are determined and their treatment in the 1973 issues of the abstracting 
services shown. (4) Attempts are made to bring in more journals to the "100-plus" 
list by introducing other criteria, i.e., coverage by most of the services and/or a 
"medium" level of productivity. (5) A new, revised core list is generated based on 
the previous work by Gilchrist and Dansey a..d the present investigatIon. (6) The 
number and percentage of periodicals required by each service to provide 90% of the 
periodical articles abstracted is determined using the summary tables given in 
Chapter 6. 

It is hoped that this -rocedure succeeds in applying one set of criteria at a 
time to the ranking lists. 

A few further' comments are necessary. Lt has not been included msinly because 
it is an indexing service but also because it was not examined by Gilchrist and 
Dansey. The present writer has a personal antipathy towards the inclusion of 
general periodicals such as Nature and Science in lists of core Journals for library 
and information science and this will be judged sufficient reason for excluding 
these titles, although they appear on the lists compiled by Gilchrist and Dansey. 
Thirdly, it should ID:: pointed ott that high productivity core journals for the 
individual services have alreariy been isolated by this survey in the ranking lists 
displayed in Chapter 6. 

High Productivity Journals Covered by the Abstracting Services 

Table 11 shows the 17 journals cited most often, i.e., over iu0 Limes, by the 
five abstracting servi"es taken together. Of the 17 titles, 12 are common A both 
Gilchrist's 1971 list of 51 core titles and Dansey's main list of 40 core titles in 
1975. These 12 common titles are shown in Table 12. 1D of them achieved over 100 
times of citation in Dansey's list which covered only four abstracting services 
(this part of Dansey's survey excluded CCA). The other two are Information Storage 
and Retrieval, which would probably have reached 1..)-plus citations if CCA had been 
included in the Dansey listing, and College & Research Libraries. 
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Total Number of 
Ames Cited in 

1973 BS CCA ISA LISA ICI 

(1) Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 846 207 167 199 64 20010 

(2) Journal of the American Society for 
Information Science 332 81 66 88 52 45 

(3) Special Libraries 272 57 32 78 59 46 

(4) Journal of Chemical Documentation 235 45 65 54 30 41 

(5) Information Storage and Retrieval 189 41 40 34 35 39 

(6) Library Resources & Technical Services 178 41 22 38 33 44 

(7a, Aslib Proceedings 173 46 38 43 36 

(7b; Library Journal 173 3,7 4n 91 4 

cementation (9) Nachrichten fiir Doh 161 33 24 14 30 6o 

( 10 ) Informatik 152 30 33 25 64 

(11) Aktualne Problemy InformacJi i Dokumentacji145 35 42 9 16 40 

(12) Nauchnye i Tekhnicheskie Biblioteki 6SSR 136 1 135 

(13a) Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association 135 25 7 61 25 17 

(13b) Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 135 55 13 27 33 27 

Table 11: High Productivity Journals Covered by the Abstracting. Services - 17 Titles 
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Total Number of 
!Ames Cited in 

1973 CCA ISA LISA itZI rEntries 
in LL7 

(15) College . .,esearch Libraries 119 26 3 42 26 22 /8V 

(16a) Tdbrary -'rends 104 26 28 30 1C r51_7 

(16b) Zentralblatt Mr Bibliothekswesen 104 34 - 41 29 

.._ 
r_1267 

Total Citations in Each Service 803 553 722 633 868 

Percentage of Periodical Articles Cited 
in the Service 385 52% 47% 25,1', 27,t; 

Number of -itles Covered in this List 16 14 14 16 17 

Total Number of 7itles Covered in the Service 320 177 247 210 331 

Percentage of titles in this List of the Total 
Number of Titles !:;0 .),•J 5% 
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'able 12: High Productivity Journals Common to tiw Lists of 

Gilchrist, Dansey and Edwards 

Aktutlne Problemy Informacji i Dokumentacji 

Aslib Proceedings 

College & Research Libraries 

Information Storage & Retrieval 

Jour.ial of Chemical Documentation 

Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science 

Library Journal 

Nachrichten far Dokumentation 

Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 

Special Libraries 

Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 

Zentralblatt tar Bibliothekswesen 
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CRL is a title which produces just about 25 substantial articles a year and 
the Dansey figure of 66 for the title from four services may have been due to uneven 
coverage from ISA. This up-and-down treatment is clearly shown in the present 
report by ':able 11 which gives 42 items abstracted by ISA for this title in 1973; 
these were, in fact, made from two years' issues of CRL, July 71 - May 73. CCA also 
demonstrates a rather cavalier approach to this title. 

The remaining five titles in '2able 11 not conb.,:i to all three lists are:-

Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 

Informatik 

Library Resources & Technical Services 

Library Trends 110 

Nauchnye i.ltigia121114611,tiblioteki SSSR 

The Bulletin of the Medical Library Association and Library Resources & Technical  
Services appear on neither of the previous lists, although Gilchrist suggested that 
hi  somewhat subjective list" should have them ad d. Dansey provides a lack-up 
list of 18 journals to his 40 core titles by determining the titles frequently cited 
by three of his four services. This gives admission to the core for both the 
Bulletin and LRTS. 

Informatik is included in Dansey's 40-journal core with 155 citations but is 
not on Gilchrist's list. 

Library! '':'rends is on Gilchrist's list and is credited on D-nsey's back-up list 
with 92 times of citation. 

The unique title in ".:able 11 is Nauchaye i Tekhnicheskie TAblioteki SSSR which 
achieves its position here solely on the basis of citations in aZI. 

It is now suggested that the present work, together with that of Gilchrist and 
Dansey, demonstrates that the titles listed in Table 11 constitute the "high 
productivity core" of library and information science. 

It is of interest to examine the performance of the services with respect 
to the list. With the exception of RZI, they all need to look at Hauchnye i  
Tekhnicheskie Biblioteki SSSR  for possible coverage. Apirt from this, BS and LISA 
appear to give solid coverage to all the titles, although LISA should improve its 
figure for Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya. CCA is a little thin on sume of the 
titles and, in 1973, omitted Library Journal, Llbrarx Trends and Zentralblatt ftir 
Dokumentation was not covered as promptly as the other services. The real surprise 
in ISA's performance is the poor coverage of Aslib Proceedings; only four issues 
were abstracted in 1973 -  those for Oct-Dec 72 and for July 73. 

Titles Remaining on the Lists of Gilchrist and Dansey 

Table lo shows the 56 titles remaining from the lists compiled by Gilchrist 
(51 titlesl and Dansey (40 titles plus 18 back-up titles). the treatment of these 
56 titles by the five abstracting services in 1973 is also indicated, with data for 
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I.I. given in the table but not added to the total times of citation. 

On the basis of Table 14 it would appear that some 24 titles are candidates foi,  
relegation from core Journal status. 

The Addition of Wore Journals to the High Productivity Core 

The 17 high productivity titles listed in Table 11 constitute the middle of a 
core. It provides, on the evidence of the 1973 issues, no more than 47% of the 
periodical articles abstracted in one service (ISA) and for RZI and LISA less than 
50%. Clearly attempts must be made to add more titles. 
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Total Number 
of Times Cited 
in Abstracting 
Services 1973 BS CCA ISA LISA RZI 

American Libraries 41 8 5 28 - 

Angewandte Informatik 14 4 1 2 - 7 

Annals of Librarj Science and 
Documentation 18 10 6 2 

ANRT Information et Documentation 44 21 3 17 

Australian Library Journal 58 - - 44 14 

Bibliotekar' (Moscow) 56 24 - 14 13 

Bibliotekarz 34 - 23 11 

Bibliothekar 33 r 27 6 

Biblos (Japan) - - 

Bulletin deg Bibliotheques de France 56 21 19 16 

Bulletin du CEIAB 5. 2). 2S 

14 

/-Entries in LI, 7 

/ 184 7 

r -  7 

/ 61 7 

/ 38 / 

/ 61] 
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Table 12: 56 Titles Remaining after the Extraction of High Productivity Journals on the Lists of Gilchrist and Dansei 

and their Treatment in 1973  



4 
Canadiar. L*Ibmry journal J4 - - - 34 

Ieskcslovenshd informatika 7. •-• 
.' 

0 0 _u 5 1; 

CAlmunicaions 3_ the ACM 9 1 3 5 

Computers and Automation 11 10 - - a. 

otal Number 
of Times Cited 
in Abstracting 

17CA — Services .973 BS ISA LISA ;ZI / Entries in T_Ly _ 

- / / 

,,.. ,, / ._ 7 

- /- 7 
/ - 7 

computers and -he Humanities 8 4 - 4 - - 

Datamatior. 13 - 1 9 - 3 

DFW 37 16 - - 17 4 

DK-Mitteilungen 2 IMO MD 40 2 - 

Documentaliste 36 15 6 2 5 8 

Dokumentesyon Kenkyu 5. 19 - 15 - 19 

TP.F.F Transactions on Professional 
20 7 10 1 1 1 Communications 

Indexer 22 8 - - 11 3 

Indian Librarian 14 - 1 - 13 - 
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Total Number 
of Times Cited 
in Abstracting 
Services 1973 BS CCA ISA LISA RZI 

Information - Pts. 1 & 2 40 2 6 11 19 2 

Information and Control 1 1 - - - - 

Information Scientist 48 14 6 )8 1,) 

Informatique et Gestion 8 7 - - - 1 

Inspel 15 1') - - 

International Library Review 73 23 10 30 10 

Journal of Documentation 86 18  16 17 14 21 

Journal of Librarianship 72 17 10 12 21 12 

Journal of Liorary Automation 47 23 C 10 6 o - 

Journal of Micrographics 73 11 24 11 11 16 

Journal of the ACM 6 1 - - 

Knignice a Vedecke InformAcie 38 - - 14 

Library Association -.1ecord 82 - 9.- 22 

Library Quarterly 35 a 1 i 7,.2 2 

5 . 

rEntries in LL 7 

/12I 

C-  I 

C- I 
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Libri 

-2otal Number 
-Jf -Ames Cited 
in Abstracting 
:services 1973 

45 

BS 

15 

CCU': ISA 

1 

LISA RZI 

1 2°. 

Methods of Information in Medicine 27 6 9 3 9 

Microdoc 12 9 1  - 1 1 

Nature 9 3 - - 1 5 

New Library World 47 - - 44 5 

Probleme de Informare pi Documentare 81 25 12 14 30 

Program 73 20 19 - 19 15 

Publishers' Weekly 9 - - 6 3 - 

Reprographie - - - - - - 

Rivista dell'Informazione 30 10 3 - 7 10 

Science 16 2 2 9 2 1 

Sovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie 68 ' 9 - - 15 34 

Studii pi CercetAre de Documentare 58 12 11 6 18 11 

TechnickA Knihovna 57 - 7 9 8 33 

(Entries in IT2 

C 251 
/ - 7 
/ 15I 

C - 2 
r 66] 

1.—  - .7 

/ - 7 

r1567 

r - _7 
i—  - 7 
/7 - .7 
/ - 2 

c - I 
/— - I 
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0 

:Llskrif flir =.-)lalmenta-Aon ,- )-.) 17 12 - 7 19 

7udominycs ds AszaRi "Cdkortattis 71 - 15 17 7 32 

Wilson Library: Bulletin 56 - - 10 ki 5 

Zeitschrift Mr 3ibliothekswesen 
and Dibliographie 77 24 26 27 

fable 13:  56 Title:. Remaining after the Extraction of High Productivity Journals on the lets of  Gilchrist and Lanqsz 

and their Treatment in 1973  
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of Times Cited 
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:aole 14: Candidates for Omissioh from the Core Liss of Gilchrist 

and Dansey based on the  1973 Data 

heason for Omission 

American Libraries 

Annals of ihrary Science and 
Documentation 

Bibliotekarn 

Bibliothekar 

* Riblos (Japan) 

Ca'adian Library Journal 

Communications of the ACM 

Computers and Automation 

Computers and tlie Humanities 

Datamation 

DF*l 

DK-Mitteilungen 

Indexer 

Indian Librarian 

Information and Control 

Informatieue et Gestion 

lnspel 

Journal of the ACE 

KniEnice a :edecA InformAcie 

Nature 

New Libra-1'y lorld 

Publishers' Weekly 

3eprcgraphie 

Science  

Coverage by only 3 services 
Coverage by only 5 services 
Low level of citation 

Coverage by only 2 services 

C verage by only 2 services 

Not covered 

Coverage o nnly 1 service 

Coverage by only S services 

Coverage by only 2 service3 

Coverage by only 2 services 

Coverage by only .5 services 

Coverage by only 3 cervices 
Coverage by only 1 service 

Coverage by only 5 services 
Low level of citation 

Coverage 1D -)nly 2 services 
Low level of citation 

Coverage by only 1 service 

Low level of citation 

Coverage by only 2 services 

Low level of citation 

Coverage by only S services 

Not library/ information science 

Coverage by only 2 services 

Not library/information science 

Not covered 

Not library/information science 

Note. There zppeared to be SOAC confusion in the services between Biblos (Japan 
and Illblos (Austria). 

, OTAL 24 TIMM 
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The application to Table 13 of the double criterion of reasonably high pro-
ductivity, say 5* times of citation, coupled with coverage by at least four of the 
abstracting services produces the following additions to Table 11:- 

Ceskoslovenskd Informatika 

International Library Review 

Journal of Documentation 

Journal of Librarianship 

Journal of Micrographics 

Probleme de Informare 111 Documentare 

Program 

Studii ei Ceroetare de Documentare 

Technickd Knihovna 

Tidskrift far Dokumentation 

Tudomdnyos ds Mtszaki Tdjdkortatis 

Medium-level productivity, regardless of the number of services covering the title, 
can also be applied to the titles in Table 13 to introduce more periodicals to the 
core. The following titles have a total of over 50 times of citation:- 

Australian Library Journal 

Bibliotekary (Moscow) 

Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France 

Bulletin du CIMAB 

Dokumentesyon Kenkyu 

Librar- Association Record 

Sovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie 

Wilson Library Bulletin 

Zeitschrift far Bihliothekswesen and Bibliographie 

Several highly regarded titles are introduced here, but, it is with this small list 
that one's doubts about the method recur. If Australian Library Journal is to be 
included in a core list why not Canadian Library Journal, New Zealand Libraries and 

South ,Vrican Libraries? 

Finally, in this enrichment process, the application of the criterion of 
coverage in nt least four of the abstracting services brings in the following 

further titles:- 
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Angewandte Informatik 

ANRT Information et Documentation 

Documentaliste 

IFFF Transactions on Professional Communications 

Information 

Information Scientist 

Journal of Library Automation 

Library Quarterly 

Libri 

methods of Information in Medicine 

Microdoc 

Rivista delllInformazione 

Again, one feels instinctively that titles such as Documentaliste, Information 
Scientist and Library quarterly must be a part of any core list for our field. Libri 
should, of course, be on the 100-plus list - the 28 articles covered by LISA ought 
to have been abstracted by the other services during 1975 (the figures of 1 each for 
ISA and MU are astonishingly low and one wonders whether the journal had distribu-
tion problems). The Journal of Library Automation is known to have had production 
problems and in any normal year would have published well over fity articles. But, 
once more, the d Albts arise. Should a journal, however valuable the contents of 
individual issues, be a part of the core if it toes not appear for several months? 
Further, on the above list, it is true that Angewandte Informatik is covered by four 
of the five services but it is cited a total of only 14 times and is it really "our" 
journal? It should be noted that Science has deliberately been omitted here because 
it cannot be considered a librsry/ihformation science journal. 

A Revised Core List 

With the above-mentioned strictures in mind, the present investigator feels 

some reluctance about generating yet another core list of periodicals for our field. 
However, perhaps at this stage of development it is necessary to look fairly often 
at progress and an attempt, at least, has been made to correlate the data gathered 
here with that obtained by earlier research. 

The 49 journals listed in Table 15 are,therefore, offered tentatively as a new 
core list. One feels some qualms concerning several of the titles although the 
statistical evidence has been outlined above. A number of familiar titles are 
missing - Journal of Education for Librarianship, Sovetskaya Bibliografiya, special 
interest journals like the ARLIS Newsletter of the Art Libraries Society, but future 
work will no dount lead to the derivation of the criteria necessary to include such 
titles. Perhaps along the lines of different sets of core titles, e.&, the "high 
productivity" core, the "regional/cDuntry" core, the "special interest" core. 
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Table 15: 49 Core Journals based on the Lists of Gilchrist (197114  

Danse/ (1975) and the Present Investigation 

Aktualne Problemy Informacji 1 Dokumentacji Poland 

Angewandte Informatik West Germany 

ANRT Information et Documentation France 

Anlib Proceedings UK 

Australian Library Journal Australia 

Biblintekarl (Moscow) USSR 

Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France France 

Bulletin du CIMAB France 

Bulletin of the Medical Library Association USA 

6eskoslovenskii Informatika Czechoslovakia 

College & Research Libraries USA 

Documentaliste France 

Dokumentesyon Kenkyu Japan 

IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication USA 

Informatik East Germany 

Information USA 

Information Scientist UK 

Information Storage X. Retrieval UK 

International Library Review USA 

Journal of Chemical Documentation USA 

Journal of Documentation UK 

Journal of Librarianship UK 

Journal of Library Automation USA 

Journal of Micrographics USA 

Jou-nal of the American Society for Information 
Science USA 

Library Association Record UK 

Library Journal USA 

Library Quarterly USA 

Library Resources & Technical Services USA 

Library Trends USA 

Libri International 

Methods of Information in Medicine West Germany 
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Microdoc UK 

Nachrichten far Dokumentation WeRt Germany 

Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya USSR 

Nauchnye i 7ekhnicheskie Biblioteki SSSR USSR 

Probleme de Infornare Do,,umentare Romania 

Program UK 

Rivista dell'Informazipne Italy 

Sovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie USSR 

Special Libraries USA 

Studii §i Cercetare de Documentare Romania 

Technicka Knillovna CzechJslovakia 

Tidskrift f8r Dokumentation Sweden 

TudomAnyos ds Mdszaki TAjekOztattis Hungary 

Unesco Bulletin for Libraries International 

Wilson Library Bulletin USA 

Zeitschrift far Bibliothekswesen and West Germany 

Zentralblatt far Jibliothekswesen East Germany 

Language Summary of Table 

English 25 

German 5 

French 4 

Russian 4 

Czech 2 

Polyglot 2 

Romanian 2 

Hungarian 

Italian 

Japanese 

Polish 

Scandinavian 

- 1 each 
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A start might be made en such an approach by examining the titles listed under 
the category, 25 citations & over, in the ranking lists of Chapter 6. In effect, 
these constitute the core titles for the 1973 issues of each service. It would be 
of value to take the titles that have not been admitted to the 49 core journals 
given here, e.g., on RZI's list, Btrotechnische Sammlung and Sovetskaya Bibliografiya, 
in order to see how they are treated in the other services. Such work might lead 

to a "bibliographical" core and an "office management/ data processing" core. 

It would be of interest also to know how many articles the 49-title list is 
capable of producing in a year. In the appendix to this report, beginning on 
p. 174 attempts are made to give notional "best" figures for the 1973 coverage of 
articles in each periodical title discovered in this survey. At the end of the 
appendix, the relationship of the total figure generated to the number of articles 
provided by the 49 core titles is discussed. 
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90% Coverage of Periodical Articles 

'able 10: The helationshilL between Number of Times of Citation 

and Percentage of Abstracts for Periodicals  

BS CCA ISA LISA NZI 

Journals with 1 citation % of Total Titles 52% 50% 56% 20% 21% 

% of Abstrbets 
for Periodicals 8% 9% 9% 2% 

Journals with 2-9 citati,:ns % of Total Titles 

of Abstracts 

51:4 35% 29;:il, 43% 39% 

for Periodicals 7.8% 21 2 17% 17% 

Journals with 1,-14 citations % of Total Titles 3% 5?. 6;1 8% 9% 

% of Abstracts 
for Periodicals 6% 9% 11.5% 8% 11% 

Journals with 15-24 citations % of Total Titles 8% 4% 4% 1256 9% 

% of Abstracts 
for Periodicals 24% 11% 3.0.5j5 19% 16% 

Journals with 25+ citations % of Total Titles 6% 6% 5% 17% 13% 

% of Abstracts 
for Periodicals 44% 50% 49% 54% 46% 

Unidentified 'fitles f, of Total Titles 

of Abstracts 

12? 

for Periodicals 8% 

Note. For the actual figures see the Summary Tables given In Chapter 6 at the end 
of each service's ranking list. 

It will be remembered that the work in the scientific and technical field has 
shown that a very smal percentage of periodical titles is capable of providing 
90% of the articles covered by a secondary service. The present survey does not 
show any evidence that oar field displays the same characteristics. 
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Calculations based on the Summary Tables given in Chapter 6 (for convenience, 
the percentage figures for each grouping of citations is repeated in Mble 16) show 
the followinz results:- 

Number of Titles needed 
for 90% coverage of the 

Periodical Articles Abstracted 

of Total Titles 
Covered by the Service 

BS 132 41% 

CCA 80 45% 

ISA 102 41% 

LISA 104 50% 

RZI 221 67% 
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CHAPTER 8 

OVERLAP OF PERIODICAL TITLES 

It is now necessary to look more closely at the number of periodical titles 
which the services have in common. Previous work leads to the supposition that the 
figure for coverage by all six services is likely to be low and this has proved to 

be the case. he situation has been accentuated, perhaps, by the addition of LL to 
the present ,lork. 

Table 17 is based on the titles actually r.ited by the secondary services during 
1973. Of ,.he 961 titles discovered (it will he remembered that some foreign 
language titles appearing in RZI could not be identified) only 13 were covered by 
all six services. Ther yare:- 

Aslib Proceedings 

Rulletin of the Medical Library Association 

College & :iesearch Libraries 

Information (Parts 1 and 2) 

Information Storage & Retrieval 

Journal of Documentation 

Journal of Librarianship 

Journal of the American Society for Information Science 

Library Quarterly 

Library Resources & Technical Services 

Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 

Special Libraries 

Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 

It is noteworthy that the list contains only one non-English language Journal. 

The only inclusion that causes slight pause for thought is Information.  
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Table 17: NUMber of Services CitInE 

Each Periodical Title_ 

Coverage by:- 

Number 

of 

Titles 

1 service 692 

2 services 144 

3 services 61 

4 services 32 

5 services 19 

6 services 13 
AMMIIMMO 

961 

Percentage j•Dansey 19731 

of 

/—*Dansey 197g Total NuMx: 

of Periodicals 

07471 7 /-75%/ 

C143 / 15% 

C 581 6% 

L7 401 3% 

2% 

2% 

L. 9881 i00% 

BS, LISA and RZI only 
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This title does, however, nave highly respectable antecedents and in its 
present form has quickly established itself with a series of useful profiles of 
information centres. 

In addition to these 13 titles, a further 9 were covered by all five abstract-
ing services in 1973:- 

Aktualne Problemy Informacji i Dokumentacji 

Documentaliate 

IEEE Transactions on Professional Communications 

Journal of Chemical Documentation 

Journal of Micrographics 

Methods of Information in Medicine 

Nachrichten far Kokumentation 

Science 

Studii gi CercetXri de Documentare 

This list succeeds in adding some foreign language titles, but there are still 
surprising omissions. Various combinations of 5 of the services produce more 
"common" titles, but it is important to note that only 4 can be added from further 
titles common to the Big Four - i3S, ISA, LISA, RZI, viz:- 

International Library Review 

Library Journal 

Library Trends 

Libri 

Other significant points in Table 17 are that 856 titles (87%) were covered by 
no more than two services; and the fivre of 692 titles (729, covered only by one 
service iJ about the same % as that found by Dansey in his investigation cf the 
1971 coverage of the 3ig Four. 

Overlap Between Pairs of Services 

The overlap if titles between paris of services is of Interest because 
similarities and differences between the services' treatment of the field are likely 
to be thrown into focus. Table 1C is rather disappointing in that few sharply-
drawn conclusions can be made. It does, however, show that LISA and LL have the 
largest number If common titles, and the probable reason is that only they claim to 
cover library science. There are two explanations for the fact that the overlap is 
not higher: LISA does not attempt to cover the many US state library associa-
tion journals; and (2) LL is rather poor in its treatment of foreign language 
journals. 

It is also not surprising that BS and HZI share firRt place with the largest 
number of common titles. Both are produced within organisations publishing a range 
of secondary services and there is no doubt that such a structure can lead to a 
monitoring procedur3 for the coverage of relevant material appearing in "fringe" 
titles. 
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Other points of interest in Table 18 are the strong showing of RZI which 
demonstrates the wide net of the Hussian service and the lack of overlap between 
ISA and the other servi-es, particularly with LL and LISA. The likely reason f-rt. 
this is that ISA does not place so much emphasis on the coverage of periodical 
literature as the others. 

Unique Duplication between Pairs of Servires 

Another way of looking at affinities and differences between the services is 
to isolate the number of titles covered by two services and no other. Once again 
of course the figures prove to be low and cannot lead to any sweeping cc.clusions, 
but it is of interest to find thAt the links between LISA and LL and between 133 

and RZI hold firm in the first two places. 
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"able 18: Overlap of Periodical Titles 

between Pairs of Service' 

LL RZI CCA ISA LISA 

BS 66 55 58 Ito 89 

CCA 52 54 26 75 

ISA - 50 43 63 

LISA - - - 89 85 

LL - - - - 55 

Highest Overlap 
BS 

RZI 

LISA 

LL 

CCA 

IL 

89 titles 

Least Overle2 

89 titles 

26 titles 
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Periodical ':itles Confl,,ed to No Services 

No. of l'itles 

LISA-LL 

BS-RZI 24 

CCA-RZI 18 

BS-CCA 16 

ISA-RZI 11 

ISA-LL 10 

LISA-RZ1 3 

BS-ISA 7 

CCA-ISA 7 

BS-LL 

LL-RZ I 

CCA-LISA 

ISA-LISA 

CCA-LL 1 

Some interesting juxtapositions appear in this breakdown. For example, only 
LL and iCI covered California Librarian in their 1973 issues; coverage of 
Biblioteksbladet, Eogens Verden, and Buch and Bibliothek as well as South African  
Libraries was confined to LISA and LL; for articles in some important management 
journals and German periodicals like ADL IIachrichten and 153rotechnik Automation + 
Organisation it was necessary to consult CCA or RZI; two important archive journals, 
American Archivist and Archives are scanned only by ISA and LL; abstracts for 
articles in Computers and the Humanities appear only in BS and ICA. 

Overlap in 'reatiment of the  Journals 

It, has been suggested that the overlap of the services in our field might be 
greater than would appear to be the case from an examination of the coverage of 
periodical titles because of the effect of high productivity jourri-ls. The 
assumption is that such journals would be covered equally by all the services lead-
ing to duplicate coverage of the primary material available. 

In TAble 19 the 13 titles common to all six services are listed together with, 
the number of citations made for these titles in the 1973 issues of the secondary 
services. The titles marked with an ariterisk form part of the high productivity 
core - see Chapter 7, Table 11. 

To some extent, interpretation of Table 19 is bound to be subjective. The 
figures are affected by time lags in the services leading to the coverage of 
different issues and checks should be made with te primary material in order to 
ascertain the exact coverage. However, to the present investigator, there are 
sufficiently wide differences in about half of the titles listed to indicate that. 
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there are va...LaUoil.: in the approaches of the services. Examples are: CCA and 
do not abstracL 13u11;: tin of the Medical Library_Association t,  the same extent, as 
the other pervi:es; Information is, surprisingly, covered more extensively by LITA 
and even LT_ 

the other services; treatment in depth is given to the Journal of 
the American SociLy_for ]nformation Science by Br" and ISA; and the coverage of 
Nauchno-reckhniehesktya Informatsiva by LISA and LL is re:atively poor. 

Certain tentative conclusions can be made from the data gathered for this part 
of the survey. (The woretentativen  has been used because more extensive checks are 
necessary in Drder to confirm these findings.) "'he conclusions are shown under 
each service's name and the comments may provide a stimulus for the further work 
necessary. 
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Table lc; Treatment of 
the Journals Common to All Six Services 411911 

Number of  Citations in the 1975  Issues of the Services 

• 
Aslib Proceedings 

• 
Bulletin of the Medical 
Library Association 

BS 

46 

25 

CCA 

58 

7 

ISA 

1,:) 

61 

LISA 

45 

25 

LL 

47 

42 

RZI 

56 

17 

College & Research Libraries 
26 5 42 26 80 22 

Information (Parts 1 and 2) 
2 6 11 19 12 2  

0 Information Storage & Retrieval 
41 40 54 35 46 39 

Journal of Documentation 
18 16 17 14 60 21 

12 

Journal of librarianship 
17 10 12 21 10 

Journal of the American Society 
for Information Science 

81 66 88 52 50 45 

9 2 10 12 64 2 

Library Quarterly 

Library Resources & Technical 41 22 58 53 58 44 
Services 

Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 207 167 199 64 50 209 
Series 1 and 2 

* 
Special Libraries 

57 32 78 59 82 46 

•
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 35 15 27 33 57 27 

*High productivity journals - see Chapter 7, Table 11. 
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BS. For the 1) titles listed this service provides probably the best allround 
coverage. The only obvious weakness is for Information. 

CCA. This service covers the information science-oriented titles listed in Table 19 
well, but there are gaps in its coverage of the more tradtional library science 
journals. 

ISA. The strLngth of the American service's approach to these titles is that for 
several of the issues actually abstracted a blanket approach has been adopted. ISA 
includes abstracts for reviews, letters and brief communications as well as for the 
longer articles ant this is demonstrated by the figures shown for Jo,Irnalof the 
American Society for Information Science and Social Libraries. The prcblem with 
this service Js that its approach is uneven. In 1975, only four issues of Aslib 
Proceedings were covered. The 61 abstracts culled from Bulletin of the Medical 
Librau_Association included the issue dated July 69 and the Apr 71-Oct 72 issues, 
whilst the other services covred issues between July 72 and . ily 73. 

LISA. With one exception, all the titles receive reasonable coverage. LISA falls 
down rather badly in its coverage of Nauchnofakhnicheskaza Informatsiya in com-
parison with the other abstracting services, but redeems itselft on Information where 
the others might have been expected to perform better. LISA differs from services 
like ISA, LL and RZI in that only articles of over a page are considered for inclu-
sion - book reviews and letters are other omissions. This partly explains the 
lower coverage in this service of the Journal of the American Society for Information 
Science. 

LL. As an indexing service, LL covers short news items, book reviews and letters as 
well as major articles and this is reflected in its approach to College &_Research 
Libraries, Journal of Documentation and Library Quarterly. In common with LISA, a 
weakness is the coverage of Nauchno-ekhnicheskaja Informatsiya - LL only covers 
Series 1 of the liusian journal. 

RZI. :his service matches the Western publications in its coverage of the informa-
tion science titles, but there are some omissions from the library-oriented journals. 
For example, only 2 items were abstracted for Library_ Quarterly during 1975 and the 
17 abstracts made for Bulletin of the Medical Library Association were gathered from 
the same issues for which BS prepared 25 abstract3. 

It would appear that even for these common journals the services adopt different 
approaches and users cannot be certain that required items wi]l always be covered 
by any single service. 

Lists of Overlap Titles 

The acpendix to this report which lists all the periodical titles discovered 
during the course -if the survey is divided, for fur ther interest, into the areas of 
overlap. Further analyses of these lists are possible and the following suggestions 
are offered to interested persons: (1) particular subject strerlLths of the services, 
e.g., in the data processing field; (2) language competence of the services,e.g., BS 
and RZI appear, at first sight, to be rather better than the other services in their 
coverage of German language material; Co') closer investigation of the titles unique 
to one service. 

Reference 
1. Dansey, ?. A bibliometric survey of primary and secondary information science 

literature. Aslib Proceeding24  25 (7) July 1973, p. 258. 
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CHAI'PER 

COVERAGE BY THE SERVICES 

OF A 

itEPRESENI'ATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The technique of testing secondary services by comparing their "overage of the 
items in a bibliography was devised by Martyn and Slater.(1) It was decided to use 
the method in the present study in order to obtain a reasonably neutral idea of the 
services' coverage without playing to any obvious strengths such as LIA's coverage 
of library science journals, ISA's approach to American reports and iiZl's entries 
for machine translation. 

There are problems with the technique. It i3 difficul:, to find representative, 
up-to-date bibliographies; non-English language services are penalised for it is 
almost obligatory in our field to use a bibliography in English because of the 
dominating position that this language holds; and there is the oossibility of a 
circular situation arising with the services themselves or, even worse, ore service, 
being used as the basis for compiling the bibliography. 

In our field there is the added difficulty of trying to obtain a bibliography 
which is acceptable t.o both wings - library science and information science. 

Dansey's 1975 investigation employed bibliographies published in the Annual 
Review of Information Science and ;'ethnology. The results obtained were rather 
encouraging with two out of three bibliographies covered very well by the services. 
There seems little point in duplicating Dansey's work and so efforts were made to 
use a bibliography from another source for the present survey. 

It was decided .,:hat the following annotated list fulfilled the criteria of 
subject acceptability, currency, and reasonably wide coverage of various categories 
of primar7, material:- 

PUblications in Cataloguing and Classification: (117)-
an annotated bibliography, by Lois Mai Chan & Susan p. 
Golden. Library Resources & Technical Services, 18 (2) 
Spring 1(474, pp. 117-15?. 

Inevitably, thave are biases, e.g., towards English-ianguage American material and 
towards library journals. 

In a personal communication, ;ills Than has indicated the methd used to 
l)mpile the bibliography, 

"I systematically (i.e. from cover to cover in every issue' went through 
the current issues of major library journals (e.g. American Libraries 
Journal of itirarianship...) and of all journals relating to caLalog'iln 
and classification (e.g. Library :resources and Technical Services, 
Catalorue Index...). I included in the bibliography every article 
in the area of cataloguing and classification. In addition 1 checked 
throng :1 current issues of BNB, NUC, CBI, and BPR for monographs on the 
subject. 'le "Books to Co;7 section in Library Journal also hel -.ed. 
"hen, 1 :vied Library Literature and CALL t.o supplement my °IN list." 

Mere is a) s^, therefore, a slight bias towards Librarx Literature. 
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Contents of the BibliodEntly 

The bib'iography c.)ntains 179 entries divided into the following sections:- 

Number of 
Entries 

I. General and Miscellaneous 19 

II. Cooperative and Centralized Processing 33 

III. Catalogs and Catalog Production 21 

IV. Cataloguing 48 

V. Subject Analysis 21 

71. Classification 37 

179 

163 entries are for material pu)liShed in 1973; the remaining 16 were published in 
1972. 

The list includes citations to 57 periodical titles and 127 entries refer to 
periodical articles. ':'here are 52 entries referring to monographs. 

The following breakdown shows the periodical titles covered by the bibliography 
together with the number of times of citation:- 

List of Periodicals 

No. of 
Citations 

Arkansas r_ibraries 1 

ARLIWNA Newsletter 1 

Aslib Proceedings 2 

Australian Library Journal 1 

Bibliothekar 1 

Bibliotheksdienst 1 

3iblos (Austria) 1 

Brio 1 

Bulletin des Bibliotheques de France 1 

Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association 1 

California Librarian 1 

Canadian Library Journal 2 

Cape Librarian 1 

Catalogue & Index 5 

College & ResearcA Libraries 4 
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FID/CR Newsletter 

FILVCR Report 

Herald of Library Science 9 

Illinois Libraries 2 

Indian Librarian 

Information Storage & I,etrieval 

international Cataloguing 

International Journal of Law Libraries 1 

International Library Review 3 

Journal of Documentation 1 

Journal of Librarianship 

Journal of Library Automation 

Journal of Micrographics 1 

Journal of tne American Society 
for Information Science 3 

LARC Newsletter 1 

LARC Reports 5 

LASIE 1 

Law Library Journal 1 

Library Association Record 1 

Library Journal 5 

Library of Congress Information Bulletin 1 

Library Resources & Technical Services 17 

LLA Bulletin 1 

Nachrichten ffr Dokumentation 2 

Ohio Library Association Bulletin 1 

Ontario Library Review 2 

Open 1 

PLA Bulletin 2 

Program 1 

ag 4 

School Library Journal 1 

Serif 1 

SLA News 1 

South African Libraries 

Southeastern Librarian 2 

Special Libraries 3 
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Unabashed Librarian 6 

Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 

Western Association of Map Libraries 
Information Bulletin tt 

Wilson Library 3ulletin 2 

Zeitschrift ftir Bibliothekswesen and 
Bibliographie 1 

Zentralblatt Air Bibliothekswesen 2 

Language Breakdown 

The monographs covered by the bibliography are mainly in the English language:- 

English language 49 

Non-English language 5 

Total 52 

The periDdical titles also display a strong English language bias:- 

English 48 

German 6 

Dutch 1 

French 1 

Polyglot 1 

Total 57 

Periodicals - Coltntries of Origin 

No.t.  of 
Titles 

USA 26 

UK 7 
Federal Republic of 
Germany 5 

Australia 2 

(7anada 2 

Democratic Republic of 
Germany 2 

India 2 

South Africa 2 
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Austria 1 

France 1 

Netherlands 1 

International 8 

Total 57 

There are obvious biases here against BS and RZI, with no Russian representation and 
only a single French title. 

Performances of the Services 

The method used I'm' checking the services' performance was to look up each item 

In the author indexes of the services. In appropriate cases, the other indexes 
provided were also checked, e.g., CCA's "small indexes" and ISA's anonymous titles 
indexes. The issues checked included those for 1972, 1973 and all the available 
issues for 1974 (the check took place in October 1974). 

Table 20 shows the coverage of the bibliography by each service divided into 
the various sections of the bibliography.by each service 

The percentages for the coverage of the complete bibliography by each service 

are as follows:- 

BS 51% 

CCA 23% 

ISA 42% 

LISA 56% 

LL 72% 

RZI 50% 

ALL 86% 

Commentary on the Results 

The figures for the abstracting services in covering this bibliography are 
considerably worse than those found by Dansey for the ARIST bibliographies. The 
present investigator would guess from day-to-day work in this field that the 
situation shown here is probably a more true picture of the state of bibliographical 
control in library and information science. One suspects that ARIST bibliographies 

represent a kind of "top-layer" of the literature - of course, it is good to see 
that our abstracting services cover this material well but it is likely that, the,,e 

is a middle ground where control is much slacker. Certainly, the low figures 
achieved by the abstracting services for the Chan/Golden bibliography investigated 
with only LISA obtaining over 50';') (and that figure well under 60%) are an indication 

of shortcomings. 
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Table 20: The Services' Coverage of the Bibliography  

by Categories 

Category 
No. of Covered 

ISA LISA LL RZI Entries BS CCA 

I 19 3 3 6 lo 17 6 

II 33 7 8 13 16 20 11 

III 21 10 7 14 13 15 7 

IV 48 15 7 20 28 39 9 

V 21 6 6 9 8 12 4 

VI 37 15 10 14 2' 26 17 
•=IMMI -.M16 .411••••-•• 

Totals 179 56 41 76 100 129 54 
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The following figures show the number of services covering each item in the 
bibliography:- 

Coverage No. of items Pelicentael_of 
Total items 

ALL 6 services 14 8% 

5 services ?0 11% 

4 services 22 1296 

3 services 24 13% 

2 services 38 21% 

1 service 36 21% 

None 25 14% 

    

Total 179 100% 

The services giving unique coverage to an item consist of the following:- 

Breakdown by Type of  Item Covered 
Service Total 

No. of Periodioal Articles Monographs, Chapters 
Unique in Composite 
Items Books 

LL 27 12 11 4 

LISA 5 4 1 

ISA 3 3 

BS 1 1 

It is worthwhile recording that the item ayered only by BS was an article from 
the periodical Zeitschrift far Bibliothekswesen and Bibliographie. 

Coverage by Pairs of Services 

One of the themes of this survey has been to try to isolate the similarities 
and differences between the services and the coverage of this bibliography presents 
another opportunity to demonstrate the affinities that lie between LISA and LL. 

Such a likeness does not seem to exist between any other pAir of services in 
any consistent manner. 

The following items in the bibliography are covered by LISA and LL and by no 
other service. 
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Periodical articles 

Cateogue & index 

Herald of Library Science 1 

International Cataloguing 2 

International Library Review 1 

South African Libra.ies 1 

Western Associatior. of Map 
Librarians Information Bulletin 

Books 4 

To,,a1 17 items 

The full breakdown for the number of items covered by two services only is:- 

Pairs of Services Number of Items Covered 

      

   

b/ only  the Two Services 

LISA-LL 

I3A-U 

BS-LISA 

LL-RZI 

BS-ISA 

DS-LL 

CCA-LISA 

CCA-LL 

ISA-RZI 

LISA-HZI 

17 

11 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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CHAPI&R 1, ) 

ALPHABETICAL SUBJECT INDEXING AND 

RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE 

OF THE SERVICES 

When the Work Plan for this survey was being compiled it was thought that a 
retrieval test concerning the subject indexing performances of the services would 
be a useful adjunct to the main investigation. initial thinkin6 was that the test 
would be on a very small scale with rather more attention paid to subjective impres-
sions A' users than is commonly the case in retrieval testing. 

Subsequent discussion with Michale Keen and Jeremy Digger who had just completed 
the Information Science Index Languages Test (ISILT) revealed a common interest in 
testing the performance of Printed  indexes used in actual publications as opposed to 
testing under "laboratory" style conditions. 

A proposal was, therefore, made to Unesco that a separate retrieval test be 

carried out and a contract was placed with Mr. Keen for this work in November,1974. 

In order to retain some links between the two investigations, Mr. Keen has 
kindly supplied the following information about his test. 

TESTING THE SUBJECT APPROACH IN PRINTED INDEXES 

by Michael Keen  

The studies knuln as the Cranfield Projects, and other similar experiments, 
have shown the importance of index evaluation by testing, rather than by relying 
solely on the opinions of index users. But much of this work has been conducted 

in ,Jontrolled laboratory conditions rather than operating eliyiranments, and also has 

left untouched the printed index as characterised by its production constraints and 

page layout. The services studied in this report exhibit marked differences in the 
way they cater for the subject, approach, such as the use of fairly broad subject 

headings, or the more specific approach of facet i classification or keywords in 
context, for example. A deeper analysis of the different subject index entry types 
is quite feasible, identifying the different kinds of sub-arrangement the entries 
provide, the use of particular term orders and structure words that influence the 
intelligibility of the index enteies, and so on. These factors, and many more, are 
responsible for the performance effectiveness of the indexes, and evaluation test-
ing badly needs doing in this area. It is highly likely that some index types are 
significantly more effective than others, and it is importart for index designers, 
producers and users that more objective studie5,  of this question be undertaken. 

One detailed study is now under way at the Col'ege of Librarianship Wales, 
Aberystwyth, known as EPSILON, the Evaluation of Printed Subject Ii texes by 
Laboratory Investigation. nle study aims to explore the features of index entries 
that influence user search strategy and the intelligibility of the entries. The 
first series of tests are in controlled laboratory conditions using indexes covering 
library and information science. Firm results are not expected before 1976, but 
this laooratory work 'eeds to be complemented by operational studies, so that 

indexes as they are (rather than a: they night be) can he compaied for effective-
ness. 
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The services considered in this report need rigorous-testing to determine their 

relative effectiveness in satisfying the subject approach. Ideally, an experiment 
needs mountih: using three methods:- 

Controlled :search testing simulating different needs; 
ii lieal user case studies involving observation; 
iii flier preference studies, e.g., by interviews 

The more subjective methods, ii and iii would be tied into the more objective ones, 
and correlated findings sought. For example the user interviews should use a kind 
of Delphi technique in which the more objective results are progressively revealed 
to the users so that their preferences may be re-framed In the light of a better 
range of more accurate information. The resources needed for such an experiment 
would have to be quite substantial, so what is now described is a scheme for pilot 
testing the controlled search testing part of the experiment. would give 

va!uable results in its own right, and would pave the way to further work. 

The assumption for the proposed tes6 is that the services are used, at least 
by some people some of the time, to discover documents relevant to a fairly well 
defined information need. This may be of the retrospective search kind, involving 
an information requirement that occurs on a single occasion. There may also be the 
episodic needs associated with current awareness: where these are of a fairly 
precise kind that are satisfied by searching the subject indexes rather than scann-
ing the whole index issue, they may be regarded as similar to retrospective except 
for their normal repetition, and may be said to be covered by the tApe of enquiry 
to be used for the test. Thus the pilot test will be based on relatively specific 
enquiries which will be put to all the services to determine comparative perform-
ance effectiveness. 

In measuring performance effectiveness the two criteria under study will be: 

(1) the z.hility of the index tl recover the needed citations 
(2) the effort required of the searcher in attempting (1) 

Appropriate measires of these criteria are, for example, the itecall Ratio (propor-
tion of relevar' items actually recovered) and elapsed search time. The latter 
measures the duration of the search, rather than the intensity of the effort 
involved, but for practical reasons it is a good choice. 

-he indexes under test will be the 1975 (and sometimes 1972) issues of each 
service, together with many cumulated index available. Issues of Bulletin  
Signa16tique  changed their index type in 1973, so older issues will not figure in 
the test. A. the time of writing neither the 1973 index to Information Science 

Abstracts  nor Vie single volume 1973 cumulation to Libra_u Literature had appeared. 
The former would delay the test and while the latter would n ' deny the search any 
retrieval capability the search time would be increased by the need to consult 
several issues. he problem of differing physical formats and cumulations will, in 

any case, be studied by means of adjustments according to stendard times that will 

reveal the influence of that factor on performance. 

L;ealch requesta and relevance judgements will he obtained using the "source 
document" method because it has been shown to give accurate comparative results, 

and it is simple and cheap to implemen t. :he first step will be to identify partic-
ular documents that have been included in all five services. This will be done by 
taking the last issues in 1973 of the service that has the greatest currency time-

lag, and working backwards to earlier issues tracing documents in all ftve. Doc-
uments that appear in the 1972 volumes of any index except Bulletin SignaletATA 

will be accepted. 
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Then search questions will be devised, based on these sing .e source documents, 
and using either the full text of the document concerned or an abstract. If the 
English Abs'racts provided by three of the services are used, they will be utilised 
in an equal number over the question set, and chosen by random means. Questions 
will be vetted tc ensure n) qnnatural correspondence between question and source 
document. Attempts will be made to cover the range of subjects in each service, 
probably making identifiable subsets coverir4, librarianship and then information 
science. It is expected that some 6..; to 70 such questions will be needed. 

For the testing, searches be made for thse known relevant documents, and 
timed to their termination point. "he searcher will know when the relevant document 
has been found, but by means that will not in any way aid the search itself. A time 
limit will probaLly be imposed so that unsucces.7f1 searches are not irrationally 
extended. Since these searches simulate only the enquirer wanting a sinr4le relevan', 
item, it is hoped to conduct some test in which searches continue longer and sets of 
documents recovered by the searcher will be judged for relevance. 

Library science students will be t► e searchers, and will represent enquirers 
familiar in general terms with the subject field. Pre-teat work will familiarise 
the searchers with each index, and previous experience in using the services wilt, be 
determined. Lo elaborate search records wil' be needed, and searchers will be able 
freely to develop their search strategy in a natural way as they proceed. The 
biassing effect of memory will be dealt with by a latin snuare e.tper1mental design 
in which five searchers (or multiples of five) conduct searnhes on all indexes out 
never the same question twice. Analyses of variance of the results should be 
possible, and statistical significance tests will be Applied to the comparative 
measures. 

As well as an extensive analysis of the test results it may be possible to look 
at those searches which are unsuccessful and do a failure analysis to determine the 

reasons why. A report of the experiment would be produced, ani the findings also 
reported at an International Study Institute on the Design and Evaluation of Printed 
Subject Indexes to ue held in July 1975 at Aberystwyth. 
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21ME DELAYS FOR ThE APPEARANCE OF CITATIONS '0 

PERIODICAL ARTICLES IN 1975 

(The following analysis was carried out. by Paul Dansey. An Important point is 
that except for ISA all the services show greater delay times for the appearance of 
citations than previous investigations. However, 1SA's delay times for the titles 
studied were still greater than those of the other services. :he results for LISA 
.nd LL are confired by an interesting study using a computer program - the 
:",tatistical Paokage for the Social Sciences - to manipulate data.(1) This study 
divided the primary material into six geographical regions. For all areas, includ-
ing North America, LISA provided a faster service than 1L). 

Currency of the Services 

by 

Paul Dansey 

An imr)rtant measure of the effectiveness of an Information dissemiation 
medium is the time taken to transmit the message. In the case of abstracting and 
indexing serviced this -21 be evaluated as the time elapsing between publication of 
the primar:,  article and the publication of its citation. This delay time can be 
assessed fairly objectively by comparing acquisition dates by libraries of the 
primary and secondary publications. In the case of the services studied the acquisi-
tion dates were obtained from two London Libraries - British Library Science 
Reference Library and the British Library (Library Association) Library. 
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able 21: Statistical Summary of Journals 

Selected for Investigation of Time Delays 

Common to Dansey Common to Gilchrist 
and the Present and the Present  

Survey Survla 

Aslib Proceedings 

Information Scientist 

Information Storage & Retrieval 

Journal -f Chemical Documentation 

Nauchno-Tokhnicheskaya Informats 4 ya 

Aktualne !'robtemy inf)rmacji 

Dokumentacji 

Jcurnal of the American Society for 

Information Science 

Nachrichten Dokumen'atioi'. 

ilnesco 3ulletin for Libraries 

Total 5 Total 4 

Common to Danseya_Gilchrist Plesent Survey Only 
and the  Present Sum.si 

Journal of :>ocumentation rocumentaliste 

Special Libraries 

1 ','otal 2 

lajanzuau u  Country of Origin 

Englisl-. 7 UK 5 

French 1 USA 

Getman 1 France 

Polish 1 Poland 

Russian 1 W. Germany 

PO1yglot 1 USSti 

International 2 

''total 12 Total 12 
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CCA - 

ISA 427 

LISA 99 

LL - 

hZI 165 

R6 97 

582 282 

99 144 

282 

I. 4 225 

COP -750/W/25 

A sample was taken of library and informatt n science journals which was rep-
resentative in items of productivity, language of publication and country of origin 
(see Table 211. The sample also contained ,loucnals which had been examined in 
previous studies by Gilchrist ana Dansey. (d)3 

All citation published in tie 1r)7.1) issues of the services and originating from 
the sample journals were examined. :he delay times were calculated by comparing the 
acquisition date the primary journal article with the acquisition date of the 
service containing the citation of the article in question. .he mean, maximum and 
minimum delay times (in calendar days) are displayed in mable 22. 

It can be seen that i;'.;A and LISA Lad the best currency and ISA and LL the 
largest delay times. i S and were intermediate in currency. The order of de 
creasing currency is the same as that found by Oilchrist and by Dansey, but LISA 
and 3SA have deteriorated in currency whilst ISA has trial-Dyed. 

A comparison of the tnree .studies shows the following:- 

pelay "imes in the Three Studies - In Da2s 

'_,T. .197  

30 - 124 182 

There ar, various factor; .ihich affect the delay times. Some such as process-
ing time and acquisition of page proofs ana advanced copies of articles are under the 
control of the secondary services. 7)thers such as mail distribution of journals 
(surface or air) depend on the policy of the primary publishers or their distributors 
and the relative locations of the primary and secondary publishers. Location in the 
same country should aid more rapid acquisition of journals. 'lies° latter factors 
also affect the acquisition of the primary and secondary publications b:-  the Londoi, 
libraries, leading to some biases in the calculation of delay times. 

In some cases primary or secondary journals were obviously long overdue as 
several issues of a journal had the same acquisition date. The sample was, hope-
fully, wide enough to compensate for these biases. LL only covered 7 of the 15 
primary journals in the sample and IIZI did not cover Information Scientist in 1975. 
In some cases ,me issue of a primary journal was covered in more than Ine issue of 
a secondary service so that articles published together originally had abstracts or 
entries with different delay times. 

The mean delays for the services varied between three and nine months and there 
was a convergence towards an average of six months. 

1 5 1 
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Table :2: Delay Times of - lie Services for Journal :laterial 

No. of Abstracts Mean Delay (days) 'ax Delay (dayF 1„ 'elay 'days, 

Name of Journal BS CCA ISA LISA Li, i1ZI i ;.:CA ISA LIS;. LL i-al 33".'I'A ISA LISA Li AZI ,Is (_;CA ISA LISA LL itZI 

Akt. Probl. Inf. Dokum 31 39 9 16 5P 15) 151 422 :03 - 252 25) 194 509 279 - 304 126 91  5f9 113 - 214 

Aslib Proceedings 46 36 l i 13 51 32 174 104 11 '4 287 263 241 17) 43G 163 475 376 1^ C4 071  ,4 185 184 

Documentaliste a I  5 2 1  6 142 112 6)6 1+7 - 330 l' r  19,-, 733 68 - 512 150  42 :,),-, 49  - 24% 

Information Scientist 14 6 1; l:, - 199 42 41') ' - - 50-  r,40 118 - - 1 ^7 :- 321 .'.. - - 

Inform. Stor. and .tetr. 4 40 ;4 35 5, 39 203 74 342 97 281 226 4() 127 6o? 11% 481 333 13) '- 2-:7 69 202 1"'_ .  

J. of L:rem. Doc. 45 65 51. 3C 41 173 151 2.26 12' - 240 1205 274 3o8 151. - 254 130 5r, 170  103 - 31- 

J. of Documentation 4.8 16 1: 14 64 21 165 72 347 ,( 293 230 2)7 82 449 155 442 275 126 :7 2-)1 57 19=.  185 

JASIS 91 66 24 32 53 45 134 29°  253 405 245 475 176 51' 320 139 56 160 99 202 202 

Nach. Fdr Dokum. 33 24 14 5- 6 , 

111 

103 - 241 20,  15 352 170 - 294 -4 -10 294 59 - 19 

Nauk. tekh. Inf. Ser. I 109 82 104 39 •  8 315 587 182 
4 
229 --) 576 390 587 319 123 50 294 251 997 147 

Is n n " II 99 85 54 25 98 189 76 31(1 323 - 1n7 
- 
275 103 433 386 - 197 14  Wi 224 266 - 165 

Spec. Libr. 51 29 70 59 69 41 163 79 150 101 180 195 215 137 325 231 397 264 74 -4) 19 -6 52 64 

Unesco Bull. For Lib. 36 13 26 33 58  27 134 114 337 92 331 297 '73 1.); 395 121 475 396 99 C-  311 56 227 224 

All Journals 612 508 496 390 353 559 1-2 (7 282 144 292 223 5 274 733 390 587 512 74 -1.) 19 -6 52 1. 
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CHAPTER 12 

COVERAGE OF NON-JOURNAL MA:ERIA:, 

PIY THE SERVICES 

In his survey of the 1971 issues of Lhe five abstracting services, Dansey 
comments on the citation patterns in our field:- 

"There is a remarkable flusher of references to non-periodical 
literature such as reps,  ,,s and books. _'his indicates that 
information science is nearer in character to the social  
sciences and the humanities than to the natural sciences." (1' ' 

Unfortunately, there are indications that bibliographical control of our non-
journal material is somewhat slack. The Librarian of the British Library (Library 
Association) Library has gim an account of his difficulties in obtaining informa-
tion about this literature.v )  He remarks:- 

"The mon -)graph situation is frankly terrible."  

He outlines the extensive checking procedures used in the library in order to 
acquire books but states that "every week requests still filter through for titles 
we have never heard of" and "the report problem is a bad one and is fast getting 
worse."  

Taylor was, of course, mainly concerned in tois section of hi'- paper with 
bibliographical control as a selection aid. However, in the abs.mce of control by-
the general bibliographical tools perhaps it is necessary to judge the performance 
of the abstracting and indexing services against the standards expected of current 
bibliographies. For example, wide coverage on an international scale, speed of 
entry and bibliographic descriptions made in accordance with library standards of 
cataloguing. 

Amount ateria' Covered 

"able 2) demonstrates that the largest services in terms )f the coverage of n'Jn-
Journal materiaL are ISA and LL. ISA has increased its nunhe f entries for tills 
category since Pcnsey's investigation of the 1971 issues:- 

21:14 147, 

The invaluable and unique contribution that ISA makes 7o the bibliographical control 
of our field is its wide coverage , f 113 report material - the AD, ED and Ill series. 

The totla figure for is probably an inflated one, for the reasons mentioned 
in the commentary to Figure 3, Chapter 4. Even so, it is urilkely that Li,,s figure 
for 197.) fell much below 2,000 entries. 

A siLbstanti-,1  amount of non-journal material,then, is covered by the two 
American services. TV and RZI also cover respectable amounts with both containing 
large numbers of abstracts for non-English language books, collective works, papers 
in conference proceedings and reports. 
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Table 2A: Coverage of ron-Journal Material in 1c115) 

(The figures in parentheses indicate percentages of 
the total non-Journal material cited by each service 

Total English :,anzuage English Language Items Non-English Language Pws.en.,s Ltandards Miscellaneous 

'3ooks, PamiThlet3 in Collective Po.)ks, iaterial (Magnetic trTes, 

deports :Hriference Proceedings, Er.c. Microfilms etc.. 

BC 1121 i39 (13%) 428 (38%) French -211 (19%) 71 (6%) 146 (13%) 
Other -126 (11%) 

CCA 269 36 (13%) 171 (64%) 53 (20%) 9 (3%) 

ISA 2184 16)1 (73%) 472 (22%) 86 ( 4%) 1 (- ) 14 ( 1%) 

LISA 361 54 (15%) 230 (64%) 77 (21%) 

LL 2488* 786 (32%) 1606*(65%) 96 3%) 

RZI 1258 313 (25%) Russian-529 (42%) 171 (14%) 12 ( 1%) 
• (separate figures not calcAted) Other -233 (18%) 

*Note. i'hese two figures for LL are probably too high - see 
discussion in Chapter 4 after Figure 3. 
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In 1973, CCA and LISA made very few abstracts for non-journal literature -
their efforts Were mainl-  directed towards collective works and eciAferenceprehm, 
ceedings. (LISA increased its coverage of books during 1974). 

'There are two area, of concern in the services' approach to the non-j.,urnal 
literature. Firstly, there appears to be very little overlap, particularly for the 
non-English ,anguage material, so that the user must consult all the services for r 
comprehensive view. Secondly, some of the primary material covered sits rather 
strangely in scrvir ,s devoted to library and information seience ,t. One wonders whether the user really expects to find entries for the folkowiplk: bopiWo'll fanfare 
binding3 in loth century France and early Korean typogr4Ohy; 'and reports on the working :of lip :,rain and tactile information presentation by inducing high press-ore air pulses a pilot's anti-G suit. (These arOraXamples of entries in LL and 
ISA). 

Otme Deoovs 

Broad estimates of time lags for the cnti.ry 'f non-journal material a e shown 
in Table 24 for three of the services - 1SAk2), LISA and A proportion of the 
entries for 1972 literature in all three -.services is for material published late in 
the year, so the delays are nct at all bad. However, faster performances would be 
necessary if the services were to be valuable as selection aids. 

In this connection, it is interestin; that LISA's entries for a small amount 
of material in 1975 appeared very quick7y indeed. During 1974, efforts have been 
made by this service to increase its coverage of non-journal literature, particulari: 
books and conference proceedings. one's feeling from the day-to-day work is that 
the time delays have increased with ,he f_Towth of entries - a fundamenta. problem 
of secondary services is to balance the flow of material against the number of staff 
available fir processing. 

Estimate of the Amount of 

Non-Journal Primary Literature 

Durin-, the initial stages of this investigation it was decided to make detailed 
notes on tho monouraphs and collective books covered by the services in order to 
match them at tie end of the survey. In this way, it was hoped that estimates of 
overlap and the total amount of primary materiel covered by the services during a 
single year would be possible. 

Disappointingly, in spite of the large amounts of data collected, detailed 
comparison proved impossible,. Difficulties included the necessity of checking 
several years of the services to ensure that older material abstracted by one 
service in 1975 had not already been covered by the other services in earlier years; 
and the different practices of bibliographic entry leading to problems of identifica-
tion - particu7arly acute for conference proceedings. In short, greater resources 
would have been necessary than were available for this investigation. From the 
limited amount of checking that was possible the level of overlap did not seem large. 

However, sufficient information was collected to enable a broad estimate to be 

1. This view is not shared by some e:itors of abstracting services. 

2. ISA has tLe best coverage of recent non-journal material. 



Table 24: Time Delays for Non-Journal Materiel in 

Dates 

ISA, LISA and LL - 1973 

of Publication of Primary Material 

'20...al 1272 1E2 1971 197,- 1969 Pre- 
i 

No  -. 
Date 

ISA 2134 356 (17%) 1295 (59%) 301 (14%) 133 ( 6%) 45 (.25) 70 (2%) 2 (-) 

'.1. .1513*  191 (20%) 439 (46%) 153 (16%) -:1 (1415) 29 (.5 13 (1%) 2 (-; 

LISA 361 119 (33%) 226 (63%) 16 ( 4%) - - 

•Note. The figures for Li have been taken from the service's 
Checklist of Monographs cited for the first time and 
are, therefo-e, based on complete works not separate 
entries. 
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made. A crucial factor in making such a calculation is to ensure that the sub-set 
of the primary literature coverd by the services represents a year's output only. 
The study of time delays discussed above shows that there is enough clustering of 
material for 1972/early 1973 to deduce that ISA and LISA at least covered material 
available during a 3ingle year. The impression given by BS, CCA and :.;1 is that 
their currency is very good and it is unlikely that much older material was entered 
in these services during 1973. 11. is :act so current hut Table 4 does show that 
664,  of its entries were dated 1972 or 1973. 

In the following calculations, therefore, the assumption is that the services 
covered what was available during 1975 for reasonably current entries to be made. 

An effort has also been made to concentrate on what each service does best 
and to take only its figure for that category, thus minimis1H7 e chances of 
counting material twice. 

2alculations 

Using CCA and LISA as the basis '_:e^ause the data co'lected made it fairly 
easy to eliminate overlapping material in these services, the following figures are 
obtained: English-language books, etc. 72; English-language entries for collective 
works, conferare proceedings 544; Non-rnglish language material 122. fhus, 558 is 
the basic figure, derived from the performances of CCA and LICA. 

For II, a count was made of the English-language books and reports entered in 
the service's 'Checklists of monographs cited for the first time'. Personal 
judgements were made on what material to include in the count - the older literature 
was eliminated and also informrtion science titles known to have been covered by ISA. 

For the other services, figures for the following categories were extracted 
from Table 25:- 

BS French language material and standards 
ISA - Engli h language books, pamphlets and reports 
RZI Russian language material and patents 

Table 25 shows the results of these calculations. 

The a'ea of doubt concerns the amount of overlap between the 1:4‘ and LL 
entries. -his is probably counter-balanced by the exclusion of BS's non-Eng'ish, 
non-French language material and RZI's non-English, non-Russian language material. 

"btal Yearly Amount of Primary  Literature 

The addition of this figure to the notional estimate for journal materials 
(discussed in the Appendix given at the end of this report) produces the following 
results:- 

Periodical articles 6844 
Non-journal material 3713 

Total lk-J5'57 items per year 

Given the present structure of our secondary services, this 1 '(--112s figure 
would appear to be a formidable one. 
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'able: Estimate of the Yearly Amount 

of Non-journal Primary Material 

No. o: Items 

CCA + LISA 558 

BS - French Language material 211 

jtandards 146 

ILA - Laglian language books, 
!;amphlets and reports 1601 

LL - iiiglish language nooks, 
pamp:Ilets and reports 
(eliminating older material 51'( 
and information science 
)riented titles) 

AZI - Aussian language materia' 529 

Patents 171 

'total 3715 item in 1975 
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(11AP-ER 13 

AiISTRACIS - 0];IC;1N 

by 
Ior ma lackson 

'Ills chapter deals with the origin of abstracts published in three services -
ISA, LISA and au. BS was not included as It does not indicate tie origin of its 
abstracts - it is assumed that they are all produced in-house. 

:he foll-ing table shows a simple breakdown:- 

origin of abstracts 

Prepared by 

in-house staff 

Author e'. 

ISA 

554 (15 

LISA 

2260 (78.65) 

azi 

-.)323 (73.4) 

abstracts 
1129 (50.3) 600 (20.8%) 908 (20 -%) 

Secondary 

sources 
1513 (4a.6;1;) 

No abstract 525 (14.1%) 15 ( .Y) 2") ( 6.6"x) 

...•••••=1 ••••1 

Total 5721 2'?75 4524 

Immediately noticeable is the large number of ISA abstracts obtained from 
secondary sources such as the Educational resources Information Center (ERIC), 
Government Reports Announcements and aeferativnyi Zhurnal itself. This number makes 
up 40.6% of ISA's total output whereas neither LISA nor RZI use, or indeed are able 
tc use, secndary sources for the material they cover. The high proportion of in-

house abstrac'...i-Ig by LISA (78',I0 of total) and RZI (73%) is due to the fact that most 
of the articles they include do not carry original abstracts. With ISA's in-house 
contribution amounting to 15% of its total, it is obvious that much material would 
be lost if JSA and itZl cut down on their ill-house activity. 

ISA's author abstract figure (.:0) is also higher than that of the other two 

(22% in both cases). This figure, hpwever, takes into account ISA's inclusion 

news and :-)ress releases. The "no abstract" count in ISA and AZ1, while not high, 
nevertheless shows their belief that including an item, even without further 
information, is preferable to leaving it out altogether. The l;: showing of LISA 

in this category (6'1,) shows that this view is not shared. 
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::HAFIER 14 

PAGE LAYOUTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC 

DEZCUPFION IN 

THE SERVICE:3 

The typographical layouts of the six services reproduced on the following 
pages demonstrate widely diverging views on the most suitable arrangements for 
meeting users' needs. It is likely that these different methods are reflected it. 
the users' views concerning layout, size of type, order of elements in a biblio-
graphic e-try, etc. The only certainty is that the whole question of the presenta-
tion of information on the printed page is a highly subjective one. 

It would appear that the page settings are affected by the different philoso-
hies of subject arrangement. It would seem also that the breaking-up of a page with 
bold headings by several of the services allows the carrying out of browsing 
searches as well as the current awareness approach. 

Important factors that cannot le reproduced in this repo:t are the quality and 
colour of the paper used by the publications. The present investigation led to the 
extended use of the services over long periods of time. In this investigator's 
opinion, the whiteness of ISA's paper makes it less tiring to use at this intensity 
than, say, RZI, which has rather a grey colour. (Many -ther factors, of course, 
would influence feelings of fatigue). 

One hesiztes to say too much about this area Lecau.  ) the whole matter is 
highly contentious. However, it may be of some interest to recount the results of 
a small user survey carried out by LISA in 1970 into the most suitable method of 
presentation. Several different layouts of a typical ISA page were circulated to 
some 20 users. The same quality of paper was used for each sample and all the pages 
were set in Times Roman. Differences were confined to the use of varying 'ounts 
for headings, bold caps or italic for sub-headings, various order's for bibliographic 
elements, etc. The results proved inconclusive - in fact, it would be true to say 
that we ended up more confused than when we started. Almost as many opinions were 
received as there were replies. 

Two of the comments made are, perhaps, worth repeating here. Several res-
pondents mentioned that they did not like entries to be too close together - some 
space was necessary between abstracts. Diere were als, indications that a too free 
mixture of bold/italia/roman founts led to same unease. Perhaps this last point ia 
attributable to library school courses - certainly a glance at any newspaper does 
not show that the general public shares this view. 

Bibliographic Descrtptions 

In his book, Abstracts and Abstracting Services, Robert Collison comments on 
the bibliographic descriptions used in the services. 

"The style in which the information concerning the authors and 
titles of works abstracted are presented has astonishing 
variations in current abstract journals."(1) 

He goes on to say that this variety is easily exceeded by the number of variations 
in providing bibliographical references and that "here again is an incipient, head-
ache for the computer and its programmers in the future." 
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caul orapport itautopsie ou conclusions concernant en mated,' en 
etre danalyses statistiques sont de troll types manuelles. sem, icuto. 
matiquos et automaliques Laid* dun thesaurus de diagnostics modi• 
caul est indisainsable 

34 - 101 - 3209. PLAISTER 'London & s..ulhrasr 111.1 leg. 
U K m  International Standard Book Numbers applications. 

Inrernation Cetg ,ocumg.G B.1197.11. e. nu 2 4 S 
Deus intimations do ..ISBN aunt decriles cello gut rat fruit,  par le 

systems LASElt (London and South Eastern LIM it n••.• 
prom vs cello du Natural Union Cataltari.e of ".•••. •• • 
du Sad ttablo sur to base de 

Condensation. 

34 - 101 - 3260. KODAYASIU III Ea lopottai$ 1 t..11yao 
day tin lost 

(Inhumed/ Kerd,)u. jag td73C 23. no 1. 124 min bail 10 sell 
Comment sycnetrr in article sur woe fiche title huts 

do la recherche...strut. introduction um, owner,. lesuitats el discus. 
•ion. avis. referent es  

34 - 101 - 3211 8$11HVOV IC Al Fn roma 14.A .1. • 1 
porta •slor des de forehiasat  seti.ailliquie do testes 111(11111.1W . 
It oiler ibution au pi ohleine As. com' ession du torsloll 

Aaueh 'Nits Inform. I. S'isitt. 114141. nu 4 10 21. res IMO / 3.1 
10 WI 

Lit onstruc loon dun .)%14 me de Is distribution tie !Infos tnie.on 4 
rune, ovum dun woe le...moque est considers o COMITIC elm 5)11,  n 
trae•foirmutions semi...torn • Ce s,sterae eat fundr cur de% relit.-ins 
•ennintiques de deux types relottnns dinclusion. for mant t.. .srui 
tame ...maid aloe fill 10%41 ci r11•11,nrv. de rod' 

34 . 101 - 3212 AGA CC I III 10 'Centro info' no lust Can 
cent Ea laisonais.ilarorls de rt. unser, 

IMAuttlent Joy., lig? Si. no 5. 157.143 bibl it. refI 
Limits or esp...e sot ineilleures esperurrues our 14 !mime' 

resumer un arts le rn tort.rohor dins lit dnmatne medical 

Autres types cranalyse. 

$ 34 - 101 - 3213. hl' ill 110 1 Nrti. bur stand, WaShinplon. DC 
A users' guide to the OMNITAB command • statistical onal)sis 

Sap.., Bus St.."1 terts Note. USA no 756. 30. bib, Ill) ref 
Note technique destinore a donna aux utilmaleurs une information 

suffisenie pour la s  ornprtheosion des statisliques calculus et run 
rit .. 14 lA:N le•oins 

Stockage, recherche et diffusion de 

l'information. 

Aspects generaux. 

34 • 101 - 3214 Baker I. Taylor prise of BATAB Inn book 
processing 

4d6 rechnt,I ,1 ;Nor LI SA 1191:11 g no 5. 3-7 
ensemble de programmes pour le trautement drs litres 'trio:,  

144TAR et vendu par IA Societe Baker and Taylor est passe de t Jt) 
4 OM dollars Les 11111.011% de ce phenomene soot exposers 

34 - 101 - 3215. ADRIEN dcv set IBM. Fr I ContrIbir. 
lion a to formalisation de la recherche docurnontair• dons on* 
optIque de deduction automatique. 

4ui..r1ralisme Fr 119731, ill, nu 6 7 271 232. res angl. bibl tri ref I 
Le prraant rarpurt trade de I utaisallon de M lustopre des protium-

Lon% rti m tent es humaines La them* est deseloppe tumour fir Ill 
coostoution et de lesnluitation de thesaurus. rapplication a des 
domaines series gels que ('analyse syntaxique et Ia psycharialysel rat 
suaseree II indique comment Ic coiledd des propositions permet de 
depasser la representation de reseaux de concepts lou de regles de 
orrisationl sous formes d* grophes Icomme dans les modeles do 
bongoes de donnees relotionnelles1 II donne un olgorithuse de destuc 
Putt c/ gut moo des Mows so wrier' II abordit lot piobiemcs de 
redondance et de cnnts &diction Interne II andique cnmmsnt la coca. 
non automatioue de termini geinermues prut etre obtenue a panto. de 
complies configurations creniombles de prnpositiuns. comment. plus 
precnement. a reconomie soonartique giroppinrto Ia ernerocite tor. 
respond une IlkOrIOT1111dincombrentenl des propositions 

34 - 101 - 3216. KUZNETSOV 10 AI DURKIN ll'U fin 
mew ISur la formation des procetsus de recherche de rinforma 
tiunl 

Nauchdekh Infra m. 2. SSS IL. 119731 no 4. 25-27. res anal. bull 
IS roll 

Les pros* sssss de recherche de finforrnation font formalises en 
termes de constructions geometriques dans on certain espace me. 
trique Les principau% paranderes son) representes pat des Wit isms.  
p1 WA principal's .ftleurs son. Matinees par des cloaarics line me 
toque pit definie et rnoisie individuellement pour (Plaque utibs.itetir 
Ls let hooch, de 'information est reprikentee comma on pisms.s.us 
de nv•ittlioNatitin dot distnitt eS 

Stockage. Gestion du stock documentaire. 

.Stiucturo dos lichisrs. Supports. 

. 101 - 3217. AffIctUri WKS MN En rotemain. 101, ,in ss 
11011 de la memoir.• dons let syslemes dot Unle1.141tiesi 

`:us/ (ere Document, Komen. (10731 15. no g lilt 141. tic um yl 
raw r fr. Mb, II pl 

line analyse de Ill structure dcs eitrepaarement• dim• shwa.: 
f tier es" effectuee. 'emplacement physique sit' res 01,11.1S11.. 1,,q11 • 
dans is dives fichturS est etudiee 1.1•5 principei il.• 
Ia memoir': pour discus typos de systemes Imanuels, semi niecone.es. 
merinos" et autrimortstIll tuns presents-s 
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9139 stItitict tit i:14a014•44 Tit,. cat.. tit ,TAT,,), N ' 12 

0141 rated library An. USA 11973k GI no 2 i'liSNO OM 114 ref I 
Lite lisle • low de 410 ouvraaell el LS rei,uUS eat donne( Ills 
•iisidoe one selection de documents de taut pior one biblisolsequa 

rrssorate de Noble importont• Les documents sent pretenses isar 
sue., la lisle des ouvrages eat sue dun index des auleuis, cells 
tits ,slues dune hale alphabet:4u" par titres Les touts des *bonne. 
menu soot ounces 

g 34 • 101 - V39. PILCHARD IE II ICisip state res sets. 
(.5 D A. Washington DC I  On lades of equine research 1972 

'Amhinatun. USDA 119731. pl 
f twits de recherche sur I physiologie. la pathologie. etc dos 

cbc•Cal 

34 - 101 - 2740. POLL'SHKIN IV • I En  (Cooperation 
.r'• stiunele en terminologte de la throne et de lo pratique de 

stet Infirm. 2.SSS R.119731. no 5, 37 Mt 
Compte rendu de 1.1 reunion gut test tenue a Budapest du 25 so 27 

Fierier 1973 Les themes discuses soot tapportes Les organism"' 
p.ir..tipanss wit Cite* 

34 • 101 - 2741. User needs sad Information supply. Report 
on the Soottiah branch con!  

In' 'en: Scnent,st.0 B. 1 15131, 1 nu I. 20.22 
Comps. rondo du toner's quo sit tenu a luni,oi sir de Stirling le 

i0 nossimbre1072 

34 - 101 - 7741 The British Library's services Report on Ott 
November Mint conference .  

(ilium Seasoner. G B. 11V711 1 no t. 14 19 
Compt• rend., du Curates neon. IS noverr.bie met I. participa- 

tion at 1 ASUB de !institute of Ir*ormation S...ientists de la Library 
Assocletton et de la Society of Archivists Des reprerantantS du 
British Libra, • Plannirui Secretariat it de BLOC (British Library 
Organizing Conimitteel inillali La discussion ported sur les 
ten nes allanClua de la British Library 

34 - 101 • 2743. NCLIS slates neve studies on aderoforms. 
Interlibrary loans. 

Ads Terhnol ,  bbrar, US A.119731. 2. no S. • 
Ors donne en bref les nouvelles guides publiees sous microform". 

per 1e NLLIS ;National Committee on Library and Information 
Sc iemet 

34 - 101 - 2744. BUNK IC F JR) Can rent gloss, ciata, dip 
energy mines re4our. Cant Computer-bated storage and retrieval 
of geoscieace Infurmittlon bibliography 1970.72 

cost/ Nur, Len...be Piper. Canada, 11073L 73, no 14. 142 pl. bibl 
tit 9 

,n,nne edition le la bibliogr r•phie elaboi es par COGEODAT A 

• 34 - 101 - 2745. CLASON fW El tGeldrop. Netts' Elsevier's 
dictionary of library science, Information and documentation In sit 
languages . Enelish•Ainerican.French Spanish.ltallan Dutch and 
German. 

Amst•rdam.Elsev.er 597. ISBN - 0441410I8X 
L .' dotionraire propremtent dit est sows dun index :siphabetique 

de% mots dans chicon' des tangoes Ifrantms. •spagnot Ashen. hol 
landaus it allemandi 

34 101 - 2748. Vannes latermstionallo du livre. 
4 BF. Bull Inform. Fr.1111731 no 70. 111 917 123 P1 
Slam it rumples 'rondos des realisations des sections et 'troupes 

regionatis • rocsasion de [Anne* internationsie du Lives, 11fi77n 

34 101 - 2747. HAGEDORN alt lLentraistMle primardoM 
Prlinerdokuntente son Rechnungsftihrung and Statis• 

ilk soots dor FerUgungsurganissitlon tend fertIggestellt Ile preps-
ration de documents prtmaires norrruslises. du domain.: de la gestion 
cortiveble el de 1 is 4tatiStique etnal clue du domains de (organisation 
de is eendur TN.?, est acheveel 

nernentern Detensererbea.. Beds. Dtsch.09731 irk no 7 40.41 
Pout rapplication retinnnelle des techniques automat 'quell de (rat-

ternent des dniinies, des misfiles normalises de documents pit 
•iilernes Kul entreprises ont ere mil au point La lisle est 

rInnove ict de) types de document• pour lesquels des modeles nor 
nuJo,s um err eioblis et prusen! sue nblenus supres des maisons 
cr.,J.1,-,n Las dos ornei.ts roomers% tont classes par series., s du du 
moire de la gest ion romplablu et du rorganisation de la production 

1 11 - 101 - 27411 CONNOLLY er FI (-OPEN:HAVER IE DI 

(oak 1.11) risk Rid.;e. Tent Bibliography of magnetic 
materials and tabulation of magnetic transition temperatures. 

tisw Yi.th IFLPlemuin 1 ,9".21 floe pl bib! 192 p 1, 21. 
!1D% - f.11003.03.:' 1 ISolid *tate ph,e lilt guides 'SI 

31 • 101 • 2749. La leitkal de Mee resultat des colloquies. 
1,0 Fr, Fr li9, f1 int nu 75. 773 Isne 

Itai.:v•ria des diverse% commissions du colloque Bitiliothscat 
• ' tours gut tie! t tent. a Nict le 1 mai 1973 Its problemes etii• 
dies par its c,imunics:nti% torrid ISBN et dernt legal le Mire pour 
ref.inot, le marches des hinliritheques 'information des bititiothe 
• es in prose/gluon materielle du it,/ e. Ins problemes de 'edition 
st „ •et hnique. Ia mu rraditom et le fat simile 
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14 101 - 2750 , ii• Beiltlist caber tile 4 
Mogisedervolls•rsammlung der Seksion medulnischt hibiothaten 
dos litlallotheissserband•s der DOR sin 222. and 13. November 14'4 In 
Erfurt- Iltapport tar la 4"-• assan,hler p!.-item de la 4tio im • Li 
bliiitheques medicates • de rassoctation des b.blioiheques de IIDA. 
gut lest tenser its 22 et 23 noserribre IVI4 n trfurii 

lb/ dibl• Wes. Dtsch .111;731 51. no S. MI -2b2 
Plus de 90 institutions membres tu,enl representees au 

Les pr incipisus problemes debattus. el en assembler genet ii!t et 
dans t her on des queue groupies de vas ail constiturs. sun' soulignss 

• 34 - 101 - 2751. PILIMJT (RI La controls bibilograuhiguo 

unlsersil, 
In Fed inn asset btbl Nem* Sett Grenoble 1171 SI.Iscfl.se 13 

les obectifs de la 313-̂ ' Session de la Flit!) sun' pr..entes gins' 
que les themes do corimiiniCalionti Si tours suitors 

• 34 - 101 - 2752. Table rondo sur le contrOle blbliographlque 
unlverwil dant Ns pays en Sots de Mlisoloppament 

hi Fed int assoc bib) JP"" Sess. Grenoble SI,Isdi, ISS.1•11 
Celle table rrinde qui lest tenure clans le cadre de la 39•"'• Session 

de la Flail • recant as representants de 2.1 pays en sole de des-Hoppe. 
mint las themes abordes tours des (resew; sons enumeres as 
resolutions des participants son' dowsers integr•lement 

• 34 - 101 - 2753_ Centre National de Documentation Scientl. 
flque et Technique. Rapport rincthlte 1971 

Bruxelles. Bibl r Albert ler. isd 1, Lei 
!nye/lustre des activites et realisations du Centre National d• Do, 

cumentation Scienufique it Technique en 1072. Les actions du 
CNDST se sons developpees dans quatre directions esecution du 
programme de recherche classique automatisation a la Bibliotheque 
royale et au CNDST. recherche dune politiquit nationaie pour rinfor. 
matiun scientifique et technique et participation aux activites dor-
ganismos intarnaLonaux 

34 - 101 - 2754. Publications du centre 014-S.T.O.M. d• 
Nosy-BO. Uses ales a lour au 31 &Iceman 1971. 

Centre ORSTOM Nosy Be Docum. Republ malgache 119731. 
no .t3. i On 

La lists comprend trots series de publications les tattlers ORS-
TOM. eerie Lkaanogr•phie. les documents scientiliques du centre 
ORSTOM de Nosy•Be. es contributions du centre OKST011.1 d. 
Nosy-lie. composites de tired-part crartic les publics dans des revues 
autres goo les dous precedents's Cos publications soot au nombr• de 
408, pour la period. allant de la creation du Centre ORSTOM (Office 
de la Recherche Scientif Igoe et Technique Outre-Merl au 31 de-
cembre 1971 Cheque document comport. un resu:ne 

34 - 101 - 2755. SCIBOH (El En polormis. 1L• reunion du 
unniite Central de classification FID.'CCC a Budapatill 

ettluaL Probl Inform Dokument, POlaita. 119731, II. no spec, 37.40. 
les russe fr angl, bib! 11 ref I 

Celle reunion sell tenu du 9 au 9 septembre 1972. pendant la Sri""' 
conference de la FID Las pricipaux problemes discuses concernment 
le prowl du SRC (Standard Rzference Codel, le programme de des•• 
loppement de la CDV. les actottes des sous-comites 't 'troupes de 
travail de la FIDiCCC, le programme de publication des Sables de la 
CDV 

34 - 101 - 2758. LESKI IK) En polonals. 'Reunion ouverte sir 
Ia formation in science de rinformatinnl 

Ailuel Probl Inform Document, 9filsAa. 119731, la n' spec. Al 31. 
res route angl ft 

Celle reunion • ete urgarisee par deus comiles de la FID 
inerrant et format on et aide au* pays en vole de developpementi 
Les rapport. les plus tmportants stint mats. cuncerttunt . •1 particu 
lien la tormation du personnel conformement au programme Uhil-
SIST. lessislance ••• pays en vote de developpement its pro 
• rammes crenuiiienernent en science de rinformaiton et lour adapts 
lion aux different/ ntseaus et aux different% pays. La formation des 
enseignants eii science de rinformalluit la formation des hibliothe 
caires selon le prow ammo lINISIST etc 

31 - 101 - 2757. BRANDALSKA (El En polonals. ISeminaire 
international sur la formation en science de I information) 

Ahluel Profit Inform Dokument, 111731. 18, n" Spec. )3 25. 
res russe angl fr 

Le programme du semirstre irternalional oul toll tents • Vesz-
prer. iHongrirl est present* 

34 - 101 - 27511. PIROG (WI En polonals. ILa Cunfe 

once et to Cones es international de 13 FID,( kludapcN11  

AA bial Probl loforrn DuAument.. Polsha, 119731 10. n" 'spec. 3.11. Ili 

russe *nil fr 
Compta rendu de cos deux manifestations lee dehrits do rAssein• 

bite generals stint present's Les artistics des different' comae:. 
sent decrites On der/ it nussi les debits du Cnngres international de 
IA F113 La rote de la l'ID dans he deseloppement de rinformation 
scientifique. technique et econoinique est soul,gne 

• 34 - 101 - 2759. Federation Internationslo des As,utiallons 
d• Blbilothecalres.31r Session, Grenoble, tell. 

SI lad I. 1513 p1 4 ht. buLl Idtsstinl 77 Fast 
I es communIt at ione du tonere* stint mulls sees sepnrenit lit 
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Coma 155 ergashunierel eskulating leadiere Is the 
abseiretions bit III. V Therisebeoei 

- Ted Kull !Cuisine...nig) soot II tin t p tot 75 11974) In Czech 
Poi pi II se ibis so) Il no 41 X19'71 Baste secretions of ate max twee 
kiln the blasulpuirs1 04 a user we dessithrd with the aim to till the gap behseen 
die detailed 1-.%ttrui.11 description 04 Me mashing and the pfiulical Streak-die 
shah can be noosed slim several months of is use To insure the ountune 
proarsinni. the emphasis in laid on ildletenuation hcoveien operations when 
conent supply is switched on or off 12 refs I E D 
155.2 Pregoras of the &steepness of aelanameed lalsemalhen sohathe 

,7171
. Push tomb 
0.4 :ecnoslovultie). sot le no 1. p 76 (1974) La C_Iech 

HistOlual de v cispinent processes and system% ss owned and 
venous Intuit tassels ins the infoltrutioin explosion sic JIrstaawl h u sus 
geseed oat the uaditional methods oil information ptomains will have to be 
replaced by couplet iutorriand snlorminson limn systems and iles ,dat 
systems .4) upetale 041 the pills, iple 01 luciaichiLal structures. e g with Ouse 
prom-snag levels standaidued systematic uslonnatom processing, further 
pro ssasng *Ids respect so serious scents& finds and industries, sad inn 
processing on the basis of spells, restueernents ny unity duns ce annul& 
earn Vetoes types of inf Lonnie° aervises and high dexibiliry ol informaten 
rernsek as eatiosted E D 
13341 lisier-bbrary hems some problems end pealbie sehalass. 
M Monier iBIbliothrque "OA Paris Frame, 
thideco 8.11 Lib. tFianceI. *VI 111 no 1. p 67 '2 78 (Match April 1974) 
to than nick the audio resew% the moblerns tared by inset Unary loans and 
sales sugprotoos a: to two they might be sensed as dem dilterene levels in 
individual Linares. as national level and at internatosaal level (no eels 
11544 later-blerary logos, the experience al the Cesar fa Reseerch 
libraries. G Will arcs (Center Res Libraries. C-hicssu 111 USA) 
Ursess o Bail LAI. I Frottc .01 21. no 2. p "It I Muds April 1974) 
The Centel' to Rewarch L Nunes Clasp. a. sues and miunlairo collectsons 
of line used document% and publication of interest to harems and scholars and 
meats them available on mount to any library in the l'ruted Slates of Amnia 
The armee dessubes ihr origins of the centre end points WI the Ws amens 
oisanning haulm nataonal scrotal collections in ohm counties Inu refs I 
11165 A study of At Lai/erste, -based infortemloo roams. B Merton. 
E Foos. D M Fite, Is Rents 
Report '!VILVIN-7111, Nat Bus Sued . Wastungsoo, D C . USA Oman 19731. 
IS pp 
A triethalology for ealegoccally *wishing complier based inlOrMation 
aystenu *At developed and apple." m tea university band NSF wpponed 
systems The systems untiel studs al; operate as fetal trim:nation centres 
primarily serving campus communion by accessing loge commercially-am-
hat Jars bases asses lnl generation ...espalier configuration The systems vary 
so design ptJosaphy. mode of user berstiX. Irartalerabdilly charactetrileca. and 
operate status 4 suninury mina is included 
I Mee Technology transfer threagh GIDEP. E T Richards (Naval 
Weapeu Station. Cornea. Cali! . SA) 
Prooseddip of OM 1974 Annual Renabs117 and Mantmaabiltry COOlacnor. 
Lou Amides. Calif . USA. 29 31 fan 19.4 (Nevi 'fork. USA IEEE 1974). 

paper describes a connotive Woe in nista berms. 
Closernmeon and Industry to reduce coots and *Mame querns rebability 
Swoop the media of the Governmembsdustry Data L.schrusge Program 
tGIDEP1 The .:uerent etpussion 01 GIDEP into Falute Rite Data Interchange. 
Defsclive Part, and Components COntt31. Seamans' lot Ens-owes: Tee Equip 
meat and linernationi Rettabslini Data Eschanse in discussed 
awns to linormatics he hinny imposes - am upeeiment . 

Sec Easy 15572 
The earl leiarmatio• maim of Mr federal Repot al Germany 

Sec Earl 13641 

Pipers old prstsodieal pshrissal assOup se sikreliche  
Sew Entry 155113 

Os Inehelies st sompulles 1St Orme opus be a Mimosa &dermatitis 
'Awn=   See bay 15515 
Meilen is/ornate° Erma. obeli abseil Ise Easy 13766 

S.520 GENERATION. DISSEMINATION AND USE 
OF INFOR'slATION 

11167 The Ilimemisatioe of Itiormadoe is adtless• 
meets by soariators. H J Petsisse ,Zentrum Ih'issereshaltitch tech 
Information El uusenhantle I Bc r tin. Germany ,  
iniuminna iCurnisonyr. no) II. no I . p 16.18 19'4) In Gettriab 
The licensed utilisation by other enterprises of innoationi exceeding the cum 
prance of one firm is nut yet sans.actory The odometer system on +creme 
toil techoology in to be used to elintinalit rhos shortcoming in the field of home 
tads bsforrnation on we,  anon% will ate dissernmated by means of abstracts 
sod docensentatioo As regards abstracts patterns hose been wined out on the 
basis of the structural abstract. principles base been laid ,;0*a fix abstracting. 
organisation of oiloonation Goo as well as the supply if Josuments IS refs ) 
/rapes( of the desirapainee of anamered informer's enecti.• meatus 

Sea Entry 15562 

8.540 PUBLISHING AND REPRODUCTION 

151611 Intsvated Wren for niblelitag. L Tatham 
Dam Processieg (GM. sot 16 so 2. p 91 2. 9-  +Weds Aped 19'74) 
NE9i SCOMP. &seeped by Sperry Coon. is &signed to handle die technical 
and adatiasSitalixe requirefnents of prim p,ddiacttuu. advertning. circulation 
and accounting Inn refs I 
15569 Atitropohlishata A difersat perspective. 1 P Kastrassena 
(Unit Denver. Cob . USA) 
bane rfaifild ILIA .. viol 11 no 54. p 264 ;Aug •Nov 19731. invatired• 
May 19'41 
The era of iniCropubli slung hat been frowned by the nubility of the industry to 
develop consumer matins lot mictoloons in addition so its treditiosal imam-
meal markets lit.ea-hindugf ,  tnat it. 1041)(M lit tvw.01, is effective as an 

1 infornaise cation and • al he ins! to meet usslivsdual .nlutmasua heals 
Haiwtsef Mr einhoosement .4 1 it tinnogy m both Endemic and software 
sysorms tends to 911x41 institution irdointeesUn aced. where manipulation of 
Ma doindute, the COMMunixation of ..leas sot mscruloem The perspestive that 
muuropialealuns sho...1.1 A. ,1 ,  CIIIS(.140; the cornmunu.dion of ulcer• a the Iced 
of 11C inj.,,;,,,.1 p(0, mks wholly new V. OCT 1C1.1111 miens and redefines the  

Gyms A Conersed Alsrescu Vol. 9 No 911 (holy 1974) 

rule 01 standiedicauce u isipponing oinsmusommin through the 211C101,111D 
medium trio refs 
15976 Range of application et erw&gast oaths sn sakrellm 
C D Vliesman 
Mitionone (Netnitoulti, tot 16. no 2. p 73 7 1Feb 1974) In Dutch 
This is a egisal deselOpilien1 of coMpuelts secheaue and present day equip.  
Mill cam handle op no 50 cheerers/a anion by improvements in 
oucronlm ng and propechoo methods It foams a new alletnative to the line 
pointy The film used is either 16 two ot 105 nun anil the method is equally 
suitable foe on line and off line wont Cutest retrieval methods clank the 
coelect fiche to be located hum 21XXX) (4 million pages) within 2 s N C 

isrn Foreign corner, eschew problems Maine Is the hag 
trade 141 Motto (Con:redo State UN. , Fin Collins. Cob USA) 
Labe Resort & Tea Sere (USA). soh 17. so 1. p 299-107 tS1/101TIC, 
913) lieceived April 19741 

Cieremy piubkms relating to Me purchase of boats from foreign countries s,c 
nurtured The basic ptobiem is to decade which currency will be used at the.: 
unsiactions. and how to leash agreement with vendots on thus point Cunene 
police u orsorrtaia. sad neconuseadaisma la more occione misuse, rue 
mods (11 refs ) 
Papua saki ,.Maim sl sodomised Muse selsraidis 

Soo Lao VOA/ 

Why pullet A skoh ere p•Siblies ISO oirolla  See Entry 15615 

8.530 TRANSLATION 
(Inc noon& Language analyau. Jar coerapieser Jaded translatroa sic 

VO) 

15572 Annus to Warmatian be heap laseusars as espartos's( 
D N Wood 
ILL Rev !Gib. tot 11, so I. p 12 14 (Jan IVO 
Until March 1971 'rucks successfully requested were translated in Oleo entuery 
and returned to the requester for editing, a pewees which ton an average ot - 
months and cost !excludes' library bandling cons) an average of 12: per trans 
Whoa The cosi vested hum en avails of I i 3 lot Slavonic mmenal so L57 la 
Japanese Faced wide a tepidly increasing demand foe the serves and seedily 
rising nanslation costs a was decided to examine the cost effecti.enesa 01 the 
plostanune by wstins the ?vv.:Anus that much of *hal would normally be 
uanslated oat on:sex:taw) to the understandue of the anicie and ,untauscd 
Lille ,nipionant initxmatioe too refs 1 

8.560 INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND INDEXING 

13573 Asalysla of dormant( costs%(r text beformatios. 
NI Citibank :V;.iliutone \'spayisive Strad ski retain'. Crecholloyawat 
Kru.:ruce A led t(uch.dorokid). 501 5. no 4, p 145-53 119- .3) In 
Slovak fiecelvod Aped 10741 
The subeci is facet embus of paper eats in abstract eurnals The suttee Mal, 
emit sebum.c Inc, in papers. with comparative annysii ' die:sawnt cvnte nis 
and rants the ulililsithes of gumshoes loom the uadris . of elaborauns the 
asaysis of &women consents t7 ntli 
15574 Ceinsmeesal catresim eta arts. G O Gesov 
Nasteltne• Teak is/ I (USSR). no 1. p 25 (19741 
A cataloguing system is deserMed which frictions.% ine use of a large til• of 
publications (no refs ) 
15575 UDC end Me medal selesme. G J A Riesthuis 
Open iNeaterlands). rot 6. au 3. p 127-40 (March 19'1) la Mich 
On the basis of a thecteetna! appraisal the &echo( formulates sus neouuernents 
that have to be m!t by any language IA ikAlliTt111.111100 of the social sciences =are Use meaning of Inct sisna used shows' be unambiguous. the soncep 

and toss should u much as point& consist of paradigmatic relations In 
My rase they mould be syntactic. all parengenate: (sinuous us:storms is she 
lospege should be indicant a sip Masa bate no insaitost that Could be 
Paten as e syntactically lining relates. the We of avail ugns and (ix) nines 
mom each Ind...sung Use limo study ot)ect shod," be avoided, end it shouts/ be 
possible to mdicate by a sign or an eapeunnxt all obects within the bed 
Although the audio( has found that tMC in many cases does no meet the 
requirements tie still believes it to be stable He includes some summers 
Wends solution of problems in UDC (27 refs ) 

176 croak-woe of local publications. T Heaton Was Nebtasks. 
Cann USA, 
Spec Lee ILSA). so) 65. no 2. p 73-6 (Feb 19741 
A classification ss:herne lot nonfederal. government publisahons is explained .is 
sep-bystep sequence The describes' scheme ks suificenth compea to handle 
any nenbei of publications from an endless veriety of gentian sovenunental 
411110 The is. he MC is adaptable to any site 0314x:bon of local publications, and 
to any type of (Wary A tine( discusses of the siesta s:alto° and tau of local 
publications istroiruces the classdkanoo scheme ino refs I 
A Illaitstadetica theory of memslasabine seat editing Sec Entry 14704 
Experiences derived from the iliehiheap of sa isterashoesa information 
mitten so cseelniceloo emilaioring  See Eistry 15551 
The diseensInedss d islermalen lehrlisaneheion eride•maesu by 
tosav oars     Sae Entry 1516 
Os Sig finchar neecionsmatof annimnled hossrsplie mistral querns 

A are mob Is serail's! smogs 
Sat Entry :5510 
See Entry il5/1' 

Compiler precoostag allialegit sarsnine doss ...... Sec Entry ..5n5' 

8.530 INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIES AL 

$5577 1141wIrleitbk infonneition retrieval system. K Tsukanoto 
A law. A [nude. 14 Siam. N Uchna (Nippur Telegraph A Telepnone Public 
Cap . Tokyo) 
Appl Opt (USA). vol 13, no 4, p 16.4.74 (April 19741 (Meeting or Optocal 
Storage of Digital Data. Aspen. Colo . USA. 1921 Slatth 047)1 
See absir CI5037 of 1973 16 refs ) 
15571 Informadoetal chancier d meth of the afoul& sad torhis..al 
mbinits. 74 /nosey 
Cita Int red, d Prose rCzerhoskwAsal no.2. p97 kJ) 119'41 

Cinch 
flit iattior descobes informauonal Aspects of those results of the ',lentil's.- and 
teshinicat artomes which an suboct :n moral obsolescence. The time bootie 
and the intensity of utilisation of weennfk results may be paptwaily 
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ISA Sample pax. 

12s IU1sirttu. ti.n11 S• 1)eCCIllbt'l 197 

1'4 • • • .1•1•11) emilonsiant ss lust ea.iniin:d. and ass atienigt 
a ha the stati..15sts1 Apploa• lit • to the Itht.ti • moblem heist 

ncc :J55 prodhstISC than had IsNit Ala nipated A new design as then muu- 
Cu.%dt.•1moode'nlilsi opei.a ions hauil int JIS54.1.4J ante% • on the in- 
pia thew ,iest uhhere..on s ads to. rieJ tor coops:fano: mid 

ii.ons. whsi.as ,h probedilio, •honlol 
loe lea the •uh•eyuent internal rims:saes I he %hosanna ells lf•mnle91  

pan. .'re. to the formwork,* of the indbbant boob JhUlrt% . the 
5 4 • ; 5,1,411,450u l's'. IL: r.• h., m.m.c sit •careh and 

.;••A ••ro ..th• And ot tl.. ctn..% uccrssiiatcd 
40.1 icurcir, mental lasi,Its sm. ine:udeJ 

..at its for the proposed '..• olvatal,`T's 

1 3221) it.‘11.111J I A feraibilit% stud) of cerstrallired and 
egionsliavd Inter Mbar) loan comas. I 111:('.1 72.4inins 1971 

Aro. • •Voso...etr..nol Neoe.er..11 I iheri.es. 65 p KJ eel 1.1)It5. 
' 1." II(' 7.1 lV. ‘17' $110 .3.4tion.slCoituttuston on 

'.11 itt.thott •stice..... 

I he press 01 nn.fl,hrrrs irlar• " is is. '4'0 hi I",  1"1" l'il:411'" nd 
•: ,̀17.0-4.•51 to  tilsiude iepinal scowls m orclai w meet the in- 

' ;`01••nis lastura• Plesemis r hout 70., ol lo million ,relish arc 
heii.g • Jsk 0.11:1:,  filled nation item's-stand local %%stains I a o major pro-
blelt• 01 the resent system ale I) coequal deoliTuilon ol lending and 2) 
ihtt...•.'31% lolling incomplete and incosseet requests. these laid he groa ing 
problems as the 'ranot rate doubles during this decade Present regional 
%%metro. and current literature acre studied. and pti 3Ons in% olwil in inter-
lanais loans acre intern rued during this stud) Recommended r net-
%sofa, to hi:funded b% the F ealeral Go% ei nnia ne a oh segionalhils:iographic 
cenlais resource centers and hoe loup mei. cr..ierlio planned but adha 
Jrcent rallied KV ife progiam AleihaJohig% and rn out line loi J 051 sludl 
areincluJed URIC CLIS) 

Specialized Information Services 
and Systems 

3.0 General Aspects 

71 3221 Alkn. F H . keniurd, tega. lilothensell. W . luau. W 
G . Watson. I) ( ICrastatiographie Data 1 enue. Cambridge. ( 1. Cam- 
bridge Crvseallogriiphic Data tare. 2. Structural data file. Anorial 14 

011/111110 l  Aw whorIhnhot 131131. 119-123 11973 August). I onus. 2 tab S ref. 
St'in 4 71- /2.•••• ' 1f 

The Camhndpe Crystallographic I kii• Centre is concerned anti the fe-
ttles al. e% aluation. nthris. and dissemination of structural data obtained 
tis diffraction methods Ibis par*, dells Moth the ingaintation and maul-
tenant.' of as oinputer lied 1.1e of numeso. ervsullayrrphsstructuraldata 

'71 - 3222 Amick. Daniel lame. I l niseriaty of Illinois. Chicago) 
No die 'Whin and the information %%wens of science. AMMO/ she .4onet 
an £0 1101 for b11.11111111  .w ino.,- 1415). 317.327  11973 September- 

Cklobei). • Wu. 9 las 20 ref V. or I, supported in pan by %SF Grunt Ws-
7111 

Scientific elitism must  he..rued as a multidimensional phenomenon 
len siowtsles of elitism are considered and a principal aomponents factor 
analysis IS used to scale this multisanate d.smain Tao mytolleant dimen-
sions of elitism acre found. one in basic and one in applied science Socio-
morn lechn..pies aloe used to identity, the e ,oe of a sc.entifie discipline 
.1 .1 large nietr.'polutan area. An ah•oret :manned' continuum, the sewn-
fifty Tiburon. aa• generated using a 1 huntoneaspe Walt the scientific 
mission is a higher order concept and subsumes both iderliied polar tapes 
of f..i•ie and applied sc eente A se ient est ...eat, wine mike is his prole...0mA 
member and ihe breadth of his interest space. there is a (home, mualaiie% 
for clots to cluster at the basis research end ol the continuum It acs found 
Oval hi the ir n al aside-. tif proaiJc .1 scale that •ta • do, s 
Ma Is • IsCINtel, a t. Its and nom,' tea. 2i sloes poises mire nom motion than 
non elves. 11 elle. had shore !minimal% defined. k•sddu,se interest 
than nen-elite.. and 4) chic% prvier mere., 0'. •hale of po,sur 
mg sewn' ilia intorniat lona peso, J to,ise non of sera"! methods 

t 1 Ball. Matson I CJ Ilea  lib select a computetiied hospital 
information %oaten,. Pan Pro. I . I9': 
Rasel Snit/010d. and '1K Yutl 11p. Illus Kat Slis 55 Asailatile 
Phiehig. AV hite Plains 'Sea lists A LCaaid 71• IhUron.  

13 1221 Us tusk. Janes II Interacti% e man-machine coininetinicalion. 
Nnno ills pon I !china% 1972 11 J. mars 14.1  141.1111 1 K Ws i .....1  .et 
'seal- 114, 10 A4iai1'alul0 19'1 slai,h ILp..uusrl iit set•  

totes. Yale 13..‘sfsilS. hea 11.1%en. Conneatout fig p I IS AD-7011 
010. 11C S3 All 50 95 \,e lm I ".1 Jul .  tf 

lo 4.1enuut.tf.sic for users V11111 talS111$ thalasici Wit  5. 
that JIM hal iSC mocks ol ntreo-boinputes dialogue ‘heoUld be pros tiled toe r 
gosh 1.04. an caw •iital design 11.,s been tot ' Ihe rem:rich on 
speolic lo)polEe•c• o es 1.01.01,/ MIL murk. %.1 and an% ii . notional ...Ill- 
plc %ii) to facilitate the design .it alit:111411%C unwire III JIJ• 
Itylle. a Irs hmspic id protocol anah tin information saster, de•ten is 
adapted Dom that used .n iiuheui intelligence ieseala h A als.urtption of 
this nen leCh111141W 15 insItIdt'll I AO otilluiC since Id Ills' 1.11,11:Oise* 
alijOh11,0,10,1gtes, orrent h in use Ir.\ RA Al 

71 1225 I .'rim. K .I . Problem %Mammon language and anal? ler con- 
cepts and recommendations. laeluinal report MI R-2462 I SD-1 K•72- 
401 I 191.21,734-4N1411. 1.071 March Mate Cauporation. Bed- 
' ,A11.75:b 771. IICS11111.M1 50 95. td !31.•••...1.15....o. p I 

I he Infot mot ion S•stsut Design aaJ Opt inoiat ion Syslcm 115110%). un- 
Js,JIAelopmcnt .11 I hell'ito coos of Alishigan. Alcrs diatomite,' .05.514115C 
for the design cal 111101111a11011 processing sash:to 11PS) 1 ha problem oak • 
ment lanfierfc flhool I and problem stotenient anal% air (11%A) are the cont• 
prinents 01 'SIMS w hich Art' used for 11'S reutmements definition and ana-
lysis. This report describes the !SUDS piotast in general and the concepts. 
capabilities. and use of PSL; PSI. 1 he report also drunks future l'SI. 
I'S A de%tlopmetti plans and males ICCOMM5 I ilia! lOna fore detailed stud)' 
indelermine latil 'PRA'a functional value (CiVR AA) 

71 1221. Ciitralgamer. H.I. hanktsii podraldelenii i aorrundiii‘os 
inforalahlonmkh %Whit NI!, hi I prodpriirtii. (Functions of units .rid 
shell n1 the information sera ices at T1d Dand et& I) or gani/di ions JIld 

!taut hair &khan. hrtAat a Normal ma Seems I 16). 7-13 119731 
0 ref. In Russian. 

Specifies the functions of the main units of information services al re-
search and deaelopmem, and design and des elorimeni, organisations and 
industrial enter prises and their stalk. 

• 
7.1 3227 Kanter. Jerome. Management-oriented management infor- 
mation ig%ientr. 1972 Prentice-Hall, Fnglestood Cld is, "Sr. Jersey. 270 p. 
SI I (0 

71 Ills Koson.Histiamin L. Scientific and technological information 
systems in the Sublet 1 niton. Joieenui i. thy an net 1 for  Mfrs ma- 
non S111.111 e 2.64). 106-30711973 Jul)-August) 9 ref. 

The effectise use of scientific and technological information in today's 
attics is sit paramount importance and has. therefore, become a subject 
a hich Welt mg orlda ;de attention hot much is linoun at present about 
the organwt ion and Structure 01 the 'osier Unions information systems 
Itimewr. more and more imeisso h.% the U S goacrnment in the Seisms' 
amities in this area Is CS Went It Is the put pose ol this communication to 
obiectoeh resew and summarise the meson stale-ofthe-uit of scientific 
and technological information systems 'thin t he Sts. we Union. 

71 -3219 Koh. Hesung C (Human Relations Area Files, New Hawn. 
Connecticut). HASS: a march tool for %tidal %ciente and arta %intlIm. 
&horny Sewn, koies1112).169-199(1973) 11 ref. 

I his is a refused sermon of an unpublished 1971 conference paper. lhe 
Human Relations Ares Fifes Automated Sibliogiapha System tH MIS) is 
• machine-bawd system designed to lacilitate the selec  coniparison, 
and esAlli.otion of documents in the social so icebox, rechnierlb. it Is JII 
adamant cat pres UM, %%oil rt 1.1l :ni% coot% on bibliographic prosessing 
Hoisesei. the data formal plan ides lot aterptaike and use tut sera large 
numhet of categories nl data In aclucce the intended purposes Rath lilted-
nail 'andel) and mit urall-lani.uage input arc accepted. Data categories 'e-
late to document desefiption. rnalysi• ol document content. aniiiiirtion 
and commentary• h% re\ICIAens..iiial internal piosessing conifer the Jata 

men he used WON lyrics 1,1 Ifidt,d:• or 
lahlioptarli..... Morena' ‘es to Iles p.ep....1 shoo dal.' Cato VIII ICS ui Use. 
1:14,1t, III ot Input d.ti .1. and ...unple ont put homy. '%1 I.  I 

3110 Kush. colt. Ibnts W 11  1-1 Vino:esti% Applied 
j

7 %
4 ,

, 
 

So, usit I cat 

11...osti. in the uses mmcrlrcr in 11111:1.1C1111.  ••\ mortal 
b4b.,,,not I..11 S111111 e and VultIIIIC 7. 1972 p 1;9 

ris I  I 9•yr, e %messed ',ono's on s stud) 01 011 11114: a II' 
1111..111W Itrni1.11•Ialss Ilial '• iis,,1 Io haS: helth '51110, I and ..ssrs'l Pram- 
I., he it, prison An bill owes that it is toclul to !mac wen- 
niciaci • us .out their own esp. er oo ....tee to lurrheu wrote the olive& 
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71 36 I ..:,,ahar John A Lducation and libelers sillier. fur com- 
munity informatsin utilities. Report 11-4a9" In'? September Rand Cor• 
purc inn, J..nu Monica. t.'aliformar. 2s p I IS Ali-759 941, It(' 5100. 511 3.19.) 

In order to more 1011) deem! education and tibias!, sets 'eel. a feasible 
conliguratain is described In the home. the utility would manifest itself 
to tile user as a sanction of the odes noon set )he ousel ditierence, of 
course. is that communication is it-u.$) 1 he person deviling mans set- swan be Isingls or simultaneous!)) connected to a source to tels-s ,,,,, n 
Plctirmv.a. a Cornpukr. 111 am 1.1 the 010M/4110ns !sutli as a librars) with 
*Inch might *oh to transact business Institutional, social. and pss- 
colagica! effects are discioaed IG3i RA A 

71 In? Farquhar, John A. Entertainment and ne%., ten ice,. for 
commune) information utilitiea. Report P•aans y scriemhci Rand 
Corrkaation. Santa Monica. Catom ma 26 p 51) '59 940. HC SI 00. Slf 50 95 

Discusses attract.. e goal, for CIL' entertainment and nens sees ices. end 
addresses the question alt shether the CIL' concept is enough - in itself -
to realize these goals In cases where the framesiork appeals inaulficient, 
possible alterations 

economic. and admin“tratose -ere dis- 
cussed Finelis. potential institutional and bowl impluainsin of the CIU 
missend eniertainmem ser %ices are identified. followed by a Jescriptiona 
the posibie inane GI these sense m in the prototype implementation. (GVRAA) 

73-3111 F :Ask'. Stephen 1 , (iiarruaso, Frederick F , Roskos, Paul 
A . Detester, Dolores L . Lacama, Sat.: more ()linen. Dennis M lE R Squibb L. Sum. Inc , Prueeto,t Sew terse's) Computerised moni-

. Wring of die ins rotor, and distribution of research eheiniesla. Animal of 
Chermi Doromentat,on 131 11. 116-145 11973 August) 911151s, 3 ref. 

Dew-fit:ea a one-time data entn ss stem, coupled with an efficient use of 
the cumputer. • hich pros ides ins coon, Management. disinhuiton, and 
audit reporting, the ah.ht% to root r special queries. and to produce CuS-
iismired reports Results achies ad Iss the system hose been: paperwork has 
hire n drasticall) rest aced. streamlined, or both. cleneal labor has been sig-
noir arts reduced. she preparation of reports to management has been 
antomated, and the Research Chemicals Distribution Center can denote 
moie time and resources to its prime function. the distribution of chemi-
cals for biolugical testing. 

73-32119 Girous, Emile Shipping operations infoemation system. 
Volume I. Executise summary klA-RD-900-73035 Contract 111A-2-
36234 1973 May I. Computer Sciences Corporation. Fills Church, Vir- 
rises 75 p 5115 COM•73-10763. HC 5300. MF S095 Sr. ISA -.I:90/ V. 

Describes an assessment of requirements for a Shipping Operations In-
formation isstem to be developed 'omits bs the Maritime Administration 
and WICCIed U.S. flag ocean carriers. to be desrlopcd progreasisely in 
breadth and depth of capability. the 'anent consists of four major sersices 
-Cargo space documentation, Imermodal distribution coordination, fleet 
resource management, and Maritime industry reporting each responsise 
to a peneular set of maritime community needs. Within each senior 
"modeler computer programs" are to can) out indisidual tasks on call 
*hitt being stored at a central facility in conjunction with the necessary 
data Ides aocessisle on either a common or proprietary basis. A nation-
side communiceions netnork allows Ins local remote terminal access 10 
one s)stem Mitring common usage to S. shipping sumpanies  (6% RAA) 

73-3290 
Emile. Shipping operations information instant. 

Volume 2. Repon MA-R1/4.10.73036. Contract MA-2.3621n, 1973 
Alas I. Computer Sehnert Corporation. Falls Church, Virginia 627 p. 
51 IS C051•73-10766. HC 59 00, MF SO 95 .5re ISA 71 -12a9, 11 

Contents Cargo space document:won. Interniudal distribution coor-
dination. Elect resources management; Maritime industry reporting; 
Standards, Cumprehensised,selopment plait. as 5.  kAA) 

73 .1)91 GrdIrli11. (' ha Oa:, 1 Oro:mile for Ssientil IC Information, 
Philadelphia) I HENITH Vs and the interconsersion of chemical sub-
immune  ssste Ins. jeorroul ( hem,. al Dm 11111011d11011 13131. 72-7411973 ista) 71.1 See IS. 1 3091 • 1 

the need tor the tntcreomennat til chemical substructure syslcnis is discussed and CI1L 5111R A'S. a nen %/nice. designed especialls fist cleat-
ing iniersons ersion prig rants. as introdui. ed. 

11 3292 Hello. Stephen R . Feldmann. Richasd J , I-ales. Henry M . 
5111re. G W .5 %donna) Inomut.s of Health. Hetliestia. Mats Undo A 
cons ematiunal mass spectral search system. 4. the esedution of a *soon  

foe the weir sal ul 111455 spit Oral Hui 'hi• ttttt Pin ii• 
writhirr..8 1.51 1i. r111  1 131147 1  A4giss11 4 if.us. 171!1. 

A proton pc of an interastive, coins is...initial mass spectral search ins• 
tem. des eloped at the \ animal Institutes 'if Health, has hes n tested since 
Septeinficr 1971 and is mist broil: used hs mine than 2I0 svienlnts in the 
U S and Canada the iesponse has led to management of the 5,  stem hems: 111%1 to the %Ls. %re, if...ncti I W.. Centre Aids s massiiii. I. K . (or use 
bs the inlet national Miss spectionitan common's 

75 5293 Kehl, W B ,er ul Center fur Information Satires, final re- 
port, Phase 1111. Iktaikel design and pioim)p., desclopment. I Loomis 
1971 to 30 June I9'2. 1972. Campus Computing Setwork, Library and 
Institute of I ihran Research. Intern sits 14 ealilorma. Los Angeles 60 p 
0 rem El/RS. F04)71 795. Hr 53 29, Sit- SO te3 Sponsnred Office of 
ScienceInt or matron Set klfts %al eoll.111Cle ncv Foundation. Washington 

I his report .users Phew 11131 1 Januar, 1971 In 301111W 1972) 01 the de-
velopment of a campus•hased Center tor Inhumation Sersiccs IC1S) at 
the l'nisersay el California al Los Angeles 11 CLA). Aims ities during 
thus phase included completion of the design cad programming details of 
the software isstern, deselopment of a points pc of the soltwaie ssstem, 
acquisition of selected data bases. des elopment of operational procedures. 
oparalion esperimental current awareness search %islet's woh interim 
animate, seminars for lanais personnel, and the establishment 01 proce-
dures lot the transfer of she operation to the library. Iwo highlights of the 
phase were the outstanding success of the caper menial current awareness 
'ten ice and the establishment of a CIS unit in the librars. (ER IC CL IS) 

73- 3294 IL 14:Mitt. (sal PROBE computer smirch of the ERIC tapes. 
1973 Ma) School 01 Educetion, Indiana Liniscruty. Bloomington 9 p 
1 ref [DRS. ELI•073 050. HCS.3.29, MF 50.63. 

PROBE, a search and retrieval program. uas developed In 1970 al Indi-
ana Unisersits to search the computer tape ban for the two f RIC pub-
buttons Rewart h in hiuterw.n (RIE) and Current hider 10 JoureruLt or FAH (cur) She ERIC tapes were received, cnnverted, and com- 
bined at the Unnersity and implemented on the Wrubel Computing Cen-ter CDC 6600. This brief paper reviews the earls experimental stages of the 
program and documents l he project growth in staff and number of searches 
conducted en response tower requests (ERIC C1.1S) 

73 .3293 landau. Herbert B . Maddock. Jerome T ; Forst, Stank)  I . 
McGeehan. Thomas J Phalen. T hon.'s P. Comprehensive designs for im-
posed paper so ink and information ss stems anociated 551 i the review of 
inseirigalional nest drug applications (IND'is) and new drug applications 
iIND•'si 1-.41 report Al 1.12•2008-4W-TR•1. Contract FDA-72-63 
1973 April IS Auerbach Associates. Inc . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Oh 
p 511$ P11-220 324. N. HC Sin k,11 95. 

Presents Mind and new met h.xls for submission and handling Notices 
of Claimed Insestmational tsemption for a Sev, Drug ONO.) and New 
Drug Applicnnons ( NDS's). Proposal, include chanties in media. organi-
zation formatting and packaging of IND and DA submissions. Problems 
associated with document acquisition. processing, storage, retnesal, and 
issuance of outgoing correspondence were studied, and staff responsibili-
ties were defined end a new approach to document store" recommended 
Two automated data systems are proposed. The Submission Index and In-
humation System 15115) is an automated document retrieval system. It 
provides a broad knowledge base (or the ft% ifttf to ICU conclusions pre-
sented in submissions under resiew Management Information System 
( MIS) is an dUil1M4ICI.1 ,)oem intended to ;amide reports on the progress 
of all documents under resiew. the utilization 01 resources• and historical 
in'-nnation. Operational procedures for both automated systems arc de-
scribed A ss stematic implementation plan and personnel requirements are 
presented Estimated costs and benefits are giscn (G R AA) 

73 --3196 I ao son, Ridge, S Perspectises on the deselopment of a 
consprehensise labor market information 114illeM fur Michigan. Meth. nis tlanp.o. -Shalt ‘I.1 No. 6. 1973 April. N.E L Mahn Institute fir 
Entplosment Research, 200 Smith Wcstnedgc Asentie. Kalamazoo, 
%hi hisan 491107. 79 p. 106 ref. 11 75 FORS 10.076 224; tIC 53 29, Sit 
SU 115 Sponsored 15) Vocational Iducation and (Meer ne%altirnien1 See-
suer. Michigan State Department of Education. Lansing; hlichigun Stale 
Officein Manponef Planning, Lansing. 

Recommends a Coarse of action for the Stale of Michigan to Palms ate 
deselopoig a comprelivthise labor market into' mat ion s) stem as a h.,sis 
for planning educational cutricula and for delis ering other manpower or 
human resource deselopment set siCeS The author got s a broad conceptual 
definition id • comprehensne manpower informatinn iostem. define% 
5tichigan's need for such a system and considers nitric nos. in nliNh un-
met needs could he remits ed Essential data elements are described in terms 
of she needs la the system's users indnIL11141s seeking stork,stout and local 
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Gc/se ROAM MDUCATE111 WAS (Osellermall 

nom book time 111•1•rese• llama:las sad tioadtag moms meat be 
extended becautee at preeent May tidy offer lea d the plasm required 

Also discussed are nee methods and ischeaques in librerf sad 
information services and a mailable orpoisational scheme wealth 

would provide college and unir•rsitv Itbr.ries with better &dance 

and assistance tJ 

G*- UN IVILMISITTt NUL11.12S 
73/31A4 

GdDi-UK 
University libraries Norman Roberts Libr. Asa. 

Roc , 15 (111 

Nov 73, 216-121.9 refs 
The Mb article in a aerobe tee* also 70,1700, 7i/79,11,134a, 

71 2269, 72, 723, 13.'166S, 73 'IMO ail-crIF14111). Basted assaaty m 
annual reports Discusses the relationship of a univerlait7 with its 

library and the current problems of coats with rdersec• to Surrey 
Optometry; forma of improved service at Bradford and Reading 
Univ•rstues. and automated systems at Reading, birminglImm and 

Bradford I:Noontime" (N J.1 

041)663-Scutum 
111/20116 

Universiteitantbliotheauen In het brandpun•
t (Ustversity libraries 

in Me locus of attention I J Boller/ 11991.10 416_, (3) 

S/1- 14 1 table 34 refs 
Discusses the role of the univeretto library 

under Ma following 

headIngs Situation in Belgian univ•relly libraries; AIM, task gad 
novenas of the mourn university library. Policy. (alistratt suoplied 

t.v •othor) 

Ld131141-Mesteren Australia. Weer-shy cel Mestere 

Aestralla 
73/11666 

t ior•ry development 
at the UnlversIty of Western Australis. 

tabl• 
Barbara hale. ihuatt 13 ( I) Aug 73. 147- 251 1 I  

refs 
Saver/II the developmed of library service M WA University 

omm rite on 
the effects of Isolation from the rest of Australia, the 

otlficonies in recruiting qualified staff until the eittablishatent of • 

library school in WA; coordination of the university's llbre
-r1
amend ed 

resources, automation; and the future. (Original &Detract-  

GdibitAaJie-Reeeercb users Willmar, 
 of la-Ubrary 

use of materials. 
71/16117 

lie non - 
 circulating academic research library a par.ftlgtu for 

change Richard L Press Llbr .1 , 911 011 I Oct 73, 2521-1133. 

2 illus. 
Defines All academic research library as a library of record 

which has removed its other responsibies such as providing re-

creational reading or being • textbook melutrige to another 
location 

Puts forward a case for 
ins

u
re

returnng to the earlier practice of hoo- 

t Ir.:Walton of materials to u the moot juot and efficient use of 

these libraries (N J ) 

G01 HS 11136761- Medic id Illwaries. Makerere (Uganda). 73/ Mae 
Albert Cook Library  

Introducing Uganda libraries Albert Cook Library (the Malt•re re 

Medical School Library)- V Nadanasabepathy U Libraie, 

1 ! Sept 73, 17-20. 
This Is a sub-library of die hIsierere Unive

mrsity s ac 

Libraer7
ohm 

and 

serves
the medical school all the univereitY • ?ilitia 

extended to all medical personnel Kampala and a postal member-
ship is served. Notes are even on stall (15 members); stock tcollec

-

titan 
of 45,000 'AM 1,000 periodical titles); services, classification 

(Barnard *chime); and catalogue*. The library office litEDLA-R15 

searches (undertaken by Its US National Library of Medicine), 

compiles short bibliographies from Isom own resources sod publishes 

.h• comprehensive last African Medical 
J 

0111343116AI-Teacher cones* libraries. North Ilk1no- 73/3193 
Merriphalis (West Germasy). &arrays 

Matertallso aum B1bliotheliewetten der Padagoglschen Hoch-
schulea dm Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen. (Data on librarianship at 

miticational colleges in North ftbins-Westphella.1 Hans Limburg. 

Mitteilurs
bir (V erband der Bibliutheiten dee Loodes Nordrhein- 

Waira 
11111.WYrni :1111711TaTiiiCrr•Tii-." 

--IgETnary of the results of a 
questionoalre to various colleges 

with the object of assembling data un library mutters. Inf buoiastoc 
ormati k on in 

tabular form is promoted on the following toptcs staff, 
, 

periodical subscriptions, financial resources, space allocation. library 
uesge,cataluawng and classification methods and inter-library Twos 

In the Ruhr, Rhineland and Westphalia' Hypo Metro. ts i P A t 

1!/e-SPECIAL LIBRARIES 

)tb41Y1)--Conferear es. USA. Special Libraries 
Asso- 

73/2693 
ciation. Amami Caelersace yrs)  

SLA 1973 wide angle view of the lel,'Crt) ilaUFC Art ['tomtit 

Wilson Libr. Bull., 46 11) Sept /3,12-75. $ tilos 
tirestitTIFiWehighlignts and a personal view of the 1073 SLA 

Catftirtinc•, Pittsburgh. Although this bustness-like organisation sel-
dom concerns Itself with *octal lieges, a resolution was passed sup-
porting a free press. The programme featured a broad range of •ub-
jects relevimt to special librarianship. but it ls felt that the Jepth to 
witch they were covered was often disappointing SLA's strength is 
to (looted In the number of delegates attending (2,070 out of 7,615 
membership), the Increase of membership by 9. 2',„ 2 new divialons. 

sad a balanced budget. ) 
73/2494 

MIMS- West Germasy 
Zur Silosttoomverbeisa•rung der Speztaibibliothetien 10n the 

improvement of the position of special libraries Bernhard Lichen' 

dirt. DPW, 21 Orel Sept 73.202 203. 
tiointigeneral points for discussion of the present position of the 

special library are raised. The professional isolation of the 'off 
lal 

lihrartan might be overcool* by the establishment of regional offtrea 
for the orpnleation of apecial libraries. Such officer would cnc ts

•rn 

themselves with library organisation_ training of library ossista 

publications arid documentation_
Special attention would have to be 

paid to the problems of small private firm libraries which would 

greatly benefit from cooperation. (W. A.) 
73/26'35 

SINO641-Mestera Australia 
Western Australian special libraries Natalie Sugden l t J 

Larson. Aust. Libr. J.., 22 t7l Ouo /.1-256. 3 1 I us . 2 refs 

Spemiarlitiiaries In WA have developed at a faster rate to the last 

decade than at any other time largely as a result of changing techno
-

logy and availability of qualified staff. Though small collections ate 
basically adequate. New developments tr. response to changing condi-

tirnm 
ons ar 

geographicalProblems  Is Oginal abstract) 

libraries are to fu 
Wroclaw Univ., 

 airy Library IS an *simple information provision 

and reseal ch a-• particularly important Ther• le an urger( need to 
reform the ovation of training library rnaAagement and the promotion 

system for librarians. (Original abstraci-•mencied. Astir)) 

01/1-VOCAT1OKAL SallOOL LIBBARIESI 

CA.111161-Teacher college libraries. Strimmil College, 
'13/1291 

Ballast 
Straw:flints College Library F J reser

,/ An I. eAbhailann. Th. 

Irish Librar .3 13) Sept 73,114 - ill 
co egg m pert of the Ins lute of Educati o of Queen's Uni

- 

versity, Belfast tt offers a 3-year BEd course. a 1-!Tear post
-

graduate course and various in-servIc• courses for teachers. The 

library' stock of 60, 000 is divided Into 3 sections the main Library 
collec-

tion covering major academic subjects, Teaching Practice  
koming a collection of chtldreo's books and school textbook', and a 

large collection of non-boutt material IN. I 

BMW/ Learned, society and Methyl* libraries. 

Delgarias Acerisany of atimices 
73/2061 

Die Lntwicklung der mettodischen Arbett Im hibliotheloaneta der 
Bulgarischen Akadernie der Wiestinschaften. (The development of 

methodologiCal work in the library network of the Bulgarian Academy 

of Se 

GI- TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY LIIRARIZI 

worm . I Natality Ateksandrovic Laskeee Zentbl. Biblical., 67 Ill) 

Sept 13.530-535 1 ref 

G13343111-  Poland 

711/26111 The central library of the Bulgarian, edemy of Science* acts 

1 potraebie 1 tOerunliach reform! bildlotek ucaelni techaiczych. 
as the methodological centre for more lb 0 librarise belonging to 

(On the need for reforms and trends in technical univistalry librartes.1 

the Academy. Centralised methods are app sd to acquisition, catalo-

Cseslaw Baalbek*. Alit. Probl. Inf. Datum. 16 (1) 1973, 6-16. --_ --• 

going, bibliography and Information work. Control le exercised by 

I illus. 1 table. 

means of 
visite to individual libraries, the analysis of annual reports 

There is a need for 
fundamental reforms if teclielcal university 

and plans, a consultancy service, seminars. specially written tnt
- 

The problem is discussed Wiling the 
boots and guidelines and Me compilation of a central directory of 

It won is maintained with acade- 

Glo-COLLIG1 LIBRARIES 

LIctlX1761- Technical college libraries. Uganda 

welmical College 
12/3410 

T 
Introducing Ugandan libraries' Upside Technical College Library. 

H M Kitdrige lltandart Libraries, l (2) Mar 73, 111-17. 
A brief demriptton of --4-5-iary's scrommodatioei, staff Mock 

,  

and services (r. K. ) 

library resources In abdltlon 

tries on other disciplines, notably mettle ,
e and agriculture IC. P. A.) 

flt/flyb fNffrfTUTIONAL LIBRARIES. SERVICES TO TEE 
PHYSICALLY 19DLATI7) AND RAM 19t)PPIED 

Huir94 Wayne! libraries. Martin L 
Jr. 

General hospital. Los Angela' 
73/3697 

Martin Luther King. Jr. General Hoot 
loftily involve- 

ment. M. Moss Humphrey. Bull. Oiled. Libr2.4_,•. gt t3) July 73, 324- 

The Martin Luther King. Jr. General Haspital and Its mainly 32'f. 

black Community are very closely linked, and the medical staff 
are 

oelentated towards this outlook. The hospital library. In addition to 
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COLOMBIA 
bee subdivision under: 

Government publications 
Research materials—Special subjects 

COLSON, John C. 
Agony of outreach: some reconsiderations 

based on the High Jol.n project. Lib 3 14: 
2317-2U 0 1 '73 

COLUMBIA university. College of physicians 
and surgeons. Library 

Columbia. appoints Jones as medical li-
brarian. Med Lib „1.s.tri Bull 6.:3.;J 31 '73 

COLUMBIA university. Libraries 
Crystal, B. R. If the good Lord and my cred-

itors spare me: the Epsteen collection on 
the history pf photography. 1l Columbia 
Lito Columns 12:24-36 Nly 73 

COLUMBIA university. School of library service 
Thomas, A II New York library schools' a 

British viewpoint. Int Lib R 6:335-9 31 '73 
COMICS 

Shearer. D. H. R. How Is your access? earn-
1 c4 as an intellectual resource. Cornell Univ 
LID Bull no 176:5-11 Ap '72 

West. C Head coons. bibliog Synergy no37: 
10-14 Summer '74 

CO 11.141
,
11.SION an obscenity and pornography. 
Lasted States. Cortuniseloo on obscenity 

and pornography 
COMMONWEALTH library association 

About 
Bryan. H. COMLA: nostalgia or new look? 

Australian Lib 3 12.117-14 Ap '73 
Harrison. K. C. Commonwealth library as-

auc.iatlon. 1FLA News no43.21 Mr 73 
Harrison. K. C. Commonwealth library as-

sociation. hit Lib It 5:263-7 31 '73 

COMMUNICATION 
Disch, R. ed. Future of literacy. Prentice- 

Hall '73 1179 bibliog 
Italphs. F. L. Conununication: the presiden-

tial address at the annual conference of the 
School library association on 29th Decem-
ber 1973. Sch Libn 21:101-3 Je '73 

Vesienos. L. 0. Library and information as-
sociations In the International arena. (In 
American society for information science. 
Conference, 1Hi. Washington. D C. Pro-
ceedings, v9: A world of information. -ISIS, 
1140 Connecticut Ave, N.W., Suite 8o4, 
Washington. D.C. '73 p711-SM 

bed also 
has.. media 

COMMUNICATION of scientific and technical 
inf wm•tion 

Foam...an, R. On the role of e'w".-•Ivity In 
•stublishing. using. operating and evaluat-
ing information retrieval systems. Int Stor 
itetr 9 - 351-72 31'73 

tionod. P. and Beverly, J. Constraints on the 
international flow of information it Latin 
America IIn American society for intor-
mation pclence. Conference. 1972, Washing-
ton. D.C. Proceedings. V 3 : A world of in- 
formaUon. 1140 Connecticut Ave. 
N.W. Suite iot, Washington. D.C. '73 
p319-3S) 

Robertson, A. Information flow and Industrial 
innovation with discussion). bibliog Asllb 
Proc 25:130-9 Ap '73 

gee also 
Information services. Scientific and technical 
SeiecUve dissemination of information 

COMMUNITY and the library. See Libretti.-
COITLaIU nity relations 

COMMIJNI rV college libraries 

Administration 
.patovych. Z. B. Dlanagement by objec-
tives: a learning resources centre introduces 
a olisl:1014 srstcin tOolve managerial 
problems. Canal Lrb J 30:

s
223-2 My '73 

Architecture and building 
See Architecture aril bulk:Ina—Cu imuni-

ty college libraries 

Statistics 
Statistics of Washington state community 

college libraries for the 1171-73 school year. 
Llb News Doll 33:4o1-17 0 '72 

Alberta 
North. J. Towards decentrallattinn: the 

learning resource certre of Mount Royal 
college. II plan C'snad LIti 3 39.27r-12 My '73 

New Jersey 
Sheoarovich, Z. B. Management by °Meet-

Ives: a learning resources centre introduces 
a business system to solve managerial Prob-
lems, Canal Llb .7 30:222-7 2,1y '73 
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coLL cat and university librarlee—Coetineed 

Ten  
See also 

Tennessee. State university, Memphis. Li- 
braries 

Texas 
Parker, E. D. and Dumont. C. M. Sharing 

micailenAc library resource.. south Texas 
style. Texas Lib 41:30-6 Air 13 

See oleo 
Corpus enristl. Unhersl'y of. Libraries 
Texas. University. Austin. Libraries 
Traai tech univursity. 1.11iraeles 
Trinity uril. ersity. Libraries 

Utah 
See also 

Utah. University, Salt Lake City. Librasits 

Virginia 
•• also 

Virginia. University, Charlottesville. Li- 
braries 

W•shingten, D.C. 
Union Bit of serials. 2it ad Washington. D C.. 

Consortium of universities of the Wash-
1 iigum metropolitan urea '70 unp (distr. 
by Catholic only. of Am. Omani 

Wisconsin 
Academic iihntries—slinectory. (In Wisconsin. 

lispiitrtment of public tristruction, Division 
for library serv ices. Public. acadAmlo and 
special library siervioe record. 1972. The 
division '73 piti-5411 

Academic libraries, 1971/72 letatlatical. I In 
Wisconsin. Department of public instruc-
tion. Division for library min ices. Public. 
academia and aerial library sertice rec-
ord. 1)12 The division 71 p43-51 

,vois also 
Wisconsin. University, Parkside. Libraries 

COLLEY, Heather 
Teac hers collect. wails for Gotiot. Autitna-

Ilan Aced and Iles Lib 4.15-20 Mr '73 
COLLIER, Robert Gordon 

Organization and processing of foreign mate-
rials in American libraries. I:n Institute on 
the acquisition of foreign niaterials, 1971, 
i'niversity of Wisconsin. Acquialtion of 
forelm materials for U.S. libraries. scare-
...wow '73 p262-7) 

• COLLIER'S encyclopedia. with biblioelaphe 
and lodes. Crowell-Collier educ. corp. IL 
24v U maps 

—Review. liklist 69:313-14+ Je 1 '73 
COLLISON. Robert Lewis Wright 

Indexes and Indexing; guide to the index-
ing rt books, end collections of books, 
periodicals, music. recordin KS, films. and 
other materiel, with a reference section 
end suggestions for furtner readmit. 4th ed 
Henn; De Crag '_72 232p bibliog 

- Iteview by H. Hoc. Int Stor Heir 1:349 
Je "13 

dory of street literature; forerunner of the 
Popular IIpress. ABC-CLIO; Dent '73 littp 
hinnos  

—Review. Ilkilet 43•913 Je 1 '73 
COLMAN, Gould P. 

Communications from members. Ara Archivist 
36:4113-6 31'13 

Other We of planning. Cornell Univ Lib 
Bull no 171 5.6 3Ir 72 

Milk taking as au economic indicator. Coro,  
nen 1 My Lih hull no 111*1)-21 Ja 73 

COLMORGEN, Liebe 
Internationulea symposium Mr kinder- und 

juip-miiiteratur 1971 in Frankfurt (Inter-
national cymposlum for chili.tren's and 
youth literature. Prankfurt, 1971i. Ruch und 
Tiltiliothek 23.1141-2 N-D 

COLOGNE. Bibliothekar-lehrinstitut des leads* 
Nordthein.Westfaten 

Reinke._ E Al. Svaternforsehung und arts - 
yse; fortbildungsseminar des BLI Kato 4.-
10. 1971 (Systems research and analyg 
continuing education seminar Of the - 
bran school. Clam-tie, October 4.9, 19 1 
ruck mid 2S:1133-7 N-P  '71 

Sci nrschnii It. M. Berof un'l aushilrhing: urn-
(race Inn ereton semester fill ton lehrtnatitot 
In Kiln IPriocssioti and Oucetion: Inquiry 
in the first semester at the illwan-  'chino( 
in Colt:wine) iluch und Bibitothek 23.6164 
.II- A¢ '11 

--Comment he if Duch und Milo-- 
the'. 23:946 (1 '11 

COLOGNE. Universitsts- und stadtblbllothek 
hair!, A K. Bitiliolheitabenutsung durch etas- 

sto•'-titen: ether quail- 
t.itiven murrain. to ter Wirt:whittle- and 
,o.delwi.i.en.eiriftlichrin fa:stilt/it der Uni-
veriOtit zit K...o it.itorery bit, by foreign 
stu.'ents: noinit4 of a qualitative question-
n'ilre in tbo Bi-ourivile and rocial science 
fa- Iry In the l'or.oroty of Cllorreel. Ver-
band lhbl I.'n.lea Nord/Leta-Westfalen Mitt 
21:190.7 IL 

1'7 ,  
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73.12 Organization of Information and Library Activities 73.12.338 

Mowbray, T. M. eN Z 1.ihr s, 1973, 36, No 2. 18-

54 (In Foglish) 

Describes a project of the building of the National 
Library of New Zealand, location of sections and lay- 
out of separate storeys. S. Yu. 

ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY ACTIVITIES 

Editor D. M. Siinanovskaya 

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION 

UDC 002 
73 12.332. Information and documentation: their role 

in the future.— Schwarz, Stephan. Information och 
dokumentation — perspectiv pa framtida roller. aTidskr. 
dok.., 1973, 19, No. 2, 46-47. (In Swedish). 

The notion -if information activity is presented and 
its role in present-day information systems in the field 
of .scienoe and technology, production, and mamagement 
is explained. G. A. 

UDC 002 
73 1.2 333 An information system for official statis- 

tics. 1— P r oph y, H u g h. InformatnY system pre iti-
tnu itatiatocu. I. alnform systemys, 1972, 1, 21-28. 
(In Slovak; English and Russian summaries). 

The planning and control of the resources of a nation 
de—and art information system built around a computer. 
This paper is an attempt to defilic the relationship bet-
ween political Theory, government decision-making, eco-
nomic forecasting and the official information systems. 
9 ref,. [For Part II see einformaticss, 73.12.334]. 

Summary, modified 
UDC 002 6 
73 12.334. An information system for official statis- 

tics Part ll — Br oph y, H u g h. InformaEroi system 
pre 3t.itnu Matistiku. IL alnform. systemya, 1972, 3, 
lq--30 (In Slovak; English and Russian summaries). 

Some tentative proposals for solving the problems in-
“ilved in creating official information systems are con-
sidered, together with various aspects of standardization 
and generalization of programming systems and online 
systems, and development of r.ew organizational structu-
res. 10 refs. (For Part I see alnfooneticsa, 73.1/.3331. 

Summary, modified 
UDC 027.7 
73.12.335. Comparative study of academic library 

activities.— Gabor, Frantitek. Porovnivacie studio 
u iLei vyaukoilkolaki‘h iKnitn. rb.a. 1971.281- 
286. (In Slovak). 

A collection of papers (4.1niversity and Reseavh Lib-
rary Studieas. W. L. Saunders, Editor. Oxford. Perga-
mon Press. 1968) devoted to a comparative study of lib-
rarianship is reviewed. The book can be of help in im-
proving library activity loath at a national and interna-
tional level. The academic library development is analy• 
sed (primarily in Australia, Britain, USA. and European 
CMEA countries). In Australia libraries established in 
the post-war period (since 1946) have been developing 
actively. This country with its relatively small population 
is especially interested in a selective acquisition of for-
eign literature. As for Britain, its library policy changed 
in the 1920a. In the USA a network of training centres 
using audiovisual facilities ha: widened. A systematic 
roiture of data cai lihrar,es in Hungary, GDR, Bulgaria, 
Poland, Rumania, USSR, and Czechoslovakia is noted. 

V Sslchinsky 
UDC 02 
Tl*."336 Implementing the new system: conversion, 

training and scheduling.— Griffin, Hillis L s..ittr. 
Trends., 1973, 2/, No 4, 5F,5-574. (In English). 

The paper considers various problems invoked in li-
brary automation. training and scheduling, including the 
possibilities of the hardware used in library automation. 
peripherals, optical readers, terminals and memories of 
various types, printers, and teletypes. Specific recommen-
dations a.: given on preparing materials for punching 
and conversion of marual card files into machine 
readable format usin, library staff assistance. V. K. 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

AND ESTABLISHMENTS 

UDC 002 
73.12337. The International Information System for 

Science and Technolviy — T h i e r r y, Jasef. Miedzy• 
narodowy system informacji nakowej I technicenejeWek-
tory*. 1973, No. 7, 6-8 (In Polish). 

The CMEA Irternational Information System, whictr 
is being developed ' the International Centre for Scien- 
tific ard Technical information (Moscow), comprises 
international subsystems covering corresponding speciali-
sed subsystems in particular states, and is based on 
cooperation among national information systems. A mo-
dular structure offers a way for a etetowise construction 
of tt.,  system. Presently the Centre is conducting rese-
arch oith the aim of devising a number of international 
discipline-oriented and special information systems, par-
ticularly in the field of chemistry, civil engineering. 
electrical engineering, etc The information system for 
reports on RAD and D&D projecOs and dissertations 
o Otter in the CMEA countries, which is operational 
since the beginning of 1973, is one of them. Information 
language and hardware compatibility is the most diffi• 
cult problem for national systems within a world system 
The analysis of aims and trends of the Centre's activity 
has revealed that the international information system 
whose creation is now under ,t ay may be in future 
incorporated in the UNISIST as its subsystem. By this 
time steps have been taken both toward establishing a 
service responsible for registering information ageocies 
and for drafting a project of an international service for 
registering:: periodicals published in the CMEA countries, 
which is to be available since January 1974 Much effort 
ha, been spent in the field of information personnel trai- 
ning A Yurko 

UDC 061.3:002(4:103) 
73.12.338. The conference of representatives of the 

central information institutions of the academies of 
sciences of 0.e socialist countries on scientific informati-
on in social sciences.— Cahrunovi, Anna. Porada 
predstavitelov ustredrqch informaenYch pracovisk aka-
demii vied socialistick5ch krajin, More sa zaoberaja ve• 
deckyrni infornolciami s oblasti spoleiZenskY, ch vied, Ber-
lin, 16.11.-19.11 1971 alnform. bull. SAV., 1971, 2. 
No. 2, 5-11. (In Slovak). 

The paper describes the efforts of the CMEA countries 
towards promoting information in the field of social 
sciences, as discussed at the Conference field in Berlin 
in November 1971. The Conference also debated the GDR 
Project for Furthering Many-lateral Cooperation among 
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-  Sample page 

73.12.145 inr ma lion 

the information which ie subject to processing rather 
then .1, (mantas. :vid this is believed to he the icason 
t, e no praeticel integrated computer-based IR system 

a de% eloped MI fa i . The organisational framework 
atitienated Ill sy .terns new under die, elopment has 

-- as yet unfavourable effect on their per- 
fee. e.e The folloe. eig riejor causes of CI • dilliculties 
el ,::mined. ( I) signiiiearit discrepancies between iu• 
inrneation request and objective information needs; 
vet inevitable change% iii information needs with a gro- 
ta ing ae areness of new sources of information, (3) the 
disc emeecy in the information needs of active workers 
in the field, on the one hand, and the content of classi- 
licatiun schemes, thesauri and similar tools used in 
information storage and searching. on the other, since the- 
se heals depend on a level of knowledge necessarily lag-
ging behind of theo-  further development; (4) contradic-
tion, between the branch-oriented (specialised) organi- 
sational patterns of research and industry, on the one 
hand, and the autonomous, interdisciplinary nature of a 
considerable portion cif the essentially new information, 
on the other hand; and (5) distinctions between the ne-
ed for generalised information and the need for indivi- 
dual facts. Various kinds of information are described 
in relation to their purpose (for management, execution. 
and optimization) as well as different levels of infor- 
mation presentation. 8 refs A. Blek 

UDC 002 513.5 
73 12 145. A volume tram an international conference 

nil m..chanisation of information work.— Kafika, Vla-
dimir. Sbornik z mezinaredni konference o mechaniza- 
ci informatni airmosti. eBiibliogr. zbe., 1971, 207-211. 
1ln Czech). 

Prateopress publishers in Prague (CSSR) issued a vo- 
lume, elnformation systems., which is composed mainly 
of the papers presented at the International Conference 
on Mechanisation of lafortnation Storage, Retrieval and 
Dissemination (Rome. 1967) which was sponsored by 
l'ID and IFIP. The volume consists of three parts. The 
first part contains full translations of ten of the conic- 
renc.- papers which the compilers feel are the most in-
teresting ones. The second part consists cf the abstracts 
of the 30 remaining papers. The third, supplementary, 
part includes material which describes the ARDIS and 
INDORES 4 computer-based systems which have been 
developed in the CSSR. 0. Globachev 

UDC 002 513.5 
73.12.146. Relationships beiwern indexing and retri- 

eval.— Sc hr ei be r, Herbert. Reeiehungen zwischen 
Indexieren and Recherchieren. Informatil., 1973, 20, 
No. 3, 30-32. (In German). 

A mathematical model for document indexing and sub- 
sequent retrieval is presented which is characterised by 
a set of attributes some of which are given priority. It 
is concluded that search perforreauce, which is gaugued 
by the relevance of the documents selected from the in- 
formation file according to e given match criterion, 
depends both on indexing accuracy and the number of 
index nurnhers assigned to each document. The functi- 
on expressing this reletionship is described. A. B. 

UDC 002.513.5 
73 12.1.17. Studies to compare retrieval using titles 

with that wing ind,,x terms. SDI from *Nuclear Science 
0); v e, r .1. E.: Datta, S. 

.41 Doe e, 1973. 2!:. No. 2, 10.-191 (In English). 
An esa.rimental study conducted in an SDI service in 

riudeer Abstracts tapes is described. The aim of the ex-
periment was to compare the efficiency of searching 
using Euratom Thesaurus deAcriptore with that using 
title keywords The exporimental findings are presented. 
6 refs. O. V. 

Retrieval 1973 

UDC 002.513.5 
73,12148. The influence of data banks an process or- 

gattisatimi.—m u It I e m a n n. A. Der Einfluli von D:i-
tenbanken auf die Prozellorganisation. e Z. Organkee 
1973, 42, Ntoe 4, 199-200. 202--206. 208 (In German). 

It is noted that led by the desire to develop integrated 
IR systems some companies began to establish data 
hanks, and that the if gh cost and labour alert involved 
in individually developing data bank software !we prom-
pted computer manufacturers to offer increasingly ready-
made machine languages and program packages. This 
has resulted in creating technological premises for the 
implementation of integrated IR systems, which requires 
a thorough-going examination of the appropriate organi-
sational conditions. The notion of eproduction process* 
is explained, its principal levels and aspects are exami-
ned in terms of systems theory. It is pointed out that 
before third-generalitm computers were introduced, the 
tasks most frequently handled by computers were those 
involving a fairly straightforward processing of the 
bulk of homogeneous data for isolated operations. The 
trend towards integrated systems design is described: 
integrated systems are distinguisheu by one-time input 
of vimary data into their data banks with subsequent 
multiple-purpose data handling. Common traits characte-
rising data bank system as a major step in MIS design 
are depicted. The implementation of those systems calls 
in most cases for a revision of the existing organisation 
of production processes. Various sub-systems of both ma-
nagemeill sy steins and production systems are examined. 
as well as ineir interaction, e. g. as a result of centrali-
sed information accumulation. on-lint processing, man-
mechiee dialogue facility, uniform information proces-
sing cycle, etc. Information flows Letween computing 
centres, specialised (production) divisions and individual 
specialists are characterised. 16 refs. A. Blek 

UDC 002.513 5 
73.12.149. Experiments in multilingual information 

retrieval.— Salto n, G. chat. Process. Letts, 1973, 2, 
No. 1, 6-11. (In English). 

Earlier experiments comparing the retrieval perfor-
mance of multi-lingual thesauri showed approximately 
the same search results sy ith document collections in dif-
ferent natural languages. The files were different, tho-
ugh. so that there was practically no direct comparison 
between the semantic systems incorporated in the mutli-
lingual thesauri. Therefore, a search experiment was 
conducted on the SMART IR system with the aim of 
directly comparing the performance parameters of mul-
ti-lingual thesauri. The experiment used an identical set 
of 52 document abstracts in the area of documentation in 
both French and English, and 16 user queries, also in 
French and English. Searches were made on the basis of 
new modified versions of the au!ornatic term weighting 
algorithm used in the SMART system. The experimen- 
tal results reinforced the conclusions derived from ear-
lier experiments: document collections available for a 
given subject area in several natural languages can be 
processed fully automatically to produce • Jut:Menne:4 
identical retrieval perfOrmances. Alan, the possibility of 
developing equivalent (in terms of retrieval) linguistic 
systems for both languages was corroborated. 4 refs. 

V. Morozov 
UDC 002.513 5 
73.12.150 The integrwed subject file. I. Date 

chi.racteristie— Zipperer, \V. C: Stearns. R E. 
J r.; P a r k, M. K. ,J. 'Chem Dec.e.. 1973, 13, No. 2. 
92 -93. (In English). 

Characteristics of Volume 71 of Integrated Subject 
File (ISF), the computer-readat.le data base correspon-
ding to the Chemical Abstracts Sutject and Formula In-
dexes, are reported. Minimum. maximum, and average 
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"Variety" is also the keyword when looking at the styles of bibliographic 
description used in the six services in our ow.i field. 

The following indication of the differences attempts to summarise the manner 
in which entries for periodical artiles are made. Important points are that the 
order of tLie elements in the entries slims variations nnd two services - BS and ICI -
do not note the full date of issue. 

Biblio-raphic Descriptions for 

Periodicals 

BS. Author; Designation of author (place of work); Title of article in original 
language (but not Cyrillic or Japanese, i.e., there is no transliterated title); 
Translated title In French, but not for English language titles; Title of periodical 
including country of origin; Date (Year only); Volume number; Fart number; Pagina-
tion; Bibliography. 

CCA. Title of article - always given in English, foreign language titles are not 
given; Author; Designation of author; Title of periodical, including country of 
origin; Volume number; Part number; Pagination; Date, including month; Indication of 
language if other than English; References given at the end of the abstract. 

ISA. Author; Designation of author; Title of article in original language, including 
transliteration of Cyrillic; Translated title in English; Indication of language if 
other than English; Title of periodical; Volume number; Part number; Pagination; 
Date, including month; Illusurations; References; Number of tables; Indication of 
support for research work. If known, indication of where and at 'hat price Erglish 
translation may be obtained. 

LISA. Title of article in original language, including transliteration of Cyrillic; 
Translated title in English; Author (but no designation giv.n:; Title of periodical; 
Volume number; Part number; Date, including month; Pagination; Illustrations; Tables; 
References. 

LL. Author (but no designation given); Title of article in original language; 
Translated title in English; Title of periodical; Volume number; (Part number not 
given); Pagination; Date, including month; (No indication of illustrations, 
references, etc). 

RZI. (English language version). Title of article in English; Author (but no 
designation given); Title in original language (but Russian titles not transliterated); 
Title of periodical; Date (Year only); Volume number; Part number; Pagination; (No 
indication of illustrations, references, etc.); Indication of language. 

It is noteworthy that three of the services commences the citation with the 

author and tireee wi h the title. 

Reference 

1. Collison, a. Abstracts and abstracting services. Santa Barbara, California, 
ABC-Clio Press, 19'71, pp. 18-25 
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COVERAGE ri.  ARCHIVES BY TEE 

SERVICES 

In bankground paper to the 1972 Jnesco Symposium, Coblans makes the 
following points concerning the coverage of archives in the serv2ces:- 

"Bibliographical control here is understandably rather limited 
and mainly national. Of.the 20 odd periodicals in the field 
the numbers covered are: LISA C; ISA 3; RZI 2, and in effect 
they supplement each other. If LIS,, were to extend its scope 
to the extent of doubling the number o; circhives periodicals 
covered it would be fa_rly complete." 1/4 1)  

Coverage of Periodicals in 197) 

Investigation of the acual performances of the services in 1973 shows the 
following situation. 

Title )f 7eriodical Covered by 
---- 

American Archivist ISA LL 

Archivcr ISA 

Archives ISA LL 

Archives et Bibliotheques de Belgique ISA 

Archivmitteilungen RZI 

Bibliotecas y Archivos LISA RZI 

Cadem)s de Biblioteconomia, Arquivisitica 
e Documentaglo BS 

Gazette des Archives ISA 

Journal of tle Society of Archivists ISA 

Sovetskie Archive RZI 

"latal BS CCA ISA LISA LL RZI 

1 0 1 2 11 

Total Number of Archives Periodicals 

Ulrich 's irvernational Periodicals ')irectory lists the following relevant 
tities not mentioned above:- 

ArthiveS Advocate USA 

Archiwista Poland 

,7,A a -Uca. Archive Nacional Revista 

Istrichcski USS4t 
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Italy, Ministero dell'Interno 
Rassegna degli Arohivi di Stato 

Leveltari Kozlemenyek Hungary 

Revista Archivelor Rumania 

Undoubtedly, many local and national publications could be added to this list if 
further seardhes were carried out. Woodworthls Guide to Current British Journals, 
for example, gives the following additions:- 

Caernarvonahire Record Office Bulletin 

Irish Archives Bulletin 

Dispersal of Material 

Av,ticles of interest to the archivist also appear in more general periodicals. 
This scatter is demonstrated clearly by an examination of LL's entries under 
'Archives' in 1973. Relevant material was found by LL in the following titles:- 

American Archivist 
Archives 
Bibliography, Documentation, Terminology 
Cornell University Library Bulletin 
Dartmouth College Library Bulletin 
Film Library Quarterly 
Fontes Artis Musicae 
Georgia Librarian 
Harvard Library Bulletin 
IFLA News 
Journal of Library Historj 
Library History 
Library of Congress Information Bulletin 
Magyar K8nyvszemle 
Missouri Library News 
Notes (Music Library Association) 
RQ 
Serif 
SLA News 
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 
Virginia Librarian 

Total Yearly Number of Items 

In 1973, LISA prepared 7 abstracts For archive materials. For its six 
periodical titles, ISA made 19 abstracts. 

Non-journal material must also be included in any yearly estimate. In 1973, 
LL made just over 100 entries under 'Archives' subject headings, including periodical 
articles, books, pamphlets, etc. 
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Future Coverage 

If the tato.? coverage by the services in 1973 is a true representation of the 
amount of material available in the archive field, perhaps one or two  of the abstra-

cting se vics could be persuaded to give the subject more attention. 

The problem of costs should not be ignored. For the services, it is doubtful 
whe ,ler coverage of this field would result in much increase of their subscription 
levels so the extra costs of processInc might have to be absorbed into their exist-

ing financial structures. 

From the crchivist/userls point of -iew, how many would be prepared to pay a 

null subscription to services covering a good deal of irrele,,ant matertal? 

Perhaps the answer a separate survey of user needs in the field of 

archives. 

deference 

1. Coblans, H. 3ackground paper, Symposium of Editors of Documentation, 
Library and Archives Journals, Paris, Unesco House, 16-18 lay 1972 
(COM-72/CONF. 11/3), p. 12. 
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The summaries are intended to highlight the main points. It is honed that 
they provide a fairly quick, readable guide to the work carried out in the study, 
but in order to simplify the difficult areas many supporting statements have been 
omitted. ileference sh)uld be made to the main chapters for fuller discussions. 

1. Background to the 3urvez 

A revi(W of the literature concerning secondary services in the field of 
library and information science is given. 'he following problems are raised by the 
previous surveys: (1) prominence is given to "information science", "informatics", 
and "documentation" rather than to "library scierce" ; (2 varying lists of core 
journals have been generated; and ()) gaps in covering the primary literature and 
the amount, of durlication between the services remain virtually unknown. 

2. Profiles  )f the Services Investigated 

Summaries are given of the main points of general interest concerning six 
international secondary services in the fis7d: Bulletin Signal4tictile - Section 11, 
Science de llinformation Documentation (BS); Computer and Contr 1 Abstracts, 
Chapter 8.5 (CCA); Information Science Abstracts (ISA); Library & Information 
Science Abstracts (LISA); Library  Literature (a); and Referativnyi Zhurnal: Section 
59 - Informatics (RZI). 

3. Organisation of the Present IAA/ 

Outlines the methodology adopted for the investigation. It was decided to 
concentrate on the 1975 issues of all the services. Each citation was examined for 
that year. Statistics were broken down into: (1) ent.'ies for periodicals; and (2) 
entries for non-periodical material. The dates of the periodicals covered were 
recorded and notes made on the titles of books and conference proceedings. 

4. Some Basic Statistics 

This chapter contatns statistics concerning the performances of the services 

in 1973 in the form of diagrams and tables, together with cimmentaries on the 
results obtained. The main figu es are:- 

'total Abstracts or Abstracts or --- 
i.umber of Abstracts Entries for Entries for  

or Entries Periodical Articles Non-Periodical 
Material 

BS 3245 2124 1121 

CCA 1337 1068 269 

ISA i721 1537 2184 

LISA 287.5 2512 361 

LL 1 AC.1 5317 2488 

includes 2596 entries for citations with one page 1111::, 

-al 4524 5266 1258 
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The services covered the followlng number of periodical titles:- 

No....pf Periodical 
Titles 

BS 32j 

CCA 177 

ISA 247 

LISA 21.fl 

LL 221 

531*  

Note. Coatains an estimate of 4c titles 

These figures were derived from the stixt' cf actual citations. For LISA and &I 
they are rather lower than the estimates made in some previous investigations based 
on tae lists of periodicals published by tne services. The main languages covered 
by the services are also enumerated. English is by far the most im-ortant language 
in our field. 

5. Sub ect Arrangements of the Services 

":'he subject, categories employed for the main sequences of the abstracting 
services are discussed and the number of abstracts entered in each category during 

197) noted. lists of subject categories reflect the intertwining of library 
science and informatio.1 science. RZI is shown to c--ry many entries for documentary 
reproduction equipment and automatic/scientific t- anslation. This may explain why 
the Hussian publication is such a large service in comparison with the other abstrac-
ting services. The different philosophies of subject arrangement - broad categories 
in CCA and ISA, rather closer sub-division in BS and HZI, faceted classification in 
LISA and specific subject headings in LL - are a barrier to users. If agreements 
on the exchange of material could be made it would be advantageous to utilise a 
switching language to signal -t.1.,; subject of a document. In this connection, 
descriptions are given by Verina Horsnell of work carried out a team at the 

Polytechnic of North London School of Librarianship on an Intermediate Lexicon for 
Information Science. 

6. Coverage of_Pericdical Articles tax th, Services 

Ranking lists of periodicals for each service are give including, where 
possible the inclusive dates of the issues covered. Each ranking list is followed 
by a summary table showing the number of titles and the number of abstracts for 
journals with 1 ctation; 2-9 citations; 10-14 citations; 15-24 citations; and 25-
plus citations. 

Core Periodicals 

:his chapter discusses the value of the concept of i list of core periodicals, 
narticularly in relation to t.ie field of library and information science. Factors 
leading to difficulties are isolated: the relative newness of the profession in its 
present form; the small number of practitioners; their lack of economic power; and 
the characteristic denPndence on social i_stitutions. What is a core periodical 
for a developing profession? Efforts are made to generate a core list based on the 
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previous work , d• Gilchrist and of Dansey, together with the findings of the present 
investigation. A list is given of 24 candidates for omission from the cores kf 
Gilchrist and Dansey based on the 1.975 data and a revised list containing 49 titles 
is offered. Several familiar titles are missing from this new list including the 
Journal of education for librarianship and Sovetslaza bibl:lovafiya and it is 
suggested th...t different sets of core titles might be necessary, e.g., a"regional/ 
country" core, a "special interest" core. It is demonstrated that the number of 
periodical tit.!.es required to achieve ')0% coverage )f the articles abstracted is 
rather high, viz. 

BC 132 titles 

CCA titles 

1SA 1.2 titles 

LISA 104 titles 

RZ1 221 titleR 

S. Overlab of Periodical Titles 

It was discovered that the services covered a grand total of )6. periodical 
titles ;some n)r-English language titles appearing in RZI could not be identified,. 
Of these, or l: 15 were covered by all Rix services. The fall breakdown of overa7 
is:- 

,;overage by:- 'slumber of -itles 

   

     

1 service 692 
2 services 144 
3 services 61 
4 services 52 
5 services 19 
6 services 

The highest overlcp between pairs of services was 89 titles shared by LISA and LL 
and a different set of 89 titles shared by BS and dZI. The least overlap was 
emonstrated by XA and LL - only 26 titles. In considering periodical titles con-
fined to two services the most affinity was again shown by i,ISA and LL.; they gave 
sole overage to titles. Uniaue coverage by the GCA-LL combination was confined 
to just one title. Overlap in the number of articles covered from the 15 titled 
common to all six services is also discussed. It is shown that for several of these 
titles there a”c variations in the approaches of the services. 

9. Coverage by the Services of a 

itepresentative Bibliography  

:"he performances of the services in covering A lAhliography on cataloguing and 
classification are assessed. The bibliography was a current one taken from the 
periodical, Librar' resources and technical  services. The following results were 
achieved:- 
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of Items Covered 

BS 

CCA 

ISA 

ld 

All 

51c/3 

23% 

42% 

56% 

72% 

50% 

86% 

-hese results are .?Porse than those found by Dansey for bibliographies in the 

Annual revicu if information science and technology and it is suggested that 

bibliographic contra of-wiTliddle ground" library and information science literature 

may be slacker Ulan the "top-laye." coverage. The links between LISA and LL are 
again demonstrated with these two services giving unique coverage to more items 

than any other :)air of services. 

. Alphabetical Subject Indexing and 
Aetrieval Perf,)rmance of the 

Services 

An account is ,riven by E. Michael Keen of "Testing the Subject Approach in 

-riflted Indexes". This proposal for testing the printed subject indexes of the 

services was carried out as a separate investigation. 

11. 'ime Delay:. for the Appearance 
of Citations to Periodical 

Articles in 1973 

A section b.1, 'aul Dansey on delay times of the services entitled "Currency 

of the Services" investigates the performmces of the services for articles con-
tained in 12 titles. 0-mparisons are made with his own work carried out on the 

1971 issues of the services and Gilchrist's stud,' of the 1969 delay times in three 

services. The results are:- 
Delay Times in Three Studies - In Days 

1969 1971 12/1 
BS 124 

OCA 86 97 

ISA 427 )82 282 

LISA 99 99 144 

L 282 

AZI 165 1911 225 

It can ce sew. that CCA and LISA had the best currency and ISA and LL the largest 

delay times. BC, CCA, LISA and iiLI have deteriorated in currency, whilst ISA has 

improved. flovevJr, ISA's delay times for the titles studied were still greater 
than those nf the other abstracting services. 

1,85 
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12. Coverage of Non-Journal Material 
bathe Services 

Tie impor'ance of non-Journal material to the field of library and information 
science is emphasised. ISA makes an invaluable contribution to its bibliographic 
control with wide coverage of U2 repert material. 13S, LL and ,t.ZI also cover res-
pectable amounts of non-Journal literature. CCA and LISA made few abstracts for 
this typ, of material in 1975; their efforts were mainly directed towards collective 
works and conference proceedings. There appears tc be very little overlap in the 
services' approach to non-periodical literature, particularly for non-English 
language material, so that the user must consult all the services for a comprehensive 
view. Time delays for the coverage of non-journal material are lot at all bad in 
ISA, LISA and II, (the other services were not investigated for this parameter). An 
estimate is given of tie yearly amount of non-jcurnal orimary material based on the 
entries made in the secondary services during 1975. With the inclusion of books, 
pamphlets, reports, entries in collective works and conference proceedings, hon-
English language literature particularly French and Russian language material, 
patents and standards, the figure derived is 5715 item-. per year. 

1). Abstracts - Origin 
by 

Norma Jackson 

This chap'ter deals with the origin of abstracts published in three services -
ISA, LISA and RZI. The following table shows a simple breakdown:- 

Origin of Abstracts ISA 

Prepared by in-house staff 15 % 

Author abstracts, etc. 30.3% 

Secondary Sources 40.6% 

No abstract 14.1% 

LISA 

78.65 75. 46 
20.85 20 

3.6 1 

The high proportion of in-house abstracting by LISA and HZI is due to the fact that 
most of the articles they include do not carry original abstracts, i.e., abstracts-
published-with-the-articles. Much material would be lost if these two services cut 
down their in-house activity. 

14. Page Layouts  and Bibliographic 
Descrip,ion in  the 

Services 

.he typographical layouts of the six services are reproduced. :hey demonstrate .  

widely diverging views on the most suitable arrangements for meetings users' needs. 
The whole question of the presextation of information on the printed page is highly 
subjective. Important factors are the quality and colour of the pape^ used. The,  
findings of a user survey carried out by LISA in 1970 into suitable layouts are 
discussed. The investigators were mere confused at the end of the survey than at 
its beginning, although there were indications that users preferred some space 
between abstracts and that a mixture of bold, italic and roman founts led to some 
unease. The variety of bibliographic descriptions in the services is demonstrated. 
Three services commence entry with the author's name and three with the title of the 
article. The order of the other elements of bibliographic description also shows 
variations. 
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15. Coverage   of Archives by  
the Services 

The services covered 10 specialist archive journals in 1973 as follows:- 

50 CCA ISA LII'A LL HZ1 

1 6 1 2 4 (Includes some overlap) 

The total number of periodicals in this field is discussed together with the dis-
persal of material in more general periodicals. Relevant material was cited frog 
21 different periodicals in the 197) issues of LL. The total amount of archive 
literature appears to be relatively small and cle or two of the abstracting services 
might be persuaded to give the subject more attention. However, the problem of 
costs should not be ignored. A separate survey of user needs in the field of 
archives is suggested. 

Appendix 
list, of Periodical Titles Discovered 

during the Survey  

A list of all the periodical titles discovered during the survey is given, 
sub-divided into the number of services covering each title. The list contains 961 
titles and is not quite complete because some titles in RZI could not be identified. 
For each periodical a notional figure is entered for the number of items which might 
have been covered by the services in 1973. These estimates have been made chiefly 
with the abstracting services in mind and they are based on the data extracted for 
the surl,,v. With the figures for LL included, the 961 titles published some 6,800 
items which were covered by the services; without LL, the respective figures are 
951 titles and L,`247 items. 

Conclusions 

1. The major difficulty in the !fay of orderly, comprehensive bibliographical 
control of library and information science literature is the lack of knowledge 
concerning the total amount of primary literature. Without information about the 
material potentially available it is impossible to organise a secondary service 
structure capable of dealing with the literati. Lack of definl'ion of the field 
is, of course, a barrier to obtaining estimates. This investigation has attempted 
to by-pass the; problem of definition with calculations based on the material actually 
covered by the services in 197). The figures derived show that there are some 
10,500 items per year available for coverage. If the figures for LL are omitted, 
the abstracting services cover nearly 9,000 separate items a year. Almost 1,000 
periodical titles should be abstracted for comprehensive coverage. Clearly, all 
the services fall very far short of these estimates. It is also possible that the 
amount of primary material available is larger than that covered by the combined 
efforts of the secondary services - in the test of performances in covering a 
bibliography reported in Chapter 9, 140 of the bibliography's entries were not 
covered. 

2. in general, the present work appears to confirm previous investigations and 
conjecture. The secondary services differ in their views concerning the scope of 
the field. :11u:., they cover different sub-sets of the primary literature, with 
LISA and LL giving greater attention to library science and ISA concentrating on 
information seence and providing heavy coverage of US report literature whilst 
BS and occupy more central ground. These 'differences extend to: (1) the type 
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of literature covered with CCA and Lia concentrating on periodical material and 
ISA on non-j'Iurnals, particularly reports; (2) languages and regions, with each 
service tending to give closer attention to the primary material available in fts 
immediate geographical area. 

3. The varying approaches are brought into sharp focus by considering the large 
number of periodicals covered by only one service:- 

No. of rnique lierfoUical "'tics 

BS 133 

CCA 63 

ISA 142 

USA 67 

L 106 

RZI 126 

4. Although variations exist in viewpoint concerning the subject field and in the 
material covered, there are enough points of contact betweentlie services to show 
that a single subject discipline might exist with a little effort from workers in 
the field. For example, the subject arrangements of the services are not too 
dissimilar, periodicals like the Journal of librarianship are covered by all six 
services and one suspects that many library school lecturers must use both ISA and 
LISA to keep up-to-date with the literature of interest to them. 

5. It is, of course, possible to hold the opinion that the several services are 
in existence, apparently healthy, and to allow the present situation to continue. 
Perhaps there really are identifiable branches of our field and each service can 
concentrate on a speciality with a leavening of material from other specialist areas. 
The present investigator does not hold this view. Enough comparative data are now 
available from several surveys to show that one word best characterises our second-
ary services - they are uneven. Examples are legion, but among the best are the 
poor showing of ISA with regard to Aslib Proceedings and Libri in 1973 (1 article 

abstracted from Libri and that for a 1971 issues; the very low number of abstracts 
made for Nauchno-teknicheskaya informatsiya by LISA in 1973; the long delays in the 
LL indexing of foreign language material; and the uncertainty of knowing what will 
be covered by iZI - some articles in, for example, the Library Association Record  
are covered while articles of a similar standard are left untouched. 

All the services demonstrate this uneven approach and it may well be that the 
user is served worse because -f this factor than if he could Le certain that some 
kinds of material were deliberately omitted through declared policy. The user can 
never be sure that all the literature he requires will be found in a single service. 
In the author's view, it should not be necessary to subscribe to three or four 
increasingly expensive services i--,  order to gain access to the literature. 

6. There are other reasons for considering carefully whether the present situation 
should be allowed to continue. The low circulation of the services - LISA 2,150 
copies, ISA 1,200, LL 2,90u, BS 1,500 - do not lead tr confidence in the ability of 
the producers to finance the improvements necessary if the profession is to receive 
the standard of service required for its advancement. For example, it has not yet 
been possible to computerise the prcduction of ISA LISA and one suspects that the 
real reasons are lack of the manpower and finance necessary to ensure that the 
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change-over from manual methods proceeds swootly. As a result, the field lacks a 
true English-language foothold in the da ✓eloptnent of vital spin-0;f services like 
SDI and facilities for retrospective setiychinw of magnetic tape data bases. it is 
doubtful whether the existing structures of the English-language services,.parti-
ularly in an atmosphere of economic uncertainty, will be capable of ,romoting these 
developments. 

7. The question is, can action be taken to overcome these problems. .hc present 
investigator feels that xo-operati-r both in the exchange of matoa4al and of 
expertise, would help to ensue wider, more disciplined coverage of the primary 
material and might lead to a sound';; based financial structure capable of providing 
funds for modern, sophisticates' services. 

3. It is significant that each service makes unique contributions to the biblio-
graphical control of oar literature and co operation migh he started by making 
wider .se of these specialisations. 3S contributes control of French language 
material; CCA has computer expertise and a strong marketing organisation; ISA 
concentrates on non-journal material; LISA abstracts library science periodicals 
more fully than the other serviles and has full-time, in-house staff; LL is the 
largest inde;dig service in the field and the Wilson Company has years of experience 
in providing such services; AZI covers .sissian language material and the East 
European literature well. 

(j :•o echo Dr. .oblanis suggestion at the 1972 bnesco Symposium of Editors -
would it not be sensible to have only one English-language abstracting service? 
A single, comprehensive service combining the talent and expertise available within 
the existing services would be capable of providing a very high leve] of biblio-
graphical control. With the present 1CA and LISA concenrmting on the things they 
do best and CCA contributing computer/commercial expertise, bi-lateral agreements 
with 93 and hZI might be enough to cater for large areFls of the non-English language 
material. Other languages could be covered by the use of an outside panel of ab-
stractors which works well for LISA. Admittedly, one large service would probably 
be more expensive than any single present-day service, hut more sophisticated pro-
ducts could be offered and perhaps sections only of the c mplete service might be 
made available at lower subscription rates. The important points are that given 
such a structure the user could be confident that the enlarged service was providin; 
comprehensive coverage of th. field and he woulc: not be paying for abstracts of the 
same material published in different services. 

10. The main problem is to discover whether the climate of opinion favours co-
operative moves of this kind. In particular, it is necessary to seek the views of 
the publishers and sponsors of the various services. 

ecommendation 

It is recommended that Unesco organise a meeting of the editors and represen-
tatives of the publishers of the six services discussed in this investigation. The 
possibility of inviting other interested persons should he considered, but it is 
felt that the meeting should be a relatively small one in order to maximise the 
chances for a free exchange of views. ':he main purpose_ of the meeting should be7 

(1) to discuss the present stAdy; 
(2) to investigate whether co-operation between V e existing services is 

possible, hearing in mind the needs of users for wider biblThgraphic 
control in the field; 

(3) to explore the possibility of linking the existing English-language 
services in ordet to provide a single, comprehensive service in that 
language. 
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF PatIODICAL TITLES 

DISCOVERED DURING THE SURVEY 

The following list of all the periodical titles discoverel during the course 
of the survey is sub-divided, for further interest, into the number of services 
c-vering each title. The list is not quite complete because some Russian language 
titles could not be identified, so the total number of periodicals covered by the 
six services during 1973 amounts to about 1,000 titles. 

Estimate of the Number of Items for 1973, 

After each title a notional figure is given for the number of items which 
might have been covered by the services during 1973. These estimated figures have 
been made with the abstracting services in mind, except when Li is the only service 
covering the titles. 

It must be emphasised that the estimates are based on the data extracted from 
each service during the course of the survey - in only a few cases was it possible 
to check the ancuracy of the figures against the actual journals. 

The following notes will be helpful in understanding how the estimates were 
made. 

1. The estimated figures have been based on 
services during 1973. 

2. The general method for estimating can be 
figure for Information was reached. The 
the following number of items covered:- 

what could have been covered by the 

demonstrated by explaining how the 
data extracted for the survey showed 

BS 

2 

CCA ISA LISA LL RZI 

6 11 19 12 2 

LISAls figure was, therefore, taken as being the "best performance". 

3. Some effort was made to allow for the coverage of different issues of the 
periodicals. For example, the title Audiovisual Instruction  on the CCA-ISA 
list was covered in the following manner:- 

CCA ISA 

Feb 73 Apr 73 Nov 72 Oar 73  Apr 73  Sept 73 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

In making the estimate, the single item covered by both services in the Apr 73 issue wa 
was presumed to be same article. Otherwise, all the items were treated as potentially 
available for abstracting and the notional figure of 5 has been entered on the list. 
Of course, this "best" figure was achieved by none of the six services. 

4. When time delays have had an obvious effect on the number of items covered by 
a service, these have been taken into account. For example, the AIB Bollettino  
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d'Informazione is c.Ivered by B3, LISA, LL and RZI. The data collected show 
the following coverage:- 

LICA 

17 22 

The LT., figures are for the 1971 issues of the journal and heve s  therefore, 
been ignored. The BS total include one issue in 1971 and three issues in 
1972; USA's three issues in 1972; and AZI cover- *.vo issues in 1972. 

A personal ju4gement was made that the services should have covered the 1972 
issues and BS's figures, as the highest, have been taken but for the 1972  
issues only (14 items). 

5. In some cases a figure of '0' has been recorded because of the effects of time 
delays, e.g., the LL coverage of both Architectural Forum and Architectural 
Record was of issues published in 1971 and they should have been covered in LL 
1971 1972. 

6. In other cases a wt" has been entered when it Je likely that some material 
should have been covered, but the data are insufficielt for even a "giestimate", 
e.g., Barn och Kultur, covered only by LL, but the issues indexed are dated 
1971. 

7. Occadionall:r, when the difference in numbers between LL and tie abstracting 
services is very large, the LL figure is given in parentheses after the 
figure for the abstracting services. In general, the LL figures are given ill 
parentheses as a reminder that the abstracting services need not necessarily 
cover all the material entered in an indexing service. 

8. The coverage of book reviews and letters presented problems. The policy 
eventually adopted was to include them i:. the count when they were from such 
titles as the Journal of LibrarianshiE and the Journal of the American Society  
for Information Science, but to exclude those in the more general periodicals, 
e.g., Australian Library Journal, Library Association Record. 

Summary of the Results  

Based on the methods outlined above, it would appear that some 6,800 items 
from over 900 periodicals might have been covered by the services in 1973. 

The following sumoary table demon3trates how far shoot each service falls in 
its total coverage of the primary journal literature. 

No. of Periodical No. of Items 
Titles Covered  

Survey's results 961 6844 
BS 320 2124 

CCA 177 1068 

ISA 247 1537 
LISA 210 2512 

LL 221 7913* 
RZI 331 3266 

*Note. LL's figure includes 2,596 citations of one page only, entries that need not 
be covered by the abstracting services,e.g., news items, and a number of pre- 
1972 citations. 
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It should be remembered that the assumption made in this survey is that our field 
covers a wide spectrum of activities. As a result, deficiencies in the secondary 
services are probably due to conscious policy decisions as much as to real inad-
equacies. It would, of course, be very costly to cover the total amount of primar: 
journal literature discovered during this survey. 

A word needs to be said about the figures given for J.L. The number :f items 
covered by this service includes many short articles which the other services need 
not abstract. The important statistic for LL is the number of titles covered. 

In spite of the provisos made, the shortfalls are significant both in terms 
of the number o.C' Journal titles covered by ea3h service and in the number of items 
Abstracted ,r indexed. 

It is certain that the users suffer inconven_ence from these shortfalls 
because several service! must be consulted in order to ensu..c that no material is 
overlooked. 

Estimate for Abstractin- Services onl-r 

Because of the doubts exnressed before in this report clncerning the size of 
the figures given for LL, the estimate below shows the effects of disregarding the 
indexing service. 

Abstractpla Services onlz - 127).  

No. of Periodical Titles 851 

no. of Items Covered by 
the Abstracting 
Services from these 
Titles 5847 

It is certain that LL gave unique coverage to some items in 1973 which should also 
have appeared in the abstracting services. 
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PERIODICALS 

COVERAGE BY ALL SIX SERVICES 

BS; CCA. LISA• LL. RZI 

Aslib Proceedtags 4.5 
Bulletin of the Medical Library Associaticn 25 
College & research Libraries 26 
Information (Parts 1 and 2) 19 
Information Storage and Retrieval 40 
Journal of Documentation 16 
Journal of librarianship 21 
Journal cf the American Society for Information Science 73 
Library Quarterly 12 
Library Resources & Technical Services 41 
Nauchno-iekhnicheskaya Informatsiya Series 1 and 2 209 
Special Libraries 59 
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 

13 titles 623 items 

COVERAGE BY FIVE SERVICES 

BS- CCA. ISA. LISA- LL 

Journal of Education for Librarianship 18 
Journal of Library Automation 20 

titles 38 items 

BS, . CCA.A.  ISA. LISA. RZI --. ---. -4- --I-- 

Aktualne Problemy InformacJi 1 Dokumentacji 42 
Documentaliste 15 
IEEE Transactions on Professional Communications 10 
Journal of Chemical Documentation 54 
Journal of nicmgraphics 24 
Methods of Information in Medecine 10 
Nachrichten far Dokumentation 30 
Science 5 
Studii gi Cercetaii de Documentare 20 

9 titles 210 items 

BAL CCA; LISA; LL. RZI 

Herald of Library Science 26 
Microdoc 10 
Tidskrift far Dokumentation 21 

3 titles 57 items 

All Abstracting 
services 
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e.  ISELaSaiL; RZI 

International Library Review 30 
Library Journal 91 
Library Trends 30 
Libri 2a 

4 tit] es 179 items 

CCA; ISA; LISA; LI; RZI 

Microform Review 14 

1 title 14 items 

COVERAGE Bv FOUR SERVICES 

BS; C(41.1 ISA; LISA 

Information Scient:_st 10 

1 title 1 items 

13S.LELL ISA; RZI 

Angwandte Informatik 7 
Information Processing Letters 18 

Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences 
Law & Computer Technology 17 
Management Science 4 
Photographic Sciel.ce and Engineering 4 

6 titles 53 items 

28:;agtu_ LISA  RZI, 

ANRT Information et Documentation 21 

BLL Review 9 
Informatik 30 
Program 20 
Rivista dell'informazione 12 

5 titles 92 items 

BS1.1§Al_LISA. LL 

hmerican Libraries 28 (166) 

1 title 28 items 

nAAILILLJEL 

Bibliography, Documentation, Terminology 
9 (80) 

Library of Congress Information Bulletin 9 

2 titles 18 items 
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BS; LISA; LL; RZI 

AIB Bolletino dlInformazioni 14 
Bibliotekarl ([Moscow) 18 
,Ailletin des Bibliotaeques de France 21 
Indexer 11 
Zeatralblatt ffir Bibliothekswesen 41 

5 titles 105 items 

CCA; ISA; LISA; RZI 

7eskoslovenskd Informatika 36 
Journal of Syrtems Management 2 
NRCd Bulletin (now Reprcgraphics Quarterly) 4 
Probleme de Informare 9i Documentare 28 
Technickd Knihovna 3; 
Tudomdnyos 4s Aszaki Tdj3k6ztatas 18 

6 titles 121 items 

CCA. LISA. LL; RZI 

LARD Reports 3 
Library Association Record 51 
PIA Bulletin (Pennsylvania Library Association) 6 

3 titles 60 items 

ISA; LISA. LL. RZI 

Mitteilungsblatt (Verband der Bibliotheken des Landes Nordrhein-westfalcn) 26 
Special libraries Association. Geography and Map Division Bulletin 13 
Wilson Librarr -1101etin 41 

3 titles 80 items 

COVERAGE BY THREE SERVICES 

BO. CCA; ISA 

Analytical Chemistry 2 
Communication of the ACM 8 
Euro Spectra 4 
Operations :research 2 

4 titles 16 items 

BS. CCA; LISA 

 

Computer Journal 2 
Documentation et Bibliotheques 19 
Sci-Tech News 4 

3 titles 25 items 
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BS. CCA; LL 

Quarterly Bulletin of the International Association of 
Agricultural Librarians and Documentalists 22 

1 title 22 items 

BS. CCA. RZI 

Automatisme 20 
Bell Laboratories Record 2 
Neue Technik im Biro 22 
Rechentechnik/Datenverarbeitung 18 

4 titles 62 items 

BS; ISA; LISA 

Annals of Library Science and Documentation 4 
Library Science with a Slant to Documentation 24 

2 titles 28 items 

BS. ISA. RZI 

Chemical Engineering Progress 1 
Dokumentesyon Kenkyu 19 
JOLA Technical Communications 4 
OSTI Newsletter 6 

Accademie e Eiblioteche dlltelia 
Inspel 10 
International Cataloguing 14 

4 titles 30 items 

BS. LISA; LL 

3 (27) 

3 titles 27 items 

DaLIELLIIL 
Association des Bibliothdcaires Francais. Bulletin d'Informations 8 
Banque des Mots 22 
DPW 17 
Information Retrieval & Library Automation Letter 12 
Nature 7 
Sovetskeo Bib liotekovedenie (Formerly Biblioteki SSSR) 34 
TA Informations 5 
Zeitschrift fUr Bibliothekswesen and Bibliographie 26 

8 titles 131 items 
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2ELILLIEL 

College & Research Libraries News 
Library of Congress Cataloguing Service. Bulletin 2 

2 titles 10 items 

CCA; ISA; RZI 

Datamat*.on 11 
TRFT Transactions on Computers 5 
Mechanizace a Automatizace Administrativy 16 

3 titles 32 items 

CCA; LISA; LL 

Indian Librarian 13 
Ontario Library Reviev; 8 

2 titles 21 items 

CCA; LISA; RZI 

Data Processing 7 
IBM Nachrichten 1; 
Kni/nice a Vedecke Informacie 19 
Research in Librarianship 6 

4 titles 45 items 

1SA; LISA; LL 

Australian Academic and Research Libraries 11 
Drexel Library Quarterly 16 
BLA Journal (Hawaii Library Association) 4 
Publishers Weekly 8 (150) • 
RQ 16 
School Media Quarterly 11 

6 titles 66 items 

ISA; LL3 RZI 

Przeglad Biblioteczny 21 

1 title 21 items 

LISA; LL; RZI 

Assistant librarian 23 
Australian Library Journal 
Bibliotekarz 23 
Bibliothekar 27 
Biblos (Austria) 11 
Illinois Libraries 68 
Law Library Journal 18 

44 (90) 
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Library 2 
I ibrary information Bulletin (Library Association) 7 
Library Review 7 
New Library World 44 
New Zealand Libraries 56 
SLA News 2) 
Sovetskaya Bibliografiya 60 

14 titles 393 items 

COVERAGE BY WO SERVICES 

BS: CCA 

ASTM Standardization News 1 
Chemie Ingenieur Technik 2 
Computer Programs in Biomedicine 2 
Electronic Components 2 
FeingerHte Technick 5 
Fertigungstectulick und Betrieb 2 
International. Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin 2 
ISLIC bulletin (Israel Society of Special Libraries and Information Centres) 7 
Naturwissenschaften 1 
OMKDK Tudomdnyos Titjekdztatds Elmeletc Gyak8r13ta 9 
L'Onde Electrique 1 
Radio Television 1 
Revue Frangaise d'Automatique Informatique Recherche Operationnelle 5 
Technik 4 
Welding Production 1 

15 titles 43 items 

BS; ISA 

Annals r2f Economic and Social Measurement 7 
Chemical Engineering 1 
Computers and Automat)n 7 
Computers and the Humanities 5 
Computing Surveys 1 
Psychophysiology 1 
Revue d'Informatique Mddicale 2 

7 titles 24 items 

BS;  

Arerican Journal of Pharmaceutical Education S 
Bookmark 20 
Magyar Onyvszemle (14) 
Restaurator 4 

4 titles 41 items 
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BS. RZI 

BIT 46 
Ailletin du Oink; 5) 
Cadernus de LiLlioteconomia, Arquivistica e Documentacao 
Computer Praxis 11 
Computer Studies in the Hum_nities and 'Verbal Behavior 
Courrier de la Normalisation 4 
Etudes et idalisations 6 
IBM Journal of Research and Deve)opment 2 
Informatique 
Informatique et Gestion 8 
Infosystems 7 
Org Mass Spectrometry 1 
Physics Bulletin 2 
Poligrafika 2 
roligrafiya 7 
Prague Studies i Mathematical LinCuistics 15 
Semiotika 
Software-Pract. xper. 3 
Systemes d'Informatique 4 
Travail et ndthodes 6 
Tud6manyszervezdsi T4idkortLt6 32 
Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR 10 
Voprosy Filosofii 14 
loprosy Zazikoznsniya 3 

3 

24 titles 232 items 

CCA: ISA 

Archirun Automatyki i Telemc;chanika 2 
Audiovisual Instruction 5 
Control and CYoernetics 1 
Kybernetes 
Mekhanizatsiya i Avtomatizatsiya Proizv^dstva 2 
MekhanizatAya i Avtomatizatsiya Upravleniya 2 
Nucleus 1 

7 titles 16 items • 

CCAa  . LISA --. • 

Building 4 
CIIG Bulletin 0 
Open 13 

3 titles 25 items 

CCA• LL 

LASIE (Information Bulletin of the Library Automated Systems 
Informati-n Exchange ) 22 

1 title 22 items 
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CCA. /ZI 

ADL Nachrichten )5 
Applied Physics Letters 2 
B8rotechnik Automation + Organisation 48 
Communicator of Scientific and Technical Information 5 
Cybernetica 2 
Data Report. Informationen R 
Engineering 1 
IEEE Transactions on systems Management and Cybernetics 2 
Informatie 4 
Information Sciences 2 
Infrared Physics 1 
Journal of the Association of Computing Machinery 5 
Management Informatics 7 
Monthly Technical Review 2 
National Electronics Review 1 
Nauchnye i '7ekhnicheskie Biblioteki SSSR 135 
Systems Technology 2 
Zeitschrift ftr Organisation 4 

1C titles 264 items 

1.3A1 LISA 

CALL 17 
Revista da -jiblioteconomia de Brasilia 23 

2 titles 40 items 

ISA. LL 

American Archivist 6 (56) 
Archives (9) 
Cable Libraries 2 
FID News Bulletin 8 
Learning Today 9 
Library scene (25) 
New York times 2 
New York Times Book Review 2 
News Notes of California Libraries 19 
Scholarly Publishing 8 (41) 

1. titles 90 items 

IOA. RZI 
---A---- 

AmericLo Scientist 2 
Computer Decisions 4 
IMC Journal 10 
Informatyka 7 
LARC Newsletter 2 
Pattern Recognition 1 
Prague Bulletin of Mathematical Linguistics 20 
Standarty i Kachestvo 18 
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Zagadnienia InformLoji Naukowej 10 
Zagadnienia Naukoznawstva 13 
Zyoho Kanri. Information and D-Jeumentation 24 

11 titles 111 items 

LISA;  LL 

Africana Library Journal 1 (13) 
Architectural ::eview 2 
Biblioteksbladt..t 64 
Bogens Verden 51 
Buch and Bibliothek 54 
Canadian Library Journal 34 
Catalogue e: Index 9 
Catholic Library World 44 
Film Library Quarterly 8 
Fontes Artis Musleae 3 
Harvard library Bulletin 11 
1PU) Quarterly (Institute of Professional Librarians of Ontario) 16 
Journal of Library History 12 
Law Librarian 7 
rlirarians for Social Change 6 
Library Hist:wy 
Nigerian Libraries 17 
Nordisk Axishrift fey. Bo!--och Biblioteksvasel. 1 (5) 
dotes (Music Library Association) 1 (18) 
Pakistan Library 0ulletin (12) 
Picturescope 
Protean (pow ceased: 7 
Quarterly Journal f the Library of Congress 5 (20) 
Scandinavic.a. Public Library Quarterly 21 
:7ehoo' iibrarirui 5 
Service Point 2 
Singapore Libraries 4 (1.)) 
South African Linraries 22 
Western Association of Map Libraries Infol,mation Bulletin 10 

YLG News fl 

5.) titles 423 items 

LISA* RZI 

_ustralian special ibvaries News 4 

Bibliotecan Archivos 4 
Sibliotekar (Sofia) 20 
Bibliotekovedenie i Biblio3rafiya zc, itubezhom 20 
Bibliotheksdiens 32 
X utene 19 
Education A:ura:-ios 
foshlkan Zasahi 12 

titles 120 items 
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APLA Bulletin 14 
California Librarian 32 
IFLA News 
North C,arclina Libraries 2 (10) 

4 titles 52 items 

COVELAGE  BY 011E SERVICE ONLY 

13:3 

Acta ci Vene.; 1 
Advanced :echnology/Libraries 15 
Afinidad 7 
Agron 1 
Aircraft Encinecring 1 
Akademiia Hauk Grt.zinskoii SSR Vychislit Centr Orudy, H. :.:32 
Almanacco niblioteche d'ltalia 2 
Analusis 1 
Ann Mines 4 
Ar Bibliotheltar-Lehrinstitut Landes Lordrhein-WestfAlen 2. 
Arb Med Soz-Ned Praventivmed. 
Arts et ildtiers 
Aspects Tech Cecur Rout 1 
Association des Bibliothdcaires Suisses, Ass SAsse Documentation, Nouvelles 13 
AS'I'M Special Technical FublicLtions 1 
Avtomat Vychislit Tekh 2 
Babel 13 
Beitage Inform.-u. Dokumentation=Wissenschaft 0 
Ber Dtsch Bcsallsch 1 
Ber 1 
Bbg Fr 14 
Bibliotekar (Bel3•ade) 19 
Bild u. 'on 1 
Bilt Doklune , Fl 1 
Biomedicine 1 
Biul Fonogr 1 
Bol. Document Inform Sci-tee 1 
Bol. Inform. Doctu ant. 2 
Brl. Inst. Angola 1 
Bull. Ass. Rdg. et Aech. Sci. Reims 1 
Bull CIS 1 
Bull Commiss Ilormalisat Traitement Inform 4 
Bull Inform ATEN 1 
Bulletin of the Institute of International Statistics 3 
Bulletin MIA 2 
Bulletin ISO 2 
Bulletin i.lensuel de Normalisation Fr 5 
Bulletin Coe Chii Fr 2 
Cah Linguist Theor Appl 0 
Canadian Journal of Soil Science 1 
Caracte-:'e 
Cartographic Journal 1 
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ps (132ELLI 
Centro Nasion lnfcrm :coma Not Comment 1 
CETIM Inform 1 
Chartered i!echanical Engineer 1 
CCDATA Bulletin 
Colston Papers 0 
Computor: Characterist 1:ev 
CR Aced Buig Cci 1 
CZ-Chem-Tech 2 
Data Systems 4 
Deutsche Zei.schrift ye dan-u. Stoffw-Krankheit 0 
Docu :ycol 1 
Draht 1 
Echo rtech 1 
Electron Design 1 
Electron Microdlectron Industr 
Electronics 1 
Entret de Bichat i red 2 
Lricsson Tech 1 
Europhysics News 1 
Food Tecliullogy 2 
Fortschr Chen Forschung I. 
Ilancophoaie I 
Fujitsu Sci 2001, J 1 
Galvano 1 
;as Wirme International. 1 
Geburtsh. rrauenheilkde. 1 
G.tana Journal of Science 
.Iommes et 2ee:. 
IEEE J solid-wt.ate Circuits 1 
Imprimerie Uouvelles 9 
Industr Atm .3pLctiales I 
Industr d. Carta 1 
Inform. L;h1m. 
lnform.Araul %term 1 
Installatore Ital 1 
Institut 3elce Amelior Better Publ 1 
international Associations/Associations  Internationales 3 
International'. illectron 2 
Izvestiya ilauk Kazakh 30h, Seriya Matematika S3S1: 1 
Dvesti:T. Centre 3ib1 1.>alg hkademii 
zvestiya Inst Sofia 1 

Iziesti:a 2oriffs] 1nst Mrowl 1 
Jap. Electr.ri 7aTinee-ing 
Journal Probabilit.; 
Journal Audiovisuelle 
Journal of ;',1.6oma7,1c engineering 
Journal Bicj. Ph,:s.c.ogr. Ass .; 
Journal Caen nerkins rIrans, 
Journal Data .r,cessing and Office Machinery 
Journal of Educational Research J. 
Journal ':.ne :acuity of Educr.ti-m 31.inshu University 1 
Journal of the Faculty of Ubera1 ;.rts Shinshu university 
Journal ,r le.)3,..aphy 1 
J. T41demmILLIeetIlns 1 
Journal of *,le :- Idian Institute of Oeienee I 
oournal if the InsAtute of Engineers (India), industrial Developments 

in Ge.eva] Engineering I 
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Journal of tae International Association )f Math Geol 1 
J. Sic lndustr. :les. 1 

Kerntechnik 1 
Languages 9 
Language and Speech 1 
IATV PSR Zinat Akad Vest SSR 3 
Lettre Centre -ech Sci Vie 1 
Limba Romany 1 
Management Fr 2 
Marine Pollution Bulletin 1 
Massachusetts Institute of echnology .research Laboratory in 

Electronics Quarterly Progress iteport 1 

Mathematical Sci Hum 1 
Mem Inst "lcearrigraphY 1.  

Meta 29 
Ministry of Agriculture Bulletin of echrtical information 

Mitteilungea 3301 Dundesanst 
Land-und Forstwirtschaft 

Movoznaystvo 1 
Nachrichten-Zech 1 
Nervenarzt 1 
New Phytolosis:,, 1 
News of Sci Alsstracting and Indexing services 

Not 'RI ow 1 
Nouv. Aev. Cp t. Appl. 1 
Obstetrics and (-ynecology 1 
Opt Communic 1 
Padiatr and 1-adcl 1 
Pathol Alrope 4 
Pharm Irdustr 1 
Photographie 1 
roligrafia 1 
Polygraph 16 
Proceedings of the American Societ,,  of 

Civil Engineers. Jvuroal of the 

Soil. Mechanics Foundation Division 1 
Proceedings of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers 1 

Proceedings of the Japanese Acaden:.  2 

Process Encineeling 1 
Produttivita 4 
Przeglad Geod 1 
Przemysl Chem 1 
Pubblica Iettura 1 
Qual Progr 1 
R. Maroc Centre National de Documentation, Index 

Retrospect D 1 

R.A.D.A.R. Canada 1 
Rail International 2 
Realte Econ 1 
Relat Communic Inst Invest Sci Anrla 0 
Wert Theses Doctor. rniv. Ianzue wr. 1 

Rev Administr 
Rev Gen Therm I 
Rev Marche Commun 1 
Rev Med 
Rev Tech Thomson-CSF 1 
Rev Univ Nacion Cordota 0 
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(con::. 

Ric Sci 
Aiv Trim Sol Nmministr 2 
Shomik ?mei, Vys Sk Chem-s:ecimol. Pardubice 
Science de lilnformation 33 
Sciences 
search 1 
Siemens Zeitschrift 2 
Sis e Automat 1 
Socio--„1.)nomic Planning Science 
.soviet Cybernetics Eevicw 
Spis :ad ;iauk 2 
Stomatologiya 1 
Stud Cerc Ce.c Eson Cibern Eoon 
Stud Cerc 
:axon l 
Techniqr's dlInstructions 1 
Terminol (.:.aly) 3 
Toshiba Rev. International edition 
TransaetiDns .. Loc. Canada 0 
Travail Sdcur 1 
Triangle 1 
Trudy Moal:ov Lneraet Inst sssa 
Uhlil 1 
Univ Nacion 7ucumnn, Fund Inst NiEuel Aix 1 
Usine Nouvelles 9 
VDI-Zeitscirift 
Verkehrsannalen 
Visual EdtIcaioa 
WLsserwirtaclissetech 
WerIcAattsocIt, Industr Fertit; 1 
West Electr 1 
Wien Z Itmare i ed GrenzeL 
Z Elektr Inftrn-u Enersietech 
Z Krebfcrsc.. rjin ',nk:1 1 
Z Wirtscll 2 
Zentraltla Mir 2 
Zero, Un, .:nformt Nanf-le 
ZLIarnal Fotgr Kinemt7.:r 3n 2 

1 8?. titles 420 items 

' tt 

A: to Crystallorxa'hica Section A 
Acta Informatics 1 
AEDS Monitor 1 
British Journal of Radiology 1 
Bulletin of the Operations Research Oociet:, of America 
Business Systems • Equipment 1 
CAMAC Bulletin 1 
Canadian Datasystems 4 
Chemical Technology 1 
Comptes Re dus '.iebOomadaires des Sdances de l'Aca(dmie des Sciences 

Sdric L: Sciences :iathdmatiques 1 
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CCA (cant.) 

Computers in Biolcgy and Medicine 7 
Control Cibernetica y Automatizacipn 
Cybernetics 0 
Decuscope ] 
Design Engineering 1 
Electronics and Power 1. 
Eloktrie 
Elektrik Muhendisligi 1 
Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau 
Elettrotecnica 1 
Elteknik 1 
Energetyha I 
IBM Technical r)isclpsure Bulletin () 
IFFY Transactions on Nuclear Science 
IEEE Transactions on Reliability 1 
Industrial. Medicine and Surgery 
Information C; Control i 
Inorga 1 
Instruments and Experimental Techniques 1 
IVA-Tidskrift f8r -,:eknisk-Vetenskaplig Forskning 1 
Japanese elecommunications Review ]. 
Jena Review 2 
Journal of Nuclear Medicine 1 
Journal of Research fn Music Edt cation 
Journal of the American Chemical SociJty 1 
Journal of the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation 2 
JP,Quarterly 2echnical Review (Jet Prop ilsion Laboratory, Cal '2ech) .t 
Maschinenbau "Achnil: 1 
Maschinenmarkt 1 
i.eteorolo6ische Runschau 1 
Metra 1 

-)dern Data 2 
Nuclear Encineering and Desigp 2 
Printing 'technology 2 
Problemy Zioniki 0 
Przeglad Elel!tro.'echniczny 1 
4ualitat und Zuverlassigkeit 
R D Management I 
Radiochemical and ::adioanalytical Letters 
Review of Scientific Instruments 1 
RS( Railway System Controls 1 
Sign.d 1 
Sperry 7echnology 0 
Techniscl,e Information OR ' (VEB Gerate und T,egler Werke 
Teknisk ITIceblad 1 
7elecommunicttions and OFtdio Engineering Ft. 2 (tr. .)f itadly.elthnika C'„S11, 
Thin Solid Films 
TNO Nieuws 2 
Transactions of the American Nucicr::. 
Transmission and Distributi)n 1 
University of Manchester ries ( ra font TAA, P inguist Newsletter 
Wireless 'Jorld 
X-riay "ocus 

6.) titles items 
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1SA 

Accessible 1 
Acta Psychologica 0 
Aerospace 14edicine 1 
Akademiia Nauk Grazinskoi SSR, Tiflis. Soobshchaniya J 
Akademiia Nauk sssa Inst:tut Russkogo lazyka 0 
American Behavioral Scientist 1 
American ,Tournal of the Medical Sciences 1 
Americz.n Faint Journal 7; 
American 73yck:Aogist 1 
American 2ociety for Information Science Newsletter 1 
American Zociet:,  for information Science. Special Ilterest Group in 

Technology, Irformation and Society (sic.) 1 
Annales des '616communications 
Annales Mariae Curie-Sklodowska, Sectio F, Humaniora 0 

Appita 2 
Archei, :n 
.rchivalische Zeischrift 
Archivar 0 
Archives et Bibliotneques de Belgique 
Archives of Surgery 1 
Association of Research Libraries idnutes 0 
AV Communication Tieview 7 
Avtomatyha 
Behavior Science Not_s 1 
Biblos-schriften 1 
BioScience 1 
Biuletyn 0:wodka Dokumentacji i Informacii Naukowei PAN 0 
British Medical Journal 0 
Lul]etin cue 11P.caddmie Polonaise des Sciences. S4r1e des Sciences 

Mathdmatiques, Astronomiques et Physiques 0 
Bulletin of NatLematical Linguistics 1 
Cahiers nddicaux Lyonnais 1 
CAS Report It 
chemical Engineering News 24 
Classification Management Journal 

'Clinical Txecolow 1 
Commutation & Electronique 2 
Computer Weekly 0 
Computers and Biomedical Research 2 
Computerworld 11 
Computing Newsletter for Schools of BusinLss 
Contemporary Sociology: a Journza of rleview!. 0 

Copyright Bulletin 0 
Current Contents, Life Sciences 0 
Current Ilunici)al Problems 1 
Data Processing Digest 2 
Data Processor 1 
Drug Information Journal 0 
Economic Computation and Economic Cybernetics Studies an(:. Jasearch 1 
Editing Technology 0 
Editor °c Publisher 1 
EDP Analyser 1 
EDP Industry ileports 1 
Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta 0 207 
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(contLI  

Electronic Hews 
Ergonomics 
Fernmelde Praxis 
Five Associated University Libraries Newsletter 1. 
Frontiers of Pattern ReeognitIon 1.  
Gazette des Archives ) 
Geodetieky a Yartograficky Obzor 1. 
Government Data Systems 2 
Hospital Formulary Management 
Index to.Current Urban Documents 1 
Information Processing 1 
Information .;cience Abstracts C 
Instructional ''echnology 0 
Instrumentation in the Aerospace Industry I 
International Journal of Man-Machine studies 1 
Izobretatellstvo Standartizatsiia i Kachestvo 0 
Izvestiya Akademii Nauk Estonskoii SSR, Seriya Fizkia, Matematika (Jallinn) 0 
lzvestiya Vysshilth Uchebnykh Zavedenii. Priborostroenie 1 
Johns Hopkins Medical Journal 0 
Journal of Applied Meteorology 1 
Journal of Chemical Education i. 
Journal of Exparimental Psychology 1 
Journal of ;,earning Disabilities 1 
Journal of Medical iducation 1 
Journal of the American Medical Association ) 
Journal of the American Statistical Association 1 
Journal of the Association of Computing Machinery. Spe-dal ltIcPest Groui 

in Programming Languages. flotes 
Journal of the Society of Archiviss 
Junior College research iteview 1 
Jurimetrics Journal 2 
Keimyo Kokugogaku 
Kybernetika 1 
Lenguaje y Cienciaa 
Literaturraca Cazeta 0 
Mathematical Biosciences 
Mayo Clinic Proceedings I 
Medical :7 9iological Engineering 
Medical Ilarketina and r.iedia  
Eicrn-flews rtulletin 

Mod( rn -.'ac:.e.ging 2 
NE.uka i 
Naval .1.searcli LA.)gistics .tuarterly 
Notro Dame laver 
Now Avvi2ahle 1 

Zha-, Net's I 
Orvosi htinyvtAr:,z 4 
pansimo i i`rawo 
Percertion 7niehophylics 
Podstawy Z:terowania r. 
Polio_ Sciences ) 
Pomiar-  Autlua-ylm Kontrola 
Poste e 'cieo:mmunicaztoni 
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_ASA (co'at.)  

Prace Instyt.utuBibliograficzneep 
Prasa Tec'nic=na 2 
Priroda 
Problemy Pereclachi Informatsii 
Produktivite-cerimlilik 
Psyoholog: of earning and ;Motivation 0 
Psychology - '2od.v 0 
Psychonomic L;cience C 
Public Administration iteview 1 
Public Opiidon quarterly 1 
71assegna degli di Stat.) 
aechorche ',.(chnique, Bulletin dlInformation de l'Association National.: 

de la "echerche Technique 0 
aesearch/DeveL)pnent 2 
itevista da Lscola de Bibliotcconomia da ihiversidade Federal de Minas Gerais 
.'evle de ilIns. itut Frangais du Pdtrole et 1nnales des Combustibles Licitlides 
revue Gdndrale de llEiectricitd 
.tocz,•ik Biblioteki Pols%lej Akademii I:nuk w Frakowie 0 
oczniki DibilYteczne h 

Arclvni&i 7.7,4cl U 
Ocience PlmenSion 1 
Ecleace .;e1%-; 
Sen-ito 
Eoftware 
Special Lillraries Association. 3,-)ston C:laictev• News Bulletin 
Standards Enzineering 1 
Svensk PappersUdning 
7echnica7.-oramunications 

i*.azansho:Io Aviatsionnogo Instituta 0 
:4nin:,1.iadecoco 'ekhnologicheso Instituta Tsellyulozno- 
UMP.S1nDi Promyshlennosti 0 

nesco 
Librar,  (T,niversity Wisconsin) 2 

vestnik i.loskovs7:),;o TJaiversiteta. Zhurnalistika C 
Videocaose'to iewsletter 
Visible Tanguacm 
".,urns;; I'si2711c7.17,ii 1 
World 1..cet1r.s•n: Y.acial and 3ehavi , " :'ciences, i:.dueation and :lanagement 0 

Zastosovanla 

titles 165 items 
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Abstract Journal: Informatics 1 
ACI1; Newsletter 2 
Applied Economics 1 
Architects' Journal 1 

Newslet.er 10 
Audiovisual 1,ibrarian 9 
Australian School Librarian I 
Author 4 
Bibliotheel: en Samenleving 25 
Bibliotheekgids 1 
Bck og Bioliotch 17 
Boletin de la ANABA 1 
Book Trolley 15 
Bookseller 5 
1-14rn og 114ger 1 
Bulletin of the Circle of State Abrarians 2 
6itadell 1. 
Classification Society Bulletin 
Computer Weedy International 1 
DirecciAn General de Archivos hibliotocas: Boletin 
DK-Mitteiluncen 2 
EALA Bulletin (East African Hbrary i.ssociation) 
Eastern Librarian 2 
Erwachsenenbildung in 6sterreich 1 
Focus on International & Comparative 'dbrarianship 
Geoscience Documentation 1 
IA3LIC Bulletin 1 
Igaku Tosholum 
Iranian Library Association Bulletin ) 
Jamaica Library Association BulleAn 7 
Journal of Philippine Librarians tip 1 
Journal of the Hong Kong Library Association 2 
Kirjastolellti 42) 
Onyvtdri FigyelM 14 
An '4eabharlann. The Irish Library 21 
Lecture et Bibliotheques 5 
LIBER Bulletin 4 
Library Association Medical Section Bulletin 2 
Library Herald 4 
Library Ilaterials on Africa 6 
Library Research News (McMaster University) 1 
Literary Criterion (Mysore) 1 
Local Governient Chronicle 1 
Management in Action 2 
Modern Hospital 1 
Mune ipal Journal 2 
Nachrichten. Nouvelles. Notizie 7 
National Central Library 7,ewsletter (A) 5 
National central Library Bulletin (Taiwan) 5 
New Society 1 
Open Access 1 
Recorded Sound 1 
Rhodesian Librarian 5 
Skoolbiblioteek (School Library) 3 
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Solanus 
seac hewsLeev (:;racial Science tesearc -;oulcW 
Techno:oc.7 .1-cla;:d 
Times ;clucational Supplement 2 
Times Vigher :;ducationa) Supplemen, 
Times Liternr: ;:unplement 2 
Tosh.kan lakkai 1:enoe 2 
Toshokan hal :)4 
'"raining iiel:!r:ctter (TA)cal Gwemment - raining7)ard) 1 
Trends in Education 
Ugandan Lilirnl-les 
L'Universo 1 
World misrli7,".:, 

:dr,: items 

1.L 

A.:,  Bookman': .:eelzly (37) 
AWL Quarter:. (;) 
Alabama Li%varici. (1) 
American Journr.l of Sociology (1' 
American :cholar (1) 
American - eoloracal Library Associatior: Eewlletter (5; 
ArchitecUural 7(--um V) 
Architectural Rcord 
Arkansas Libraries (R; 
AhLIS/NA Fewsletter (1) 
Art Bulletin (2: 
Artibus Asine 
Artists' Prof (r) 
Barn och ir-T.J. covered 13 for the 1971 issues) 
t...ay State Librarian ('n) 
'3CLA Reporter (C,) 
Berita (1, 
Bibliofilia (?, /-.12.. covered 6 articles for the 1971 issuesl 
Bibliographical Society of America Papers (12, 
Black Scholar (1; 
Bollettino dell'Istituto di Patolozia del hibro (14) 
Book Collector (20) 
Bookbird (4e; 
Booklist (20) 
British Columbia Library Quarterly (12) 
Bully tin de Documentation Bibliogralhique ().5) 
California School Libraries (15) 
Choice (15) 
Columbia Library columns (7' 
Connecticut Libraries (14) 
Cornell University Library Bulletin (5.)) 
Cue (1) 
Current Biography (1) 
Dakota Library Bulletin (I.) 
Dartmouth College Library F311ctin 
Documenta ()) 
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;(cont.)  

Feliciter 
FLC Newsletter (4) 
Focus on Indiana 1.4ibraAes (19 
Georgia Librarian (7) 
Horn Rook Magazine (25) 
Idaho Lib-.7arian 
International Social Science Journal (1: 
Iowa Library 'quarterly (11) 

Isis (()) 
Journal or Asian Ltudies ((") 
Journal of English and Germanic :)!diolocry !.;)) 

Junior Bookshelf (5) 
Kansas Library Bulleti. (5) 
Kentucky Library Association Bulletin (6) 
LACUNY Journal (14) 
Leads (5) 
Liaison (0) 
Library Chronicle (4) 
Library News Bulletin (27) 
Library Occurrent (15) 
LLA Bulletin (Louisiana Library Associati.m' (1) 

Michigan A:orarian (11) 
Minnesota Libralies (5) 

Mississippi .1brary News (16) 
Missouri :ibrary Association Newsletter (3 
Mountain Plain: library quartery 
Museum (Unesco) (); 
Nebraska Library Association quarterly (rr 
New Jersey Libraries (5) 
New Mexico Li)rarien Newsle'ter 0, 

New York Dtblil Abrary Bull.etin (7) 

New York geview of Books (1) 
Newsletter on InteLectual ,l'rcedom (9) 

North Dakota Lfirary Notes (6) 

NYLA Bulletin (5) 
Ohio Library Association 3ulletin (E) 
Oklahoma Librarian (26) 
Oriental Art ( 
PNLA quarterly (10, 
Previews (Abrary Journal/School Library Journal) (°: 
Priiceton ilniversity Library Chronicle (2, 

Private I.Virary 
Public Library r ', tee (2) 

deligious '2heo:.ogical :resources (.; 

!enaissance :4,uartorly (0) 
kevista Inter Americana de Bibliograffa (2, 
levue Beige dlArchdel.Igie et dIPistoire 
.revue Fra,.ialse d'Aistoire du Livre (0) 

SOT. iloletin (1P: 
School Library J. urns: (S3) /711, Duplicate of Libr. J. not counted here7 
Serif 
South Africa),  Library quarterly Bulletin 

South Carelilla Librarian (3) 
South Dak,..itc ,i1)rary Tulle tin 
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(cont.L1 

Southeastern librarian (8) 
Southern l.ledical journal (1) 
Synergy (17: 
Tennessee ibrarian ) 
Texas Libraries (14: 
Texas library J(Yunlal (2.5` 
-op of the ::ews 
Unabashed Librarian 2,-51 
tah libraries 
Vermont libraries (S.) 
Virginia Librarian (11) 
Walters Art Gallery Journal (0) 
Wisconsin Lib.,ary Bulletin (43) 
Worldwide 4.rt library Newsletter (0) 
Wyoming Library A.oundup (11 
Yale University library Gazette (10) 

106 tiles 9)6 items 

RZI 

APEA Journal 1 
Archivmitteiltszen 12 
ASIS Newsletter 2 
Austral i n itoed Research 1 
Bibliografic10 Zbornik 9 
Bibliotechnibliograficheskaya Bibliotek AN SSSR i Akademii 

Nauk Soyuzni Respublik 8 
Biblioteek Dydr aaatsbibliotheek Pretoria 4 
Biblioteku Darbas 12 
b'-itish Printer 2 
Baroansrlstung 3 
B6romaschinen ':echnik 3 
Arotechnik mit Detriebsflihrung 20 
Bflrotech:lis*c .:anwil!InEr 46 
BZB 48 
Cahiers de la D.,cumentation 2 
Canadian Div and Mil 2 
Chemical En-ineer 1 
Chronique de 1 11'nesco 1 
Uigncia da informag3o 7 
CODATA Newsletter 
Colorado Academic libraries 
Cornell rang 7. 
Cuadernos de Informaci6n Cientifica 3 
Data Processinz Magazine 0 
Diagramm 9 
Documentreproductie 1 
Electric Light and Power 1 
EngiAeer 1 
Engineering Digest 1 
Engineering Materialn and Design 3 
Fachbibliographirxher Dienst Bibliothekswesen 0 
Fact Equip. News 
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ZI ,(cont. )  

FEN 1 
FI4/CAO Newsletter 5 
Finite Ctring 1 
Foundations of language 7 
ICSU Bulletin 1 
IFFF Spectrum 1 
Industrial and Commercial Pbotographer 6 
Informaciones. Biblioteca de la Universidad Nacional de la Plata 4 
InformOn6 Systdmy 5 
lnformaenl a Metodickf Spravodajca 17 
Informa6n1 Dulletin. Slovenska Akade:iia 71ed 25 
Information Processing Jap 2 
Informatsiya o i3ibliotechnom dele i Dibliografii za -;albezhom 
International Journal cf Computers and Information science 
Journal of Phil. Log. 1 
Journal of Hesearch National Bureau of Standards 1 
Journal of the :ioyal Town Planning Institute 1 
Kagaku Gizyutsu Bunken Sabisu (:icience and Technolm,  Information :service , 
Kantoor en Efficiency 15 
Kibernetika t 
KniEni6y Sbornilc 12 
Kodak Mikrofilm :ieport 
K8nyvt4ros 15 
Kosmos 1 
Laboratory Equipment Digest 2 
Library Action 0 
Linguistica Antverpiensia 
Lithoprinter 2 
Mach Des 1 
Mathematical Syst Theory 1 
Metodicky Letdk. UVTEI 4 
Metrika 1 
Mez8gazdasdgy ds Elelmiszeripari K8nyvtdrosok Tdjdkortat6ja 6 
Microfiche oundation Newsletter 3 
Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft ftir Bibliothekswesen and Dokumentation 

des Taandbaues 11 
Modern Datatelmaik 3 
Mddszertani Orlev41 10 
Monotype Bulletin 
National Diet Library Monthly Bulletin 3 
National Diet Library Newsletter 2 
NauctInaya i '2ekhnicheskaya Informatsiya za Rubezhom. Sbornik 4 
Nauchnye Doklady Visshei Shkoly. Filosofskie Nauki 8 

Naukovedenie i Informatika 22 
New Scientist 1 
New Zealand Electrical Journal 1 
NFAIS Newsletter 
Noticias. Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas. Institutio Brasileiro de 

Bibliografia e Documentaggo 2 
Novy Knigi za Rubezhom 9 
Office 53 
Offset Printer 1 
Opt Spectra 1 
Organisation et Ndthodes 1 
Organizacja, Netody, Technika 7 214 
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(contj 

Pensi ero o .1.nguagio in Operazionc ; 
Polytechnish Ujdschrift 3 
Poradnik Pibliotekarza 5 
Prace Naukoznawcze i Prognastyczne 9 
Preklady ;Abornd Literatur5 1 
Probory • Oistew Upravleniya 
Printing Equipment, and Katerials 
Printing lwression 2 
Printing f;agazine 4 
Producticn Engineer 
Progres Ocientifique 1 
Przeglad InZormacji o Naukeznawstwie 1 
.tapport NfU 2iblioteket Universltetet rondheim 4 
Aationalisierunc 5 
Rationelle 3Uro 10 
Rechnungweaen, Datentechnik, Organisation 9 
R.ference 1;07:vices Review 
Itepr )duction 2 
AeprodUktie 
heprographios 2 
hevista Bibliotecilor 19 
SchriftenreiLe (ler. Technischen Nochschule in Wien 11 
Science Police 
Sof.ttowa Nagalal. Software Science 4 
Soveskie 1.rc1iive 1; 
Stainles, Steel 
Statistical rethods in ;Inguistics 
Synopsis 
TE ',eport fur :echni:,c;ies 'Aro 13 
Teorte a EetAt 1.; 
Translation :iews 2 
Trudy Informatikov Litvi 10 
Tsentral'ni :lauchN-issledovatellskii Institut 'ekhnologii tashinostroeniya Trudi 4 
Vedeck4 Liformace CSAV 7 
Vestnik Mos%ovs%ogo Universiteta. Filologiya 1 
'Joprosy Izobretatellstva 53 
Worl,  Study 1 
World Index of Scientific ":ranslations and List of Translation Notifieo to ETC 2 

Lagarinienia ::aukoznawstwn ODIN FAN 5 
Zeitschrift fdr Datenverarbeitung 11 
Zyohc Yaga;a1. Infnrmation, Information Processing, Information ,iotrieval 14 

126 titles 753 items 
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Relationshio of Core Journals to 
the Above List 

In , Chapter 7 a list. journal titles was P.,:x.rn which appears, 

on the basis Dr previous work as well as the present investigation, to represent 
the core •eriodicals in our field. .11c following- fir.ures demonsLAte the likely 
number of generated in a year ): these titles that should be covered by the 
abstracting services. 40 

AktuaLle Troblemy lnformacji i Jo:,a7nentacji 42 
Angewandte Informatik 7 
AIT Information et DocumentatioL Ll 
Aslih Proceedings 43 
Australia:. 71brary Journal 14 
Bibliteliarl (Moscow) 12 
Bulletin des 3ibliothiques de France 21 
Bulletin du CI1A3 3C 
ZulleUn f the Medical Library Association 
leskosjovenskd Informatika ;6 
!7011e:Im lesearch Libraries 
Documentaliste 15 
Dokumentesyon Kenkyu 19 
TRW 'ransactions on Professional 7ommunications 16 
Informatik 30 
Information 19 
Information Jcientist 11 
Information Storage & Retrfeva3 40 
International Library Review 
Journal of Chemizal Documentation 54 
Journal of Documentation 16 
Journal of Librarianship 21 
Journal :if Library Automation 2f.) 
Journal of Micrographics 24 
Journa'. of the American Society :or Information Science 
Library Pssociation Record 51 
Library Journal 91 
Library .:;,uartorly 12 
Library Ilesources 1.7 Technical Services 41 
Library Trends 30 
Libri n^ 
Methods of Information in Medicine 10 
Mier odor 10 
Nadhrichten far Dokumentation 5C 
Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya 209 
Nauchn i Tekhnicheskie Biblioteki 1.55 
Probleme de Informare gi Documentare 28 
Program 20 
Rivista dell'Informazione 12 
Sovetskoe Bibliotekovedenie ;4 
Special Libraries 59 
Studii gi Cercet/re de Documentare 20 
Technickd Knihovna 33 
Tidskrift far Dokumentation 21 

7) 
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Thdonutly•Js is ::tiszaki Tdjek4;;LaLds 12 
linesco Bulletin for I..ibrc.7^ie3 39 
Wilson Library 3ulle iii 1l?_ 
Zeitschrift "11r Biblir,thekswesen and Bibliocraphie 26 
Zentralblatt tar blbliothekstlesen 

The total estinated number of iti.;r: from these titles is ' 7:): Ills represents 

25% of the perJod5cP.1  articles covered by all six services in 1975 and about 
the articles covered by th- five abstracting services. 

of 
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